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We're booked on the British Con,corde test flight. Have be'en for
eight years-ever since we began
collaborating on her fuels and
lubricants research.
In that time, we'.ve pulled out
all the stops to be ready.
Made sure dlat our fuel can
meet all the new supersonic requirements.

And provided an entirely new
high temperature lubricant that
could do t.he same.
So right now, we're rarin' to go.
But don't get the idea that we'll
be getting off at the other end.
Far from it.
With whole supersonic generations coming up, our journey's
only just beginning.
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E. YATES III, of Chula Vista,
JAMES
California. is claiming a new world

distance record. On 15th April he fiew a
Schweizer 2-32 two-seater (fiying solo)
fr\\lm the Diamond C Soaring Ranch, a
few miles north of Boulevard, California,
which is about 50 miles east of San
Diego, near the Mexican border, to Cuiberson County Airport; Texas. The
elapsed time was very close to 10 hours,
giving an average ground speed of
approximately 109 km/h.
Anticipating good weather for this
date, pre,parations were made the night
before for an early start. Take-off was
shortly after 7 a.m. by aerotow, Release
was made a few miles east of the airport, about 1,000 ft. above 4,647-foothigh Mt. Tule, where weak wave lift
was encountered. The wave was dying
but permitted a long. slow climb to
19,800 it. From that altitude a downwind glide to the east ·carried the pilot
across the Imperial Valley to beyond
Yuma, Arizona.

The lower air was quite unstable on
this day and was producing dry thermals
by the time he descended to 7,000 ft
between Yuma and GiIa Bend. From
there on, the rest of the flight was canied
out in thermals. Steady tailwinds of
about 15 knots prevailed throughout the
day, and cumulus clouds developed
later in Arizona with bases at 9,500 ft.
a.s.l. near Mt. Lemmon just north of
TlIcson.
With c10udbase rising further and the
clouds being fairly close together, he.
was able occasionally .to fly straight and
level, slowing up in lift to regain altitude
lost whilst cruising at 193 km/h. between
them. Some thermals he did stop to
circle in pegged his 1,000 f.p.m. vario.
(10 knots). His ground speed for the
193 km. between Mt. Lemmon and
Lordsburg, New Mexico, averaged'
152 km/h. Some overcast east of Lords·
burg near Deming weakened the lift to
the point where he turned back to, near
Lordsburg before heading south toward
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the border to get by the overcast. Cloud
streets to the east were subsequently
reached, enabling good progress again to
the north end of the Franklin Mountains
north of El Paso.
Good altitude was in hand at El Paso.
which he had declared as a goal for a
new 940 lUll. world goal record, but he
decided to overfly it. Lift got weaker
after that, and he got lower as he pro-gressed, working choppy thermals and
zero sink. He was quite low over the
highway between Sierra Blanca and Van
Horn, Texas, bUl hung on to weak lift
and let the wind drift him over the hills
west of Van Horn, which he cleared
by 200 ft. Some zero sink over the town
enabled him to reach CulbeFSon County

airport, twee miles east, where he landed
at about 5.20 p'.rn. (Pacific Standard
Time), some 1$ minutes before sunset.
So ended the second flight in soaring
history to exceed 1,000 km., the first
being Alvin PariQer's current rec.oul flight
made on 3·Ist July, 1964. from Odessa.
Texas. to Kimball. Nebraska.
lames Yates. 32, is a contract "omputer programmer by profession, and
manager of the soaring schools operated
by Otay Aircraft Corp., at Brown Field,
Chula Vista, and at Diamond C Soaring
Ranch, California.
The above flight is, of course, subject
to homologation by the SSA alld FAI
(Distances. and speeds given are appr@ximate figures.)

MORE ABOUT VARIOMETERS
By E. DOMMISSE
The Zero Reading Electric Variometer with Electrical Oompensation.

The Conventional Vario iD Use
The conventional vario reads what the
sailplane is doing. If we fly at minimum
speed lilf, say, 70 km./hr., and the vario
reads 1 m./sec. UP, then we are climbing
at this rate. Naturally, if we increase
speed the vario wUl read less UP or even
DOWN as the sink increases with this
increase of speed.
In a glide, the sailplane will lose
height at a rate related to the glide
speed. If. because of 'the average rate of
climb. our best inter-thermal glide speed
is 120 km./hr., the sailplane will sink
at, say, 0.08 m./sec. This is in still air.
If we glide througb air which is sinking
at 1 m./sec.. the vario will read
0.85+1==1.85 km./hr. Our best speed at
which to glide now becomes, say, 140
km./hr. But at 149 km./hr. the sailplane
sinks at, say. 1.2 rn./ sec. and the vario
will now read 2.2 m./sec. DoWN. If sink
now increases and the vario reads 4
m./sec. DOWN. the pilot has to fly at,
say, 200 km./hr. This results in a further
increase of DOWN reading on the vario,
and the pilot might become somewhat
confused. He must keep on remembering
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that his best glide speed is still only 120
km./hr. He would hardly know for
eertain whether he should persist in increasing speed or what the really best
speed should now be. If at 200 km./hr.
the vario, instead of reading 3.25 m./sec.
DOWN, which is the rate of sink in still
air for this speed, reads 1 m./sec. DOWN,
the sailplane is flying through rising air
of 2.25 m./sec. If the pilot now reduces
speed to 70 km./hr., the sailplane will
sink at only 0.7 m./sec. and the sailplane will gain height at 2.25-0.7=
1.55 m./sec.
We probably all know these little
shortcomings of our variometers, and the
constant mental calculation and thinking
which we must do to interpret this iD'
strument. Let us now investigate a zero
reading variometer.
The Zero ReadiDg Variometer
In a glide with loss of altitude, air IS
constantly flowing into capacity through
the vario. Suppose we now leak air
from a pitot source into ,capacity at the
s.ame rate that it wants to flow in due
to loss of height res.l!llting from the rela·

tive glide speed. The vario will read zero
III still air. To do this mechanically
through a small jet is most complicated
if we also consider that the rate of flow
must be related to the polar curve of the
sailplane in which the unit is used and
must be capable of exact calibration for
all speeds for that particular sailplane.
My suggestion, perhaps in ignorance,
is that the matter can be more easily
solved electrically.
For the BS-l the electric compensator
for sink given to an electric variometer
would be for sink as against speed
according to the following table:
m./ sec.
km./ hr.
Sillk
IAS
0.700
70
0.550
80
O.5{j0
90
0.630
100
110
0.700
0.750
120
1.000
130
1.200
140
1.450
150
1.700
160
2.000
170
2.300
180
2.750
190
3.150
200
3.600
210
4.100
220
4.600
230
5.300
240
5.900
250
Qnan electric vario, the current flow
must be found and measured for each
indic.ation of UP or DOWN reading.
A speed sensor is then made to give
the same and exactly opposite current
for each increment of speed corresponding to the rate of sink for that speed as
per the above table.
These two opposing currents will keep
tbe reading of the vario on zero for all
speeds and corresponding rates of sink
providing it occurs in still air.
If the air is rising o~ descending, this
rate of UP or DOWN will over-ride the
zero r-eading on the vario and the reading will be a correct reading of what the
air is doing.
If we now fly with this instrument in
still air at 110 km./hr;, the sailplane
will actually sink at 0.7 m./sec., but the
vario wiII read zero. If tbe air is rising
at 0.5 m./sec., the vario will read 0.5
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It must now be remembered
pilot that the sailplane is not
clJmbmg at 0.5 m./sec. but Bying at a
reduced rate of sink of 0.7-0.5=0.3
m./sec. DOWN at 110 km./hr. If the speed
had been 140 kIn./hr. the vario will
still read 0.5 m./sec. UP but the sailplane will be sinking at 1.200-0.5=
0.70 m./ sec., etc.
The dial of the vario must now be
coloured red below 0.550 m./sec. UP and
green above this. The pilot then knows
that if the needle is in the red, the sailplane will still be sinking, and that if
th.e needle. is i.n the green, the sailplane
wI.II. be climbmg ptoliiding he flies at
mmlmum speed, and tbat the rate of
climb is always that indicated minus the
~ate of sink of the sailplane related to
ItS. speed. W~en climbing in a thermal,
thiS speed will always be the minimum
between 70 and 90 km./hr. for which
the average rate of sink is, say. 0.6
m./sec. If now the vario reads 2 m./sec.
UP while the pilot circles at about 80
km./hr.. the rate of climb of the sailplane would be about 1.4 m./sec.
It is not possible to theorise on the
best dial presentation or means of oVetcoming this discrepancy before an actual
instrument is in use. There are various
n:eans ~hat suggest themselves; for the
lime bemg. two instruments can always
be .used. the second one being a vario
whIch shows the actual rate of climb or
descent of the sailplane.
m./sec.

UP.

b~ t~e

OD an Iater.thel'llllll Glide
The best inter-thermal glide-speed
depends on the rate of climb achieved.
Thus, for an achieved rate of climb of
2 m./sec., the best glide speed would be
125 km./hr. in still air.
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A1 125 km./hr. in still air, the vario
will read zero. If the air descends at
2 m./sec., this will show as a OOWN
reading of 2 m./sec. Against this DOWN
reading, a scale can be set which gives
the best speed for such a DOWN. Let this
speed be 110 km./hr.
If the vario reads 2 m./sec. DOWN,
the piIot increases speed to 170 km./hr.
The vario reading' will remain at 2
m./sec. DOWN regardles.s of thjs change
in speed for as long as the air is
descending at 2 m./sec.. Therefore, now,
as the vario reading changes, the pilot
can change to the best corresponding
speed without havillg to "chase" the
vario reading. As SOOIll as the vario reads
above Zero or goes into the green, speed
is reduced, and as the .readmg goes down
into the red, speed is increased. The
pilot has no calculation to 00 ana very
little mental arithmetic or reasoning,
especially if he flies. with a second conventional vario and uses this in conjunction with the zero reading vario.

To

m~e a Zero Readiag VlIriometer
It would be possible to make a
mechanical device. The greatest problem
here is to maK.e a bleed 'vaIve which
would metre the correct leak of air to
the vario to keep the reading zero at .all
speeds. To make a bleed valve that will
keep a vario at a zero reading for one
speed is fairly easy.
It might be far more easy to do the
job electrical1y. The first requirement is
to find the current required for each
reading on the electric variometer. This,
I take it. will be a linear scale in milli·
amps.
It is now r~uired to make a speedsensor. In essence this would be an
ordinary air-speed capsule and linkage.
/!. means must now be found to make
and incorporate with this an electric
circuit which will give an electric current
equal to and opposite to that of tire
electric variometer for each increment
of speed. If the sailplane to which this
is to be fitted sinks at 0.7 m./sec. at 70
km./hr., the11 the current required to
give a reading of 0.7 m./sec. on the
variometer must be found and the speed
sensor must counteract this current
exactly. In the same way the current for
each rate of sink against the corresponding speed of the sailplane, atcerding to
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the polar curve ,of the sailplane, must be
obtained from the speed sensor.
If some means can be' found to vary
or adjust ihis current through the
various sta~es of the range of the speed
sensor, then the unit would be perfect
and it could be calibrated exactly against
the vario and be adjusted for saitplanes
with different polar curves.
.
An Electric TotaJ Energy Device

As described ,elsewhere, it is pointed
out that the existing mechanical types
of total energy compensators do not
work too well. On the first practical
flying tests it might be an advantage to
use an ordinary compensator on the zero
r:ead.ing vario to see firs.t ho~ successfully
the mstrument works; If thlS works well.
the next step 'would be to try and build
an electric total energy.
This would be. essentially the same as
the sp.eed sensor, but now the unit
should react to rate of change of speed.
The greater the rate of change of speed,
the greater the current generated to
compensate the electric vario, and if the
speed' is constant, no current must flow.
The amount of current would, ,perhaps,
be a difficulty. In practice. the compensator causes the vario to give exactly
half the reading which it gives without
compensation. Thus, if the vario reads,
for the duration and intensity of a
change of speed. an average of 5 m./ sec.,
the compensated vario will give a reading of only 2t m./sec. for the duration
of the rate of change of speed.
The simplest solution here would
perhaps be to make the compensator so
that it would generate at least half the
current required by tbe extreme requirements ot the vario and supply a means
to amplify or reduce this current in a
simple ntanner. Hereafter, the complete
unit an be easily calibrated.
ConcIlISioa

Let us now compare one further
difference in tbe r:eaction of the two
types of compensated varios:
In the conventional type, if a pull-up
is made from high-speed tright into
exactly horizontal flight, the speed will
fall ,off but altitude will femain constant. Th.e compensator will cause the
vario to give an ever-diminishing OOWN

reading. If a thermal of slightly rising
air is tra.versed during this operation,
thevario will merely read less DOWN,
which must be. interpreted by the pilot
to be an actual UP reading. In short, the
compensated vario. is, in this case, incorrect and the pilot would do better
with an uncompensated vario for this
particular ·case. The difficulty is that it
is very difficult to hold, ·or to know that
an exactly level flight pull-up is being
made.
With the zero reading vario, the fact
that level flight is being maintained will
mean that the vario will read .zero, but
because speed is falling off the speed
sensor will f.orce it to read UP. At the
same time, the compensator. also because
speed is falling off. will forocc the v,ario
to f.ead OOWN. In a correctly calibTated
vario the reading as a consequence will
be zero on the vario for a level flight
pull-up from high speed. It is now of
little importance if this pull-up is level
or not; if the air has vertical movement,
the zero reading variometer will show
the exact strength of this vertical movement of the air.
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without Audio.
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Crossfell Variometers
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LONDON AIR CENTRE
The Dulre of Edinburgh has
H • R.H.
consented to be the first President

of a Trust to establish an Air Centre
which would house, in London, vaJlious
voluntary o'rganisations concerned with
British aviation. The plan for this project
is now actively pursued by the Council
of Trustees of the Air Centre.
The Duke of Edinburgh is Grand
Master of the Guild of Air Pilots and
Navigators and Patron of the Air
League.
The scheme has become possible
through the generosity of Mr. Geoffrey
Edwards, a 48-year-old former RAF
Officer and an ex-test pilot. who has
estal:Hished a Trust with an initial capital
of £ I00.000, for the purchase Or endowment of an Air Centre in which the two
pdmary occupants would be the Guild
of Air Pilots and Air Navigators aDd
the AIr L~ague,
A Council of Trustees to administer
the fund and consider ways and meanS
of Increasing it, has been set up under
the Chairmanship of Dr. Kenneth G.
Bergin, past Master of the Guild of Air
Pilots and Air Navigators and a former
Vice-Chairman of the Air League. The
other members of the Council are Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Dermat
Boyle, Mr. C. Famdell (Master of the
Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators),
Sir Archibald Hope (Chairman of the
Air League), Mr. W. A. H. Kahn (British
Gliding Association), Sir Basil Smallpeice
and Mr. F,. A. Smith (Chairman of the
British Light Aviation Centre)..
The donor states .that hjs idea "is to
lay the financial foundation stone of an
Air Centre which could house those
flying organisations which are in need
of accommodation and will benefit from
close association and sa.ving of overheads".
He adds: "The two initial beneficiaries
as far as my donation is concerned are
the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators and the Air League in the sum
of £50,000 each; any further funds which
are forthcoming will, of course, be available for the project as a whole, which.
in my opinion, can be for the general
benefit of all organisations using it."
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EARLY MOTORISAT'IONS
RIEDEL, one of the early
P-ETER
soaring pioneers, now with Pan

American Airways at Karachi, brings
reminiscences from the year 1936. of
two elj.tly motorised sailplanes in which
tne motor was perched in the open high
above the centre-section and worked a
pusher airscrew.
First, the Drone, developed by Robert
Kronfeld from a motorised version of
C. H. Lowe-Wylde's BAC-VII of 1932.
Peter Riedel writes:
'"It shows Lord S'empill (then still the
Master of Sempill) just after his landing
on Berlin-Tempelhof airport on 3rd
April, 1936. In the picture are shown
from left to right: a beautiful English
girl friend of mine; myself; a Lufthansa
Captain whose name 1 Dorget; and Lord
Scmpill."
This was the termination of a fiighit by
the late Lord Sempill all tbe way from
E_ngland. He had to cross the Channel
against a strollg wind, so flew as low as
he dared over the waves,. He related
afterwards that he was so close alxwe
them that the Drone rose and fell in the
vertical currents as each wave passed
underIli:ath,
The photograph was taken by the late
Hans Scha IIer.
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The other photo, showing a motorised
Condor, was sent from Berlin by Waiter
Exner, formerly of the London Qliding
Club, who became agent for it and said
the selling price was RM 2,715 to British
buyers (from memory, this would be
about £200: Germany operated .an export subsidy at t!lat time). It was published in THE SAILPLANE & GLIDER for
APTiI, 1936.
.
The unusual feature of this machine
was that the engine was designed for
quiek installation and removal in an
alleged time of 20 minutes, being
attached by only four bolts, The idea
was that, after a cross-country flight, the
retrieving team would bring along the
motor instead of a trailer, and the piloI
would fly back t9 the competition site
early next mQrniDg.
Since this machine never got into the
news again, we wrote to Peter Riedcl
recently to ask whether the scheme
really wl;>rked, He replies:
"Yes, your question is justified. My
mo~orised Condor
(18 h.p. Kroeber
motor, 2 cyl., 2 cycle) never was used
the way I had originally ,planned to do.
To install the motor took much longer
than I had foreseen. Also the fuel supply
was too limited, since we never took time

to develop a system of storing the bulk
of the fuel inside of the fuselage and
pumping it up for replenishing the small
gravity feeding tank above the engine.
The basic idea was not bad. but it would
have required much effort in improving
it and, simplifying the installing and
removing ol)erations. Being busy with
airline flying (and girl friends), I just

never found time to do this. So the
motor soon was stored away somewhere
and I used the Condor just as a normal
soaring plane only. Late in 1936 I left
Germany for a new airline job in Colombia, South America, aJld that was the
end of all such experimental activities
for me."
A.E.S.
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FLYING THET-53
By DEREK PIGGon

N0beautiful,
one would ~y that the T-53 is
but it does have a look
of purpose and character which seems
more acceptaOle with familiarity. Anyway, it seems likely to become a commoo sight at gliding clubs and schools
for many years to come.
Since the original prototype flew, early
in ~967, .almost everything except the
outlme shape has been revised for ease
of l!onstruction and saving in weight.
The production protorype has completed its test programme and has been
handed . over to the Air Training Corps
for their ev.aluation trials. It is hoped
that they will find it suitable for their
tr~ining scheme. and that eventu'allY it
:-vUI replace all the other types of glider
1fl use for C.adettraining.
The T·53 was designed to meet the
need for an easily maintained, all-metal
two-seater trainer suitable for initial and
advanced training.
The ATC version is fitted with a nose
skid in place of a nose wheel and has
a special fixed forward porti~n of the
canopy to allow operating with the main
canopy removed. Normally, the forward
canc~py will. be ill one piece eliminating
the Jom which can be seen in the photograph (see front cover).
. The T-53 has all the good features
required of a modern, tandem two-seater
trainer. Apart from cost, it has only one
real competitor in Europe. Most of the
other two-seaters ca," be criticised for
heavy ground handling, or for not providing handlin~ characteristics and air
brakes similar to the solo machines in
common use. M any of them are also
cramped and uncomfortable, and some
are difficult and expensive to maintain.
The new T-53 has ailerons of reduced
chord and a conventional tailplane and
elevator in ))lace of the all-moving tail
on the originaL Reducing the chord of
the ailerons has improved the previously
rather high stick forces without detriment to the rate of' roIL Changing from
45° bank to 45° bank MW takes less
than 4 seconds, yet once in the turn the
T-53 is very stable and will circle hands
off.

The change of tai~plaIte design atKI the
adoption of a spring trimmer in plac~
of the usual tab result in major savings
in weight compared with the all-moving
tail, and are not because of any prob!ems on t~e ~rsl aircraft. Weight saving
m the tall IS doubly valuable as it
enables the minimum cockpit load for
solo flying to be reduced. The minimum
cockpit load is now only 130 lb. (i.e., a
lID lb. pilot plus parachute) and any
variation of front pilot weighl and instructor's weight below the maximum
total is acceptable.
T.he general flying isabsol'utely
st~alghtforward. Th~ stall is very docile,
With a clear warning buffet starting at
about 37 kt. At the Maximum All Up
Weight of 1,130 lb., the stall occurs at
34 kt. (R.A.S.). Normally the stan is
straight, but, the .aileron and rudder ar:e
both effective during the stall and will
control any tendency for the wing to
drop.
The spin recovery is good and 'eVen
after five turns it takes only half to
three-quro;ters ~f a turn to stop the spin.
A major Improvement has been
mounting the air brakes into separate
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slots in the top and bottom surface of
the wing. This prevents the usual air
leakage through from the bottom surface
which is a serious cause of loss on many
gliders. It also helps to improve the feel
of the air brakes and prevents snatching
when they are opened at high speed.
Time alone will show whether the nose
wheel arrangement is here to stay. The
limited experience on the Peak 100 and
the first T-53 showed, I believe, that it
promises to be more satisfactory than
a skid and far less liable to damage. The
sprung main wheel is now a "must" for
any modern two-seater since it makes
the roughest ground bearable for the
instructor sitting almost on top of the
wheel. After landing the T-53 on the
factory field for the first time, I could
not help wondering how I had survived
some 20,000 landings in other gliders
without complaint. .
My only regret is that this is a tandem
two-seater instead of side-by-side. This
is not because of any change of policy
on the part of Slingsby's or the BGA
but the ATC were only interested in a
tandem machine and therefore tandem
it had to be.

•

•

•

Construction Methods
Many people will want to know why
Slingsby's have chosen to make all-metal
gliders instead of from wood or glassfibre. Comparing wood. metal and glassfibre structures highlights both the manufacturers' problems and those facing the
gliding movement of the future.
Wood: Wood is probably least expensive for prototype construction, requires
very little expensive jigging for production, but involves a large amount of
skilled labour for assembly. (For example, 1,500-3,000 hr. for a typical
single-seater.)
Greatly in its favour is its ease of
fe1)air and the very localised damage
caused in even a serious accident. A
wooden glider is seldom a write-off
and, if well cared for, will have an
almost indefinite life.
From the manufacturer's point of
view, however, with the very big proportion of the cost being labour. the
cost of production keeps rising and there
is little hope of keeping the price down.
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BREEZE LIGHT AIRCRAR LIMITED
Senior Inspedor Approval C's of A
Maior or Minor Repairs
Gfider Trailers for ~Ie

Higher Valley Workshop
Dunkeswell,
Honiton,

Devon.
licence No. 1/.../003104

Form~ly Dunlrnwell

Light Aitcraft Limited

Glass-fibre: No one who has examined the latest glass-fibre gliders
would dispute that this material enables
better shapes and finish than any other.
However, it is not a cheap material. nor
can it be used for aircraft structures by
unskilled or semi-skilled workers.
The life of a glider only begins when
it leaves the factory. and if it is difficult
or expensive to repair, the insurance
rates will soon be adjusted or loaded to
cover the' extra cost.
Both l;onstruction and repair are an
extremely skilled business if local, extra
strong or stiff areas are to be avoided.
It is relatively easy to fill up damage
with glas~-fibre, but perfect adhesion
and careful matching of the material is
essential if the repair is to restore a
wing, for example, to its original
strength.
The hazard of unskilled repairs can be
imagined. Even accepting the eXpense of
sending the damaged component back to
the manufacturers for repair, there is,
unfortunately, the very real prospect that
they may have ceased glider production
in favour of motor cars or some other
commodity. The last issue of S. & G.
lists more than 15 new high performance
machines, most of which must have cost
at least £10,000 for the prototype and
tooling. How many of these firms can
hope to sell enough to cover these costs?
Metal: Although metal construction
involves the expenses of press tools. the
man hours involved in assembling production machines are considerably lower
than for wooden gliders. Thus the eos t
of production is not so sensitive to fluctuations in the costs of labour.
Many minor repairs are both cheaper

and quicker with metal than with
wooden construction. Major repairs will
obviously cost more. but are not out of
the question for a competent metal en·
thusiast. With the present generation of
designs, elaborate jigging is not essential
and therefore they may prove economic
to repair for many years to come.
Metal construction is far less vulnerable to the effects of an extreme climate.
particularly if a proper anti-corrosion
treatment has been used during assembly. (Special care is being taKen with
anti-corrosion measures on the T -53
and HP-14.) Since the majority of light
aircraft all over the world are of metal

construction, r<:pair and servicing can be
carried out at any local flying club,
rather than requiring 'speciaHst glider
repairers.
Summing UP. it looks as though for
sheer economy of major repairs. the
wooden glider will remain superior.
Metal offers an attractive alternative.
being less prone to minor damage, and
easier and less critical to repair than
glass fibre. It should also prove less expensive to produce in quantity. Only
further experience will show whether any
particular method of construction is best
suited to the needs of the gliding movement.

JUST LIKE THIS PHOTO ...

Here's to the Canadian team
ct Leszno!
We don't guarantee the boys
will win. but they'll sure do
their best.

••• OUR SERVICES OVERFLOW!

t1NTAERQ.,
Box 26, Stn. D, Toronto 9
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SWISS MADE

DIANlANT

DIAMANT 16.5

DUTY FREE (EFTA)
UNRIVALLED VALUE

These superb fibreglass sailplanes have flaps (+ 16° to -1 0°)
as well as very effective airbrakes.
OIAMANT 18 1.45LD at 62mph. 1.32 at 82mph. Min. sink
1.7ft sec. £3,075 at exchange rate 10.40.
DIAMANT 16.5 1.42LD at 62mph. 1.30 at 82mph. Min.
sink 1.8ft. sec. £2,545 at exchange rate 10.40.

...........................................................................
-

.

Write or telephone COLIN DONALD, THORPE AVIATION
LIMITED, 177 LINCOLN ROAD, PETERBOROUGH for
illustrated leaflet and details of hire purchase facilities if
required. Phone Peterborough 68818.
Manufacturers: Flug-und Fahrzeugwerke AG, 9422
Altenrhein, Switzerland.
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MORE ABOUT THE DIAMANT 18
By DENIS BURNS

URING a brief stay in Switzerland,
D
together with Frank Holoubek of
the RAE, as guests of the executive
direct,or 'Of the Flug und Fahrzeug A.G.,
Dr. Car<>ni, Anne and I had the opportunity of flying this very advanced sailplane at Altenrhein aerodrome.
The [)iamant really is an all glassfibre sailplane, in that every part of it,
control surfaces, flaps, etc., are all made
of that material, including the main wing
spar, the only other material being the
metal of the anchorages necessary for
the various mechanisms and sundry end
fittings for the spars, etc. A sailplane like
the Cirrus, for example, has quite a few
sections of wood fillets joining parts of
the metal work to the glass-fibre. This
has been firmly eschewed in the
Diamant.
The fuselage and overall layout i.s
virtually the same as in the smaUersailplane, s\lown us by Rene Comte at our
last Nationals, in that the original "pushpull-and-twist" sidelever has been dispensed with and one flies the machine
in the conventional Ilianner with a
central floor-mounted control column.
There is no provision for parachute
arrested landings as the dive brakes are
considered adequate. as indeed they are
in my ,opinion.
A major novel feature is the flaps
which are capable of being adjusted for
negative incidence for high speed flight,
somewhat depressed for thermal circling
and fully down for approach and
landing.
The flap operating mechanism is a
lever and notched quadrant affair, with
each position marked with a specific
airspeed as well as the flap angle (positive or negative) as an aid to tbe pilot
in select.ing the optimum setting.
On the day Anne and I flew the 18metre the weather was pretty foul. with
virtually nil horizon and visibility about
I mile horizontally. It speaks well for
the handling, therefore, that desl)ite the
extremely sutJine flying position, neither
of us had any grave misgivinas. except
perhaps a little on tow when the ten·
dency to get too low (in order to keep

the towplane in full view) has firmly
to be resisted.
Let it be said from the start that the
lightness of the controls on the 18-metre
version are a revelation and this applies
especially to the flap mechanism. I have
a long remembered vision of struggling
with the flap mechanism of the BJ·2 in
South Africa, finding the flaps virtually
immovable at any speed over 50 kt. On
the Diamant one can move them in an
instant with the greatest ease to any
position for speeds up to 80 kt. at any
rate.
I suppose this is what one can expect
of the Swiss who have a tradition for
high quality precision mechanisms. The
undercarriage, too, is a sheer delight as
one can whistle it up and down with one
hand with the greatest of ease.
The only criticism I would offer is that
the fuselage, being extremely slim, and
the flying position being fairly supine.
one feels' a little restricted and on a long

BALLOONING
"O.K. so you can't afford £1,750 for a
new, "omplele Montgolfiere Air Balloon".
However, you "an now join the "Balloon
and Airshi" Flying Centre". here at
B~kbushe, and enjoy ,ballooning with
no capital outlay. Instruction to P.P.L.
standard-f7 per h.our, thereafter, £.. 135.
"er hour. A number of gas balloon fIillhts
available at the same rates. Maybe, when
you're hooked, you will make yourself
afford a new, complete Montgolfiere Air
Balloon.

M. A. BRIGHTON & CO. LTD.
BLACKBUSHE AIRPORT
CAMBlRUY. SURREY
Tel. Yateley 2794 and 27'95
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LIGHTWEIGHT GlID'ER'
PARACHUTE ASSEMBlV
TYPE EB 62

A compact parachute assembly designed especially
for use by pilots of British andconlinental gliders and
suitable for canv~s or pan type seats. Weight 18 Ibs.
For full details w.rite to SERViCE MANAGER:

tRYING AIR CHUTE of G.B. LTD.

lETCHWORTH . HERTS' Tel 6262 . Telex 82198
flight might get claustrophobic. However, this may only apply to the over 50,
over 13 stone and over 6 foot brigade.
For the young, slim. budding pilot of the
future all would be well no doubt. In
other words, I would judge it an airc.raft
that a John Williamson might thoroughly
approve of, but a Heinz Hutb or a Philip
Wills might not like for long flights.
Despite this it is extremely easy .to
fly in circling flight and is no trouble at
all to land, as one merely notches on full
flap down for the approach and flare,
using the dive brakes to adjust the
descent in the normal manner.
There is a wheelbrake lever also.
which is easy to operate, but how long
the brake shoes would last if this were
used indiscriminately r do not know,
PeTformancewise it is difficult tocomment except that, as with other modern
superships the glide angle: lot;lks phenomenally flat right up to 90 kt. or so.
lt is very much a connoisseur's glider
and for such constructional excellence
one has to pay a stiffish price of slightly
over £3.000 now that the £ has been
devalued. However, I would still say that
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it might qualify as a "best buy" even at
this price, because one certainly gets a
beautifully engineered job.
This is to be expected as the Diamant
is unique in being the 'only glider that
has been designed and made by a major
aircraft construction company (apart
fr.om the Phoebus, made by Bolkow).
After the flying we had a look around
the construction bays at Altenrhein and
were suitably impressed by tbe Swiss
efficiency exhibited. Enduring impressions remain of a main spar under construction of, what apl)eared to my
ignorant eye, an almost unbelievable
fragility and of a canopy "open and
parked" mechanism that only the Swiss
could construct for the prke.
It remains for us to say how pleased
we were to meet Dr. Caroni and how
much we enjoyed his hospitality. Especi·
ally, also, we enjoyed the company and
discussions with Paul Spalinger, the FFA
T~hnical Director. and Herr Dubener,
the designer in charge of Diamant operations.
Altenrhein certainly has reason to be
proud of its Diamant.

TATI G"'tLUIY 1740

-------_.:...--- -----_._--THE

KRONFELD CLUB
the summer period
D- URING
September, the club is only

until
open
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays,
6 p.m.-ll f).m. Wednesday remains the
dub night with a lecture or film show on
the first WelJnesday in the month. However, that does not mean that there will
be nothing arranged on the other
Wednesdays as several of our other
member organisations, including the
Tiger Club and Art Society, are going
to hold their Open Evenings on Wednesdays in the future.
The Lecture ~oom has now been let
to a commercial organisation during the
daytime which should put us on ~
steady financial basis.
Visitors to London are always welcome whether they be from the country

BASfMfNT
fCeUSTO,.
SQUARf

•

sw.

or overseas. Membership rates are stin
£2 annually; country or overseas, £1.
Y.C.B.

DIARY OF LEcruRES
Fint Wednesday each mouth at 8 pnL
May 29 "Around the Globe", with
Douglas Ettridge and Michael
Savage-Artists with slides.
June 5 "Why Fly", by lan ScottHill, Traffic Manager, BEA.
July 3 "Concorde and Others", by
Geoffrey Quill of BAC and
Spitfire fame.
Aug. 7 Tbe 1968 World Gliding
Championships - the British
Team reports with slides and
film.

How 10 gel "SAll.PIJINE AND GUDING"
"Sailplane and Glidina" can be obtained in the U.K. at all Glidin, Clubs. or send
30s. (post incl.) for an Annual Subsaiption to: The British Gliding Association. 75
VktQria St_t, LondOl1. S.W.I. Single copies and most back jau"", are al!IQ a..I!il.ble,
price Ss. (post incl.). Enquiries regarding bulk orders of 12 or more copies. at wholesale
prices, should be made to Tile British GUdiDa AsIociatk>a.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
AUSTRALIA:
CANADA:
HOLL"ND :
SWEDEN:
V.S.A.:

OR1

B. Roft, Wailterie. South Australia.
T. R. Beasley. Soaring Supplies. P.O. Box 621. St. 'Laureot 9

P.Q. (sjogle copies 70 c. OF U.S. $4.00 annually).
1. Tb van Eck. pazantstraat 3'1, Maass1uis. Postrekeninll 3230.
Abonneroemsprijs PI 14.50.
Flyg Biblioteket, Ljungbygatan 8. Box 2. Ljunllbyhed. Postlliro
44 10 00. (Plen. 21.75 K.r.)
Please apply direct to British Gliding Association. Sinp copies
Ss. (post incl.) or 300. annually (70 cents Of U.s. $4.00 annQ3l1y).
(Per!IQnal cheques acceptable.)
T. R. Beasley, SoatiDg: Sopplies, 2727 Arizona A.......ue. Rt.. 6.
Yuma,. Ari;OQ8 8S364.

Red Lotlller €Joth BID4ft. tskill!! U is.uu (2· yors" la.. poslage 2s. from LG.A.
WIll aloe Wad your B.G.A. Persoaal Pilot I.ogloookJ.
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
46 ENTRIES OPEN CLASS
Coap.
No.
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
-44

45
46

PUot

Rudo!f H",singer
Lui. Urbancic ..
Malcolm Jinks
Iolm Rowe
Harrn Wool
Alf Schubert
Andre Litt
Bert z.,gels
Milan Svoboda
Ian Salny
Paul Franzen ..
Carsten Tholnasen
Iuhani Horma ..
Scppo Hamalainell
Jean-elaude Gomberl
Michel Mereier
Luis Juez
Miguel Ara
loop I\lngblul
Aart Dekken "
O'milrije Maras
YasiJije Slepanov;c
Charles Yeates
Oavid Webb
Hors! Rakowski
Udo Elke
Rolf Splinig
Heinz HUlh
Alan Cameron
Peler Heginbotham
Ian Wr6blewski
Miroslaw Kr6likowski
Richard Sehreder
Richard I6hnson
Rudi Seiler
Robcrt Welli
Goran Ax
Goce OISlon
Nandor Opitz
Islvan Kunsagi
Nieholos Goodhan
George Bunon
Waiter Vergani
Georgio Oni
Yladimir Czuvikov
Iewg;enij Rudensltij

C. .atry

Soil,lowe

AraentIna

Pbocbus 17
HP-14
piamanl 18
Keslrel
BS-IB
BS-IB

Argentina
Auslralia
Australia
Austria
Austria

BoIgium
Belgium
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Denmark
Finland
Finland
France
France
Spain
Spain
Holland
Holland
Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia
Canada
Canada
Germany. East
Germany, East
Germany, West
Germany. West
New Zealand
New Zealand
Poland
Poland
USA
USA
Swiuerland
Swiuerland
Sweden
Sweden
Hungary'
Hungary
Gl. Brilain
Gt. Ilril.in
Ilaly
Italy
USSR
USSR

(Pilots and/or gliders may be changed up
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10

Vega VS1Hl2
Vega YSIH>2
SHK
Zugvoge1 3B
SHK-I
Kotka IHY-3
Edelweiss C30-s
Edelweiss C30-s

Phoebus 17
Diamam 18
Meteor
Meleor
Cirrus
IlS-11I

Foka 4
Foka 4
BS-III
ASW.!2
Cirrus

Phocbus
Zeftr 4
Zefir 4
HP-14
HP·JJ
Diamant
DilllNlnt
Phocbus
zugvogel
A-IS
A-IS
Hp·l4c
HP·I4c
BS·III
Cirrus
A-IS
A-IS

12.00 hours on June 8th)

17

18
18
17
3B

LESZNO - 9th-23rd .June, 1968
56 ENTRIES STANDARD CLASS

51 Rafael F rene
52 Luis Stanler
53 I<lhn Black....U
54 "'rich Scbreibmaiet
55 Johann FrilZ
56 Henri Staulb
57 O~rs.s DeFasse
58 Oeors. M ilnch
59 Guido Pessoui
60 Aleksandr Dimitroy
61 '! StanOlew
62 Jaroslay Vayra
63 FrantiSek Malousek
6<1 Niels SejStrup ,.
65 Ole Didriksen
66 Matias Wiitanen
67 L.auri Liljamo
613 Jean-Piel'Te Cartry
69 Jean-Claude Pcnaud
70 Jars. Sole
71 Al)gcl Anglada
72 Eduard van Br..
73 Dick Rcparon
74 A, Sunderajan
75 Thorhallur FiJuppusson
76 Thordur Haflidason
77 lsamu Oda
78 S'liburo Fujikura
79 Wolfram Mix .,
80 Manfre<! BJau.r1
81 Bcrnd Nolle
82 Rudolf Lindner
83 Hans-Wemer Or~s.
84 Birger B..lukin
85 Tor JOh.ann..sen
86 Anthony Fowk.
87 Rass Reid
88 Edward MakuJa
89 Jerzy Popiel
90 Emil llie-seu
91 Mirees Finescu
92 George Moll'al
93 Andrew Smilh "
94 Urs Bloch
95 flans NietlisPllch
96 Sture Rodlins
97 Per-Axel l'.rsson
98 Ziya Ayd<>gan
99 Pal Szereday
100 ? Gyorgy
101 Dayid Innes
102 John Williamson
103 Leonardo Brigliadori
104 Giovanni PeroUi
105 Jurij Kuz·nieeow
IOS AnatOlij Zajcew

Argentina
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Austria
Bdgium
Belgium
Brazil
Brazil
Bulllaria
Bulllaria
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Denmark
Finland
Finland
France
France
Spain
Spain
Holland
HoUand
India
Iceland
Iceland
Japan
Japan
Canada
Germany, East
Germany. East
Germany, West
Germany, West
Norway
Norway
New Zealand
New Zealand
Poland
Poland
Rumania
Rumania
USA •.
USA ..
Swilzerlaod
Switzerland
Sweden
Sweden
Turkey
HUIT,ary
Hunlary
Gt. Britain
Gt. Britain
Italy
Italy
USSR
USSR

Phoel;lUs 15
Phoebus 15
Foka
S·td. Austria SH
Std. Austria SH

Foka
Uripema ITA
Foka
Foka
M-35
M-35
Std. Austria SH·I
Ka·6cR
KK-I UTU
KK-l UnJ
Edelweiss S3tH
Edelweiss S30-s

Fpka 4 or Ka-6E
Ka-6E
Foka or Kani\<
Foka
Fllka
Faka
Foka
Edelweiss
Foka 4
Foka 4
Phoebus 15
ASW·15
Std. Austria SH-r
Vasama
Ka-6E
Ka-6E
Foka
Foka
Foka
Foka
Elfe S-3
Elfe S-.3
Elfe S-3
Phoebus 15
Std. Libelle
Std. Libelle
Foka
Folc:a 4
Foka 4
Dartl5w
Dart l5w
Std. Lib"Jle
M-3OO
Wega 2
W"lla 2
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--SPEEDW:,:E;:;:lJ.;.-lIOI!!!!i......"'--

~lI'l.ANES

"-

SHEPLEY LANE, HAW~ GREEN,
MARPLE, CHeSHIRE
Telephone:

06~-427

24.88

Our 'new range 01 Speedwell Trailers is lin.ding favour wilh discerning owners Ihrollgh·
out I'he covntry.
They feature: All welded steel lube construction.

Riveled, corrosion resistanl aluminium skins.
Rubery Owen Axles, Leason Lodmatic Hitc.hes.
Their Virtues: Lightweight with great strength.

Superb towing qualities,
Very low maintenance costs.
Low depreciation.
EllSY, one man handling. eyen the, AS·K13 size.

FOR SALE

18 ,MONTH OLD SWALLOW
£850 o.n.o.

SEE THE FABULOUS NEW

TANDEM 2 SEATER
ULT. LOAD 8G
28:1 GLIDE
16.6m. SPAN

WHEEL BRAKE
FIBRE-GLASS NOSE

BERGFALKE III

AT

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
YORK ROAD, DONCASTER. Telephone: 0,202·65381
ALSO AGENts FOR SF 35B MOTORFALKE

1%

FLYING TALK
By ROGER 6ARRETI
1968 CompetinoD Rules
y the time this issue comes out, competition pilots will be able to purchase copies of the 1968 BGA Competitions Handbook from the BGA,
price 2s. Principal changes made to the
1967 rules are:
1. New Task:-A sixth task has been
introduced-"Out-and-return race with
alternative turning points". The tasksetter will specify up to four turning
points which will all be about the same
distance, and within a 4S-degree sector,
from the base ajrfi~ld. Pilots may choose
during flight which one they <Ire goin~ to
use for their out-and-return. The Idea
behind this task (which was tried experimentally last year) is twofold:
(a) to provide extra interest and
decisil'n-making for pilots by
getting them to assess the best
route while airborne, and
(b) to help the task-setter on days
when localised clamps (CuNim,
Spreading out, etc.) are forecast.
In the latter case, in the past tasksetters have felt obliged to set tasks
which did not involve turning points, in
case any of them Were c1amped-:,md
this led either to distance tasks or straight
goal races-both with ~ossib!e h;>ng re:trieves. Quite often; With hmdslght, It
would have been possible to set a closed
circuit task. It will be possible to set the
new task on these "awkward" days, for
if one of the turning points is clamped.
pilots can go to another.
2. IIaDdicappiDg:- The 1968 handicapping policy has already been covered in
S. & G. (December-January. pages 459
and 483): Handicaps are in 2 % steps,
and are defined as representing relative
cross-country speeds after climbing in an
"average British thermal" of about 21
kt. Previous to- this, handicap percentages had been crude increments to
total marks, and due to the split between
speed and distance marks! .were not ca~
able of more exact defimtlon, and so It
was not possible to give them la any
accuracy. For similar reasons, several
anomalies arose where g.liders of dif-

B
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ferent performance were flying against
each other. Now, anomalies have "minimised" by applying the handicap much
earlier in the scoring process, recognising its new definition as a function
of cross-country speed.
Thus in speed scoring, han<licap is
applied to achieved speed be/ore squaring to apportion the speed marks. As
before, all finishers get the same distance
marks.
In distance scoring, handicap is applied be/ore .. x.. is substracted-this
leads to "X" being set for the 100%
glider (Skylark 3) and not the best glider
as previously. The scoring formulae
automatically compensate for glider
performance, with the result that although only one "X" figure is set, Minimum Scoring Distance varies with each
glider. depending on handicap. Thus if
"X" were set as 20 km. a Skylark 3
would have to go 20 km. to sCQre,
whereas an Olympia 2 would have to
go 20/1.25 or 16 km. and an SHK
20/0.86 or 23.2 km. The fairness of this,
especially on marginal days, is obvious.
Scorers may think that these new ideas
will make things much more difficult for

COSIM AND COOK
Variometers and Compasses
Purnell Audio Units
Navillational Grids fitted to old and
new Cook Compasses
Moltiple (4 Tube) Air Connectors for
speedy instrument J)llnel rigging
Burton Total Energy Units for

1 and

2 litr. Capacities
Irving Venluries and Waler Traps
Cosim Best Speed Scale Holders
Cosim NQse Pilots
Barographs Calibrated
Leof lets Irom:

Cobb-Slater Inst. CO. Ltd.
"COSIM" WORKS, DARLEY DALE,
MATLOCK, DERBYSHIR.E DE4 2GG.
T.lephone: DARLEY DALE 2538

BERGFAlKE
III

FALKE
SF25B
SF27
SF27M

LSPATZ
III

the famous two-seater glider for training and performance.
two-seater, side-by-side, Jow-wing powered glider,
with STAMO MS 1500 (converted VW-engine) min. sink with engine stopped - 3.2ft/s at 45 mph!
high performance standard class single-seater,
min. sink 2.1 ftls, glide ratio 33:1 6.1 ftls sink at
93 mph.
powered high-performance single-seater with retractable power plant.
the cheap popular single-seater for training and
performance.

_ ''?

them. This is not so. All that happens on
the scoring sheets is that the "Handicap"
column Occurs earlier than before. (See
example in the "Plain Man's Guide"
section of the BGA Competitions Handbook.)
The Flying Committee is very conscious of the complications in the BGA
Scoring System. At present, it believes
the consensus of opinion to be that such
complications are necessary to get fair
scoring under the difficult British weather
conditions. Any constructive proposal
for simplification (for J969) will be
welcomed. however.

•

•

•

TURNING POINT PHOTOGRAPHS
New country will be covered during
the Open Class Nationals, and the Organising Committee are keen to have
up-to-date photographs of potential turning points.
Cross-<:ountry flying will probably be
done in the required area between now
and August, and copies of any photographs taken will be gratefully peceivecl.
Particular points of interest are:

I. Any flyovers, roundabouts and service areas on the Ml, MS. AI(M),
AI or any other dual carriageway.
(Such as parts of the Fosse WayA46.)
2. Any distirn;tive disused airfields in
the following areas (the airfields
themselves need not be very "individual" as long as nearby features,
such as raIlways. roads, etc.. make
them unambiguous):
The area 10-20 miles east and
south of Cambridge, as far as
Ipswich.
The Cotswolds. including the Ox·
ford area and the Severn Valley .
The area IO miles or so N.E. of
Shrewsbury.
The Lincolnshire Wolds, from Boston to Grimsby.
3. Any distinctive villages and country
houses, if good "lead in" features are
present so that they are not too
difficult to find. Areas as in (2) above.
plus Derbyshire and Yorkshire. from
Nottingham to Leeds.
Please send to; lan Strachan, clo RAF
Syerston. Newark, Notts.
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LADY VIKING
By GORDON BENNETT
The Viking Mk. I was built in 1938 and is the sole surviving example: it is
now owned by Louis Glover and flown from Husbands Bosworth.

ADY VIKING is courageous, tough,
L
eccentric. Something of a conqueror. Very distinctive looking. Once
seen, properly seen, never forgotten.
Surprisingly, her heightometer is dead
accurate. You can check it against the
altimeter if you lik~. You have an altimeter because of Airway's, QNH's and
Flight Levels and things. Her speedometer is accurate. too, in m.p.h. going
round in ever-decreasing circles. You
have to remember how many times
round the needle has gone, of course,
but if in doubt you can always check
against the ASI.
Most, perhaps ,all gliders ,except one,
go where you tell them to. If you point
your nose on the most precise heading,
the nose stays there, subject to thermals
or turbulence tipping a wing. But in
clear, calm, still air, Lady Viking will
sniff around, gently browsing her way
through the air, maintaining a general
direction which seems more her own
than yours. It is as if she reads your
thoughts and good-riaturedly, but reluc-

tantly. condescends to be coaxed along
the course you wish to maintain.
However, in full sideslip all her
single-minded fury shows itself, and with
a directness and precision which is most
heartening, she will carefully adjust her
approach height, just as if she was
possessed of the modern advantage of
airbrakes. She does have spoilers. Little
ones. They look very pretty. On the field
landing I was part of the other day, she
did not even bother to pop them out.
Scorned them, she did.
She did make a mistake when we set
off from Husbands Bosworth on Sunday,
7th April, this year, imagining the upper
wind to be northerly, which would have
blown us to Dunstable. In the event, the
wind turned out to be north-easterly and,
after tacking alpng the MI to Northampton. it became apparent that downwind
would be the best bet for Silver distance.
Although not too terribly impressed by
noisy machines that whizz round in
circles whilst remaining in the same
place, yet Lady Viking managed to
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recognise Silverstone (although she did
not manage to see a racetrack at Towcester), and in great deference and
respect turned west to avoid intruding
upon whoever lives and thunders in
Upper Heyford.
Lady Viking, being a proud Lady,
thinks she can do well enough without
going into cloud, otherwise there would
have been ·an exciting 200 ft. or s@ in
cloud at this point, before bumping the
bottom of the Airway. Luckily the
Powers-that-Be have expressly forbidden
such ancient persons to strain their
fragile bones in such misty situations as
Lady Viking might have contemplated
had she not been so proud. To make
sure that Lady Viking will never be
tempted to overcome her pride, someone has removed her blind-flying instruments. Also she does not allow her
passengers to carry parachutes. I think
she thinks them a kind of cheating. So,
unless some misguided pilot of the future
is possessed of a positive death wish, the
feelings of Lady Viking and the Powersthat-Be will be respected in this matter.
As take-off on this particular flight
was at 15.00 hrs. and it was now gone
17.00 hrs., Lady Viking see~d not too
certain of staying up much longer and,
after fruitless investigations under deceptive-looking clouds, began to feel attracted earthwards. Pick.ing a nice field,
cross-wind. with a long approach over
Over-Kiddington, Lady Viking showed
her sideslips to everyone who was looking. which turned out to be no one, and
skimmed across the young barley wh:ch
was just showing through the Oxfordshire earth.
The farmer came to see us, driving
across his field in a large car, which
made Lady Viking far less embarrassed

about her tiny. tiny skid mark than she
would otherwise have been. "Run out of
air did you?" said the farmer, "or
thermats or something?"
"Yes," we said.
Later my parents, who happen to live
near by. came along in re.sponse to a
phone call and Congratulated Lady
Viking on bringing me so far so safely.
I must say Lady Viking was a very
pleasant, if slightly eccentric companion
cn the flight and I'm very grateful to
her for helping me on with my Silver C.
The only drawback was mY cold feetI mean really cold feet. and my hands.
However, I had inadvertently brought
along some fur gloves. I hope Lady
Viking enjoyed the few peppermints she
received in her bottom when I eventually managed to tug them out of my
pockets.

BGA NEWS
New Committee Cbainneu
The following Committees are headed
by new Chairmen:
Instructors' Panel - Roger Neaves
Powered Glider Committee Ann Welch
Safety Panel Jchn Ellis
Accidents
Clubs and Private Owners are reminded that serious accidents, which
must be reported to the AIB (Accidents
Investigation Branch) within 24 bours,
should also be reported to the BGA
within this period. See Laws & Rules.
page 15, paragraph D2.
Unfortunately it appears that some
Clubs and Private Owners are not ob201

serving this rule, causing embarrassment
to the BGA staff and Safety Panel mem~rs when contacted by the Board of
Trade' for information on accidents they
do no know have happened.
A revised edjti.on of Laws & Rules.
incorporating new and amended regulations, has now been published and is
available from the BGA at 00., postage
included.

GLIDER IN TIlE SKY
(A new W. D. & H. O. WiDs colour
film by their cameraman, Bob Lomax,
aDd ADD Wekb.)
This is a 20-minute, 16 mm. sound
film showing a cross-country flight by
several gliders from Lasham to Nympsfield and back from the pilot's eye view.
The flight is made in a Capstan twoseater, the photographer sitting in the
two seats alternately, so that one gets
the impression of being in the aircraft
as one of the crew.
During the flight one of the gliders
lands in a field and for a few moments
one sees some of his problems.
The film ends with an exciting final

glide, The commentary is informative to
the non gliding audience and convincing
to the glider pilot.
The film is a mOst welcome a<lqition
to the all too meagre list of good gliding
films and is available, free of charge,
direct from Sound services Ltd., Wilton
Crescent, Merton Park. London, S.W.19.

Failed Triangles
From enquiries received at the BGA
it seems that a number of pilots are u.naware of the modification to the requjrements for Gold and Diamond distance
made by the FAI in 1965. If a triangle
has been attempted but the course h.as
not been completed the pilot will nOl be
disqualified provided that the distance
flown exceeds 300 km. (500 km.) and the
landing point is not further than 10 km.
from the line of the last leg.
CorredioD to page 124, APRIL-MAY
issue, 1968. The second line at top of
left-hand column should read: "If A
goes twice as fast as B, then he must be
four times as good."

SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED
oHers YOU a complete gliding service
Our workshops guarantee firsJ class C's. of A. and repairs carried
out by .a highly skilled team under ideal conditions.

Our gliding shop now c:arries a complete range of the best instruments and equipment, as well as all the "bits and pieces" you are
bound to want - and it's open at weekends.

Our experts

are always ready to kelp solve your problem.

Call in, write or phone-

KEN FRIPP

Southdown Aero Services Ltd.
Lasham Airfield. Alton. Hants.
Telephone Herriard 359' or 02.56·83 359
AGENTS FOR SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD., IN SOUTHERN ENGLAND.
Stockists for all PZL Instruments and Equipment.
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GLIDING CERTIFICATES
THREE DIAMONDS COMPLETE
No. Name
'Club
1968
10 A. W. Gough
Bicester
11.3

2148
2149

DIAMOND GAIN OF HEIGIIT
No. Name
Club
1967
3/67 W. Stachowiak Polish AFA
4.10
3{68 J. H. Blackmore N.A.E. Ae.
29.5
3{69 M. T. Hill
Midland
30.11
3/70 J. F. Goudie
Scottish
25.12
3/71 P. J. Kelly
Eagle
15.11
1968
27.1
3/72 J. D. Greenhill USA
3/73 A. W. Gough
Bicester
11.3

2150 R. Strange
2151 J. D. Greenhill
2152 M.J. Wood
2153 K. E. Panton
2154 D.H.C.
Vic'kery
2155 J. Ward
2156 S. J. Easton
2157 C. J. Woodier
2158 W. W. Dickson
2159 J. A. Fox
2160 H. C. Clark
2161 A. Baker
2162 B. F. Purcell
2163 H. F. Brown

GOLD C COMPLETE
No. Name
Club
189 W. Stachowiak Polish AFA

1967
4.10

M. F. F. Moss Leics.
C. A. Hayes
E. Midlands
Dorset
USA
Chilterns
Norfolk
Fenland
No.2 dc:
Fenland
Wrekin
Crusaders
Four Counties
S.G.U.
Thames Valley
S.G.U.
Four Counties

10.9
7.10
1968
28.1
27.1
4.3
5.3
4.3
11.3
14.3
3.3
10.3
6.3
9.3
9.3
9.3
4.3

GOLD C GAIN OF HEIGHT
Name
Club
1967
W. Stachowiak
Polish AFA
4.10
Eagle
31.10 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
D. H. Scarfe
T. N. McGee
Scottish
3.12
APPEAL
Scottish
25.12
J. F. Goudie
J. G. Smith
Scottish
16.12
HE following further donations and
A. E. Stenhouse
Airways
2.5
P. J. Kelly
Eagle
15.11
offers of equipment are gratefully
C. E. Andren
Scottish
3.12 acknowledged.
B. Walker
Bristol
28.10
DONATlO:-lS FROM:
G. Appleyard
Clevelands
1.10 Beaconsfield International Club.
1968 Cleminson, G.
21.1 Conant. Sir Roger.
R. B. Walker
Ouse
27.1
USA
J. D. Greenhill
Fitchett. F. L.
28.1
Scottish
L. P. Smith
Green, L. C. W.
5.3 . Harrington, T. C.
Fen Iap.d
M. Wilton·Jones
5.3
C. J. N. WaIler
SCottish
}-Jebden, Mrs. P.
Four Counties 6.3
J. A. Fox
Reed, Lt.-Cmdr., P. J.
Vemon, C.
GOLD C DISTANCE
Name
.
Club
1967 EQUIPMENT FROM:
M. Si mons
London
7.8 Austin Reed Ltd.
Berec International Ltd.
EXide Batteries-Div. of Electric Power
SILVER C COMPLETE
Storage Ltd.
No.
Club
1967 P. Gamett, Esq.
Name
2141 C. H. Shield
P.
H. Guest, Esq.
Norfolk
3.9
2142 1. A. Stenton Pos t Office
12.9 Irving Airchutcs of Great Britain Ltd.
2143 C. H. Lett
F. Kinder. Esq.
CoIl. of Acron. 4.8
2144 J. E. Fricker
Essex
16.12 Waiter Kiddie & Co. Ltd.
2145 M. J. Chick
Kodak Ltd.
Bristol
28.7
2146 P'. V. Prowse Cornish
7.9 Polish Information Centre.
2147 R. J. Richard· RAE&
The contributions to the Fund now
total £1,388 I7s.
son
Lasham
20.8

T
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POLISH GLIDERS
FOR HAPPIER. SAFER GLIDING

HERE ARE JUST TWO GLIDERS--BOTH
DESIGNED FOR PERFORMANCE FLIGHTS
UNDER VARIOUS AtMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS,

SINGLE-SEATER, FOKA 4 is buiR 10 t'Ilnfolm witb the mnllard d.ss olllSTIV, "'d is IlasigUllIW . . . . .
nie~ts""'IlIYI~_tieIs.

Wllll SJaA: 15 IIlelles. AsJIao;! ratio: 1~.5. BlSt grilling '1Iio: 3<4
IIMr me. spA: Z&ll ki_trIs IIIf _ . FIyiq wait/II: 38&

1lilIIrJ-_.

TWO·SEATER, BDCIAN
Du 11 its _,

llit~1

llIIblin 11II• ..,ill lb.-it CllditilllS, 81tian is Sllitlble I"

.lIlJpas 01 pelf8lmlnca flights. Tb. pilots' seals III in tandelll, IIHI d1"1 III CIlI1IIIcI
CIIII!II coII.n, wlIidI . . IM 1'* iMII .. Ut lniIiIII.

Will spee: 18 IIIIblS. . . rolie: 16.5. 81s! lrorlillg ratio: 26
Nnll lICud spud: 2lllllil8lllllrls IJII Iou. FIyiq ~ligbl: 525 killII_.

MOTOIMPORT
PRZEMYSLOWA 26, WARSAW, POLAND
Cables: Motorim, Warszawa,
Tel: 28-~-71
Sole Agent in U.K.
NORCO AVIATION L1MITEO
BURRELL ROAD, HAYWARDS HEATH, SUSSEX. Tel: 51771

FOUR REASONS WHY THE VORTEX-RING
THEORY I,S NONSENSE
By HAROLD DREW

T is entirely without diffidence that I
IGreat
embark on the task of exploding the
Vortex-Ring Myth. For some time
now tbe pundits have been airily proclaiming that many, if not all, thermals
are in the form of vortex-rings. They
state: this with arrogant conviction and
support their statements with much socalled evidence from their personal
acquajntance
with
thermals.
Many
modest non-pundits are deluded by this
talk:, and, basing their tactics on this
fallacious theory, don't do as well as
they should. Meanwhile, the pundits,
who curiously enough ignore all this
nonsense once they are airborne, just
work a thermal in the good old-fashioned
way.
A thermal is, of course" nothing more
or less than a rising column of warm air
drifting across the countryside, and
nothing can be simpler than that.
Starting with the reduClio ad absurdum
approach, let us consider a vortelVring
clambering into the heavens on a day
when cumulus is forming. When the top
of the ring reaches condensation level,
moisture wi1I condense and. since the
top of the riug is a rather wide circular
belt, we shall be confronted with a sky
decorated with ring-shaped cumulus
clouds; this, to say the least, is at variance with the facts.
How often have we watched a stack
of gliders working the same thermal.
New arrivals come in low and endeavour
to work up as others depart from much
greater altitudes. If the thermal is a
vortex-ring, the, low newcomers will
arrive long after tbe powerful vertical
air current at the centre of a vortex-ring
has departed upwards. All they are
going to tim;1 is a few eddies. How often
have you come in at a few hundred feet
we.ll under a guy circling at a respectable
a.llltude and found good lift? No vortexnng can support a tall stack of circling
gliders. Yet tall stacks are a common
sight.
. One day, when the thermals are po!"
Plftg and it isn't your turll to fly, take

your binoculars to a Portland cement
plant, or, if you happen to be in Texas,
to a carbon black plant. Such outfits
release a plume of gas: and vapour
heavily laden with tine particles which
can neither evaporate UQr co dense. If
the wind is moderate, the plume will
rise at a small angle to the horizontal
and will be compact and Visible for
miles. Sit down a mile from the plume
and across wind from it. Every now
and then a thermal will rise from the
fields and encounter the pl\!me. This
part of the plume will then take on a
nearly vertieal motion. Watch the movements of the billowing particles, I doubt
whether you will observe any signs of
a vortex,ring.
How often have you flown under a
street of cumulus? If a street is a line of
vortex-rings, what should we expect to
experience'? We' should expect t.o be
flying through powerful lift one moment
and sink the next moment. Does this
happen? It rarely does. We can often
fly 'a street without hitting appreciable
sink at all. We can hold our altitude
constant. speeding up in the strong Ijft
and slowing down in the weaker lift.
Obviously such thequals are fed mainly
from the sides of the street and in nQ
way resemble vortex-rin'gs.
Workers of the sky, unite. When we
hear talk of vortex-rings in the sky', let
us feel free to indulge in loud and disrespectful merriment.
.
England'. only Aviation Bookshop
The boo'lts, maps. plans. photos you wa"t on Av"lion

Ir. here-we stock nothing els.!
W. BUY SELL .. EXCHANGE
Thousands of magazines and books .Iways in stock.

Send far our fREE 22-P8'!l' c.t"al\U'

BEAUMONT AVIATJO" LITERATURE'
S1 Bath Street. London. E.C.1
T.I. I:LEr1<......1I 95U
Op.n 9.30 ..... 10 5,30 ..... deUy
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THE VORTICIST'S REPLY
By FRANK fRVING

HE world would indeed be a dull
T
place if all disputation were conducted on a rarified intellectual plane.
There is nothing like a good outburst of
inflammatory emotion ("arrogant conviction ...", etc.) to stimulate disclJssion.
Harold Drew's forthright statements,
presented with all subtlety of the proverbial sledgehammer acttack on a walnut,
have the merit of arousing one to examine a few basic ideas and t,o attempt
s-ome explanations.
The idea that thermals might have a
vortex-ring structure Qrigin'lted a long
ti,me ago (see The Story of GJiding). This
concept was revived at Imperial College
by Betsy Woodward et al ab0ut 10 or
12 years ago. Both experiment and
the·ory suggested that the vortex-ril)g
idea gave a good description of an isolated thermal bubble, and a large amount
of work has been done to develop this
concept, both at l.e. and ~Isewhere.
It is important to realise that vortexrings were orginally adopted by meteorologists as an hypothesis which seemed
tQ give a satisfactory explanati0n of
some aspects of thermal and cumulus
behaviour. I doubt if any meteorologist
has ever suggested that all thermals C;l.O
be regarded as vortex-rings, or that any
fOJIll of convection (e.g., under cloud
streets) must involve vortex-rings. Being
professional scientists, they have developed a wariness about excessive
generalisation. So if, as Harold suggests,
some gliding pundits have embraced
vortex-rings with excessive fervour and
regard them as the one explanation of all
convective phenomena, that is not the
fault of the original advocates of the
theory. They would doubtless be the first
to disown such an unwarranted extension
of ideas developed in a tank of Imperial
College water.
In talking about vortex-rings, one has
to appreciate rhat this is simply the way
jn which an applied mathematician
formalises and describes the motions
which will occur in a flattened symmetrical bubble rising through a surrounding fluid. All that he is saying is
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that if isolated thermal bubbles occur,
the corresponding mathematical abstraction involves a vortex-ring. The meteorologist the.n goe.s on to perform a few
smaJl-scale experiments which indicate
that this concept has some points of
contact with reality. In fact. there exist!>
a film of such model bubbles wbich. in
the absence of any indieation of scale,
might be anything from small puffs €If
cumulus to atom-bomb explosions..
The vortex-ring is only one type of
abstraction:
another
mathematician
might prefer a different representation
consisting of a disruption of "doublets"

The. diallram is reproduced from "Fundamentals of Hydro and Aeromechanics"
by Prandtl and Tieljens (1934). It shows
the steady streamlines due to a vortexrinR of a particular core thickness. For
convenience. it is drawn as if tlie rinR
were stationary, with the surrounding air
moving pasI' it. The region shown
shaded I's em;ompassed by a closed
streamline (Jnd there/ore forms a
"bubble" moving with the ring.

(forgive the jargon) over the ~heese
shaped region encompassed by, and including, the- ring. The mathematical
expressions lead to the same overall
flow. This latter abstraction can be hel'pful, for it immediately suggests that a
spherical thermal bubble is rather unlikely. Such a bubble would involve a
single "doublet" at its centre, and the
local velocity would then be infinite.
Much as the glider pilot might yearn
for such splendid lift, nature tends to
dislike infinile velocities. However, there
may be occasions when the spherical
bubble is a helpful idea: it is easy to
work out the associated velocitiesprovided one keeps away from the
centre-whereas vortex-rings are devilish
things to contemplate in detail (see
HORACE LAMB, Hydrodynamics).
So tbe bubble is what one envisages
as the physical reality and the vortex'
ring is the descritition of a ~imple flow
pattern which will satisfy certain
idealised laws of fluid motion and will
contain a .closed streamline corresponding to the bubble (see diagram). Nor
does the vortex-ring concept imply a
unique shape for the thermal bubble; if
the cToss-section of the ring is large compared with its diameter, the section of
the bubble is oval with its shorter axis
along the axis of symmetry of the ring.
Various "aspect ratios" of bubble can
occur,_ depending on the geometry of the
ring. If the ring is of small cross-section
compared with its diameter, the bubble
carried along with it is also ring-slraped.
as displayed by Philip Wills's smoke
rings at BGA Council meetings.
Whe:l an isolated thermal bubble
reaches condensation level, the moisture
in the upper part of the bubble ...ill con-

JOHN HULME
Swaffham Road,
Bottisham, Cambs.
Phone: 323
for

REPAIRS. C of A's, OVERHAULS,
T49 and T218 HIRE

dense. The diagram suggests that the
cloud will be dome-shaped, since it is
the whole shaded region which is ascend·
ing. The fact that one sees cumulusshaped cumuli does not djsprove the
vortex-ring theory. It merely suggests
that the geometry of the ring is slIch
that the bubble of air carried along with
the ring is roug!:]ly the shape shown in
tr.e diagram.
Harold then goes on to discuss stacks
of gliders, implying that he visualises the
vortex-ring thermal as a very thin flat
affair. The diagram suggests that the
bubble may nat be particular!'y flat and.
moreover, the region of useful lift may
extend above and below the bUbble.
Some rough calculations suggest -that a
bubble providing a typical British rate
of climb (e.g., Nick Goodhart's "standard" thermal) could provide useful lift
over a height band of abotlt 1,500 ft.. or
enough to provide Quite a reasonable
stack.
One has to be careful aboUt smoke.
First of all, even if vortex-rings have
some relevance to real thermals. nobody
would claim that a natural thermal will
have the -elegant symmetry of the mathematical model: it is more likely to be
quite an irreg\llar affair. Also~ one never
knows where the smoke is being insert~d
into the picture, and the visual impression will tend to become rather confused
by the fa.et that smoke is usually being
fed-in continuously. So, in many ceases.
one would not eXf)ect to get much visual
impression of a vortex-ring. Harold
might reasonably claim that one ought
to get some such impression in a few
cases. (One up to Harold!) Might it not
be better to consider the case in w.,hich
a large chunk of the bl:lbble is obviously
made visible by a cloud? I suspect that
s9me clotlds do show signs of vortexring motion. often distorted by windshear. The swirling motions at the edges
are certainly associated with vorticity.
In talking of cloud streets, Harold
should appreciate that a v;ortex-ring is
simply a way of representing a simple
btlbble. and one could envisage other
patterns of convection with different
mathematical representations. The ring
is a fairly simple representa~ion of what,
in practice, is doubtless more complicated in detail. Also, its configuralion
is stable. One has to be quite careful
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in proposing mathematical models for
various flows, since vortices may interact
with one another to give very odd
results. For example, one might think of
idealising a long sausage-shaped thermal
as two or more voriex-rings stacked
vertically. But a pair of vortex-rings
leads to an amusing result. as the skilled
smoker can demonstrate. The rearward
ring passes through the annulus of the
leading ring, and itself becomes the
leading ring, so that the process repeats.
Perhaps some thermals are like this. but
the effect seems rather quaint.
What is quite certain is that the
motion of any shape of thermal in a
substantially tranquil atmosphere will
involve vorticity in the mathematical
sense. If a cloud street is envisaged as
a long lane of lift, one can equally
visualise it being bounded by walls of
vortices. Such a system might well require careful analysis to determine stable
situations. Whether Harold likes it or
not, thermals inevitably introduce vorticity: this is really a matter of semantics. since vorticity is defined in the
context of the type of fluid motion under
consideration. Wrapping up the vorticity
in rings is a neat way of looking at blobs
of convection.
So those who agree with Harold might
do well to pause before "bursting into
loud and disrespectful merriment". Descriptions ofcomplica.ted phenomena
usually start from some simple idealised
concept, in this case the single bubble
described by a vortex-ring. If single
bubbles exist, it is extremely difficult to
avoid having a vortex-ring in the picture.
Instead of scoffing, it would be more
useful for glider pilots to attempt to
describe and classify more complicated
forms of thermals, and to try to incite
mathematically-minded meteorologists to
provide a model of the flow.

THE HEIGHT OF
BINOCULAR
PERFECTION

An exceptionally fine Binocular for long dist~nce
observation ana landm~rk identification. Will
Quickly become indispensable to you whether
on the ground or aloft. All air·to·glass surfaces
'Ve-coaled' an extra·hard lens coating which
~ccentuates the blue in the spectrum producing
an excellent white image. For static use the
Binocular has a tripod adaptor built into the
base and will fit any standard Ball & Socket,
or Pan & Tilt Camera Tripod. For the technically
minded; Field of View (ftl 367. Weight 36 oz.
Size closed 6.8".

SPECIAL DISCOUNT OFFER

20~o
OFF

A huge saving oil the re'
co~nded retail p~ice.
Including Case, carnage
and InS\lrance.

..-_ .. ----------_ ...

I
EDITORIAL NOTE.-One reason for proposing the "vortex-ring" structure was
that sometimes. when gliders were
stacked in a thermal, the one at the top
could climb no higher while those lower
down continued to climb up towards.
him, thus showing that the thermal as
a whole did not rise as fast as its own
core.
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OUR PRICE

£22 10s.
SA £5
VE

~

S. ROSE &. CO. 1S1a High Road, Wood ford I
, Green, Esse~. Please send me
Pair(s) I
, of Swift "NEWPORT" Binoculars for WhiCh,
I I enclose Cheque/M.O. Value £
/
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A CAY WITHOUT A SCRAPE
By DON SNODGRASS
With this flight Don is the seventh pilot to complete the 500-km distance
in Gt. Britain. Five flights have been done from the Norfolk area to Cornwall;
one from West te East by Andy Gough, and two up North by Nick Goodhart
and John Williamson. Don's description is followed by an account of the
8th 500·km distance flight by Alf Warminger.

HE morning of Sunday, 14th April,
T
1968, dawned in East Anglia without a cloud in the sky and with just a
whisper of last night's Easterly still
blowing. Thjs was my sixth visit to try
and catch the Northeaster, four times in
the spring and twice in September in
recent years. The day before had been
Easterly all right, but a layer of cloud
coming in from the North Sea almost
blanked the convection out, also it had
been very cold.
This morning, however, was warmer
and at 8 o'clock the bedroom window at
the "Railway", North Elmham, shook
gently with the rising Easterly and I
reckoned we should be at Horsham SI.
Faith Airfield before the time of 9.30
suggested by our genial host, Alfred
Warminger. At 9.15 we were on the
airfield eating eggs and bacon in the lee
of the car, sheltering from now quite
a fresh breeze pointing almost in the
direction of Comwall.
Prompt to time, Alfred arrived and
after a minor diversion caused by him
measuring me a goal 600 kilometres
away instead of 500 (next stop Gander)
we were readY to launch behind the
Tiger just after 10.30 and, I thought, just
at the right moment because the first
tiny puffs of cumulus were just visible
well inland.
Release point was Wroxham, six miles
upwind, and I released at 11.10 at 3,000
feet with the most picturesque part of
the Broads right underneath. We went on
track ~nd first picked up lift at about
1,200 feet on the western edge of Norwich. We played the early thermals carefully but had little difficulty in making
g~od progress. passing Shipdam Airfield
wIth Swanton Morley in view, scene of
many pleasant flights, then Wallon and
across the wooded Brecklands, DeJtt the

Fens looking like slabs of chocolate. to
Ely. By now it was possible to climb
quickly to cloud base at approximately
5,500 feet but it did not seem worth
while to me to go into cloud.
The wind seemed to be between 090°
and 120° all day eJ:,cept when one got
down into Cornwall when it was almost
round to due south. SI. Neots and Bedford duly turned up and then Silverstone
could be seen to starboard. We were
able to cross the airway comfortably
within the prescribed limits. Finmere
with the wood in the middle of the airfield, then Bicester and to the north of
Oxford. Then we got a little south of
track to the northern edge of the Lynham Control Zone and skirted this
between Hullavington and Chipping Sodbury and then flew on between Bristol
and Bath.
By now conditions had become somewhat claggy, visibility during the middle
part of tne flight was never good and for

Wroxham Town.
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THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB L'TD.
Blackbushe AirpoTt, Camberley, Surrey
{ON A30 TRUNK ROAD, - 45 MfNS. FROM LONOQNI

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pj'lot's licence
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - R/T
Board of Trade Approved Course 35 hours
Residential Courses availClble
Grill and licensed Bar

C.F.L Derelc Johnson

ExecutiYe Manager, B. J. SYlIlonds
YATELEY 3747 (Manag.lllent)

2152 (Operations)

The first twenty 'Cirrus' have been delivered and the series
production is well under way.

WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR 1969
A comment by the American pilot George Moffat: "I consider
the 'Cirrus' the best 1 7-18 m. ship I have ever flown."

Schempp-Hirth KG
7312 Kirchheim Teck
West Germany
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Manufacturers of
Fine SAILPLANES
since 1935

a few miles we were uncerta'in of our
position, though knew this was south of
track and at this point we wanted to
keep it this way. Some good lift was
picked, up over the Mendips and also the
sun was visible as patches in different
directions, and for the first time I began
to think that 500 km. might be ··on".
Now we were in sight of one of ~he
best landmarks in England, the Cheddar
Reservoir, though the coast was still
invisible. Sedgemoor was crossed easily
and Bridgewater went past, and then
that part of the track was ahead that r
did not anticipate particularly enjoying,
the edge of Exmoor and Devon' ahead
before one reaches the hospitable
Cornish fields.
By now it was 4.30 and the wind was
so southerly that the tactic was to creep
in the general direction of the goal llsing
every available piece of lift that came
along. At this time we wandered all
araund a small town, since identified as
South Molton, before contacting good
lift which took us up to 4,000 feet once
more.
After what seemed an age. Bideford
appeared. We were well north of traek
by this time and were not even allowed
to cross behind Hartland Point because
the best pieces of lift were always on the
~oast and marked by thin cloud. We had
Just passed Bode after the slowest part
of the trip, heading due South and
making little ground speed. when I was
delighted to see Alfred's' Dart half a
mile or so away.
. We now carefully flew along sometimes as much as two miles out to sea

past Port Isaac Bay; and the Camel
Estuary finally appeared after I had
begu.n to think that somebody must have
filled it in. We arrived at Sr. Mawgan
with 2,000 feet in hand and did a regulation circuit, being made to feel respectful hy the size of tbe place. A BOAC
approach was made' during which we
were enlivened on tKe radio with some
amusing exchanges between George Col·
lins and Alfred near Perranporth about
where (if anywhere) he was to land.
RAF St. Mawgan gave us a good
welcome, though the Controller rightly
pointed out the airfield is PPO. No nonsense about leaving the glider in the
open-you are to go to Hangar X, where
the Dart reclined gracefully between
two Shackletons in a new, heated, side
opening hangar reminiscent of London
Airport. Charge for the service was onetenth of a penny per sq. ft., 600 sq. ft.=
5s. for the night, hardly dear!
All day' it was possible to hold acomfortable flying height and during the
last and rather more difficult portion
o,v~r Devon and Cornwall at least the
SUI'l had come out fully and consequently
there was always some lift to ,be found
and the scenery by this time was truly
magnificent.
Elaine was following nobly with the
trailer. though we lost radio contact just
before Bedford; but the friendly voices
of Anne Burns. Harold Drew, "Number
15"?, among others, relayed messages,
and she arrived hot and dusty just before
midnight (and just after I'd turned in)
though not expected before the morning.
The distance was 520 kilometres, the
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time
hours (72 km/h.), the glider
(ex-Nick Goodhart) Dart 17; how
beautifully she goes anc! the same ap,plies
.to Nick's instrumentation. A. hearty word
of thallksto the boys Uj:l in East Anglia
-Alfred, his famiJy and crew-not the
least pleasant feature of the day was to
hear later that Peter Bryan had made
300 km. to Weston-Super-Mare, also
from Horsham St. Faith.

3.

4.

5.

Prcyious SO.O-km. tIights in Britain
1. Nick Goodhart, Skylark 3, 12.4.58.
Ely (Cambs.) to nr. Penzance (Cornwall) via Edgehill and Boscombe
Down. Distance 513 km.
(See S, & G., June, 1958, page 124.)
2. David Ince. Olympia 419, 13.4.58.
Lavenham (Suffolk) to or. St. Just

*

SAME DAY-FOR FUN
By ALFRED WARMINGER

I

TOOK o,ff from N?rwicb. Airport at
11.20 a.m., 20 mtnutes after Don
Snodgrass, releasing at 1,000 metres up
wind over Wroxham, I dared not go any
closer to the coast, the skies being completely clear upwind of Norwich with
an inversion at 2,000 ft. probably going
even lower the nearer one got to the
sea.

The Dart on A erO'tQw.
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6.

*

(Cornwall). Distance 507 km.
(See S. & G., June, 1958,. page 149.)
Andy Gough, Skylark 3, 21.5.58.
South Cerney (Glos.) to Beerlen
(Holland). Distance 560 km.
(See S. & G., Aug., 1958, p~ge 191.)
Nick GOQdhart, Skylark 3, 9.5.59.
Lasham (Hants) to Portmoak (Scotlanel). Distance 579 km. (CUr-reht distance and goal records.)
(See S. & G., Aug., 1959, page 187.)
John Williamson, Olympia 419.
7.8.61. Upavon (Wilts) to Ay ton
(Scotland). Distance 507 km.
(See S. & G., Oct., 1961, page 274.)
Alfred Warminger, Olympia _ 419,
14.4.62. Reepham Town (Norfolk) to
Perranporth (Cornwall). Distance 515
km. (Declared goal.)
(See S. & G., Aug., 1962, page 258.)

*

Turning on a S. W. heading I flew to
the lee of NorWich, getting .my first indication of lift at 1,500 ft. above the
Easton show ground. With every mile of
progress made inland. conditions impr6ved, and once past Watton it was
Jlossible to relax on 3-5 kt. thermals.
The Thetford forest area was no problem to cross as cloud base rose to 4.500
ft. and the run over the Feos from
Feltwell past Ely and an to S1. l"leots
was a joy-5,OOO ft. under cloud streets,
occasionallv hopping across to the next
southerly line in order to counteract the
drift .from a wind that was moderate to
strong from the east.
Evel) so, I drifted north of track, finding navi'gation difficul.t with the visibility, which deteriorated to 4·5 miles
in the Chipping Norton area. Hej;e I had
my first real scare, encountering 8/8ths.
clag and Hobson's choice of pressi~g on.
From a low of 1,200 ft. above ground
I climbed up eventually to cloud b~se
and then on to the vicinity of Cheltenham.
Still in clag, 5 miles north of track,
I flew south to Nympsfield, arriving
there at 600 ft. above the site; fortunately for me a 463 was thermalling
nearby.
From then on conditions were again
good and I beaded towards WestonSuper-Mare. Cheddar Gorge provided a
beauty to nearly 6,000 ft. which took

Production Programme
AS-K 13 The modern performance
mid-wing two-seater for teaching
and training
with
gOOQ flying
characteristics,

K 8B
The training
mance single-seater.

and perfor.

Ka 6 CR. The standard Class singleseater with performance.
Ka6E
The high-performance
single-seater Standard Class glider
with all-flying tail and excellent flight
handling.

L. to R.: Crew member, Don Snodgrass,
Elizabeth CoWns, All Warmiltger, and
another crew member.

AS-W 12 The Open Class singleseater with super high performance.
Fibre-glass Construction.
The glider for demanding pilots,

me well on my way to Devon. Cloucds
here wer,e fiat, diffused, few and far
between and I contented myself with
flying at 50 kt., changing course to the
next likely-looking area.
When abreast of Bude, time 5.15 p.m.,
I sighted a familiar aircraft in the sky
and found Don in weak lift at about
2.500 ft. With the wind now 8.E. and
plenty of sea air in it, the ·thermals were
scarce as well as weak. Don still had 30
miles to go and was obviously pleased
to see me. We took our time, gradually
edging further to the S.W. but also
drifting out to sea over Port Isaac Bay.
Eventually from 3,800 ft. we set course
for 8t. Mawgan.
Saying Adieu to Don as he left for
Mawgan. I was greeted by George ColIins on 130.4 fiying alongside in a Cessna.
The final glide was fraught to say the
least but, fortified by Georgc's presence,
if not by his sound advice, I cleared the
Perranporth A/F boundary by 200-300 ft.

AS-K 14 The single-seater motorglider (Prototype K 12) with feathering
propeller and retractable under·
carriage. Very good take-off and climb
rate. Superb gliding characteristics.

Some. Quickies
1. The flight was on the same day as
my previous 5QO-km. run in 1962,
though the weather was even better
on that occasion.
2. Radio communication was superb;
thro\tgh other gliders. relaying, this
enabled both ground crews to keep
in touch right to the final glides.
Many thanks in this connection to
Anne, Chuck and "Jackdaw".

AS-W1S The competition glider for
the Standard Class fibre-glass con·
struction. A glider for all competition
pilots.
Trailers for all our types can be
delivered on request with special
towing and brake system.
Glider Dust and
Glider All-weather Covers
Spare parts and construction materials
from stock or short·term delivery.
Write for Br(){i;hure and Ef1qultles
without obligation to:

ALEXANDER SCHlEICHER
SEGELFLUGlEUGBAU
6416 Poppenhausen an der
W _ _rlcuppe, West Gennany
ar la our agent

LONDON SAILPLANES UMITED
c/o J. JeHries, Dunstoble Downs,
Bedfordshire
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INTERNATIONAL GLIDING RECORDS (Correct as at 15.3.68)
Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal &. Return
IOO·km. Triangle
300·km. Triangle
5OO·km. Triangle

Siugle-Sealeu
A. H. Parker (USA) 31.7.64. Sisu·IA
P. F. Bik1c (USA) 25.2.61, SGS·123·£
P. F. Bikle (USA) 25.2.61. SGS··123·E
W. A. ScOtt (USA) 23.7.63. Ka-6cR ..
S. H. Georgeson (NZ), 6.1 .65. Dart 15
H. M. Linkc (Germ.) (in USA) 30.7.67, Libel:e
A. Roehm (Germ.) 4.6.67, BS-I
E. Katinuky (USA) 19.8.67, Libclle

1,041.52
12,a94
14,102
873.n
730.62
138.30
138.30
121.485

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal &. Return
100·km. Trianllle
3OO-km. Triangle
5OD-km. Triande

Mll1ti·Seate..
V. Kuznetsov and Y. Barmakov (USSR) 3.6.67. Blanik
S. Josdczak and J. Tarczon (Poland) 5.11.66. Bocian
L. Edgar and H. Xlidorth (USA) 19.3.52. PR.QI
P. Amonov and A. Oplachko (USSR) 24.4.64, BJanik ..
E. Minghelli and R. Semans (USA) 26.6.67, Proe IIA
S. Kluk and A. Wynanowski (Poland) 2.9.64, Bocian
V. Tchouvikov and J. Logvin (USSR) 1.8.64. KAI·19
Helmut and Heinz Sorg (Germ.) (in SA) 7.1.64. Ka·7

921.954 km.
11.680
m.
13,489
m.
702.744 km.
~9O.42 km.
101.78 km. lit.
92.562 km./h.
83.74 km./h,

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Return
lOO·km. Trian~
30o-km. Trianllle
5OO·km. Triangle

O.
A.
B.
T.
A.
Y.
Y.
A.

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goa 1 &. Retu rn
IOD-km. Triangle
300·km. Triangle

T. Pavlova and L. Filomecl\kina (USS'R) 3.6.61, Blanik

Siftgle-Sealers (Wo_a)
Klepikova (USSR) 6.7.39, Rot Front 7
Burns (G13) (in SA) 13.1.61. Skylark 3.
Woodward (USA) 14.4.55, PR·195
Zaiganova (USSR) 29.7.66, A·15 ..
Dankowska (Poland) 6.7.67. Foka
Leeman (S. Africa) 4.1.66. 81·2 ..
Leeman (S. Africa) 14.1.66, BJ·2 ..
..
Burns (GB) (in SA) 25.12.63. Std. Austria

km.
m.
m.
km.
km.
km./h.
km. lb.
km. lb.

149.203 km.
9,119
m.
12,190.2
m.
731.595 km.
~91.6
km.
110.19 km./h.
106.18 km./h.
103.33 km. In.

Mlllli-Seater. (Wo....,a.
A. Dankowska and M. Matel.ka (Poland.) 17.10.67. Bocian
A. Burns (GB) and J. Oesch (in USA) 5.1.67. 2·32 ..
I. Goroknova and Z. Koslova (USSR) 3.6.61. Blanik ..
D. Zachara and M. Olszew.ka (Poland) 29.1.63, Bocian
W. KaIDin.ka and E. Sawon (Poland) 19.1.65, Boeian
O. Manafova and V. Lomova (USSR) 12.6.64, KAT·19

864.862
8.430
9.519
864.862
419.3
88.64
74.31

km.
m.
m.
km.
km.
km./h.
km./n.

km./h.
km.
km.

SUBJECT TO HOMOLQGATION
5OD-km, Trianllle
Goal &. Return
Distance

Si......Seaten
M. Jackson (S. Africa) 28.12.67. BJ·3 ..
K. Striedieck (USA) 3.3.68. Ka·8B ..
J. E. Vates (USA) 15.4.68. 2·32 (Rown sdlo)

approx.
approx.
approx.

138
760
1.095

Goal &. Return

Siqle-S<1lters (Wo mea)
Y. Leeman (S. Africa) 28.12.67. Phoebu.

approx.

622

km.

Tentative claim. for homologation have b<-'en filed with the FAI for these flights.

N~",

""cords ha"~ 10

Distance
Height.
Triangles
Straight Goals

~xcf!~d III~

old ona by:

10 km.
3 O''0
2 km./1t
5 km./h

Con,'er.s'ion !aclors:
Multiply km. by 0,621
Multiply km. by 0.54
Multiply km. In. by 0.~39
Multiply km./h. by 0.621
Multiply metl'\.'S by 3.18

to
to
to
to
to

get
get
get
get
get

statute miles
nautical miles
knots

m.p.h.
feet

The Flying Committee has deeided that all British National and United Kingdom reeord. will be
officially r~cordcd in metric units so as to fait imo line wilh the FAl.
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BRITISH NATIONAL RECORDS

(COned as at 15.4.68)

Sia~Seatet.

Distaoce:
Hei@hl Gain
Absolule Altilude
Goal FII@hl
Goal & Return
lOO-km. Trian@le
300-km. Triangle
500-km. Triangle

P. Lane (in Germ.) 1.6.62, Skylark. 3F
G. J. Roncie!, 18.6.60. Olympia 2a ..
..
H. C. N. Goodhart (in USA) 12,5.55, 1-23
H. C. N. Goodhart, 10.5.59, Skylark J ..
A. W. Wamtinller (in S. Africa) 13.1.66, Sld. Au..ria
A. W. Warminger (in S. Africa) 21.12.65, Sld. Austria
A. W. Warminger (in S. Africa) 6.1.66, Sld. Auslria
Anne Burns (in S. Africa) 25.12.63. Sld. Auslria

Distance
Heighl Gain
Absolule Altilu.de
Goal Flighl
Goal &. Relurn
lOO-km. Triangle
300-km. Triangle

M.lli,SClIlert
L Welch and F. Trying, 14.5.55, Eag.le ..
P. Saundby and B. R·oberts. 7.6.64. Blanik
..
Anne Bums and Janie Oesch (in USA). 5.1.67, 2·32
W. Kahn and J. WiJliamson, 12.4.58, Eagle
A. Gaze and Rosemary Storey, 7.8.59, Eallle ..
G. Camp and Delphine Gray-Fisll., 21.8.64, Eagle
B. WiIlson and H. Daniels. 15.5.66, Rlanik

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flillhl
Goal & Return
lOO-km. Triangle
300-km. Triangle
5OO·km. Trianll.
Absolulc Altitude

Si_RJe.SeaI... (We_,,)
Anne Burns (in S. Africa), 3.1.61. Skylark 3a
Anne Burns (in S. Africa), 13.1.61. Skylark :l1l
Anne Bums (in S. Africa). 13.1.61. Skylark :3a
Ann Welch (in Poland). 20.6.61, Jaskolka ..
Anne Bums (in S. Africa). 6.1.66. Std. Auslra
Anne Burns (in S. Africa), 12.1.63, Skylark 3a
Anne Burns (in S. Africa), 31.12.65. Std. Austria
Anne Burns (in S. Africa), 25.12.63, Sld. Austria
M.lti·Saten (W_ _)
Anne Burns and Janie Oesch (in USA), 5.1.67, 2-32

UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS

741
8,870
JI,SOO

579
602

115.1
99.3

103.3

km.

m.

m.
km.
km.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.

408
5,410
9,519
312
273
63.2
55.8

m.
km.
k.m.
km.
km./h.

526
9.120
10.550
528
545
84.0
93.6
103.3

km.
m.
m.
km.
km.
km·/h.
km./h.
km./h.

9.519

km.
m.

m.

(Correct as at 15.4.68)

oi....nce
Heighl Gain
Absolule ""ltiluc!e
Goal Flighl
GOllI & Relurn
lOO-km. Triangle
200-km. Triangle
3OO-km. Triansle
400-km. Triangle
IOQ-km. GI. Spd.
200-km. GI. Spd.
JOO·km. Gl. Spd.
5OO-km. GI. Spd.

Si,,~Seat...
H. G.- N. Goodh)ln, 10.5.59, Skylark.- 3
G. J. Rondel. 18.6.60. Olympia 2B ..
G. J. Rondel. 18.6.60, Olympia 2a ..
H. C. N. Goodharl, 10.5.59. SlI.ylark 3
J. S. WiJliamson. 30.8.64. Olympia 419
G. E. Bunon, 20.8.67. oarl 17.
J. Finh, 20.8.64. Skylark 3F . _
..
H. C. N. Goodbart, 25.6.57, Skylark 3
Anne Burns, 5.8.67, SHK
..
M. Bird, 4.8.62, Skylark 3F ..
..
I. W. Strachan, 2.6.63. Skylark 4 ..
E. A. Moore, 27.5.57. SkY:ark 2 ..
H. C. N. GoOOharl. 10.5.59. Skylark 3

519
8,87Q
9,300
579
441
85.9
71.9
66.3
60.6
114.3
114.3
92.l
90.7

km.
m.
m.
km.
km.
km./h.
km./h.
km. lb.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.

Dislance
Height Gain
Ab "Iule Altilude
Goal Flillhl
Goal & Return
lOO-km. Triangle
200-km. Triangle
3oo·km. Triangle
1000k01. GI. Spd.
2oo-km. GL Spd.
JOO·km. G1. Spd.

M.hi-Sal....
L Welch and F. lrying, 14.5.55. Eagle
P. Saundby and B. Robens, 7.6.64, Blanik
r. Saundby and B. Robens. 7.6.64. Rlanik ..
W. Kahn and J. WiUiam.on, 12.4.58, Eagle
A. Gaze and Rosemary Slorey. 7.8.59. Eaglc
..
G. Camp and Delphine Gray·Fisk. 21.8.64. Eagle
A. Gaze and Rosemary Slorey. 30.4.60. Eagle'
B. Willson and H. Daniels. 15.5.66, Blanik
B. James and K. O'Ril.,., 27.5.57, Gull 2 ..
J. Wilhmson and D. Kerridge. 9.4.55. Eagle
W. Kahn and l. WiUlam.on, 12.4.58, E3Ile

408
5,410
5,800
312
273
63.2
43.6
55.8
96.5
56.2
69.2

km.
m.

km./h.
km./h.
km./h.

Di lance
Heighl Gain
Absolule Allilude
Goal Fligbl
Goal &< Relurn
lOO-km. T rlangle
ZOO-km. Trianllle
300-km. Triangle
~km. Triangle
km. G1. Spd.
200-km. GI. SPd.
300·km. GI. Spd.

Anne
Ann.
Ann.
Anne
Anne
Annc
Anne
Anne
Anne
Rika
Anne
Anne

454
5.100
5.600
31)8
216
60.0
69.3
60.2
60.6
83.0
85.5
63.9

km.
m.
m.
km.
km.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.

S~<W_)

Rums. 10.5.59, SkylaTk 38
Burn.. 10.5.59, Skylark 3_
B~rns. 10.5.59. Skylark 311
Burns. 12.4.58. SkyJarll. 3_
Bums. 26.5.63. Olymp'a 419
Bums. 25.7.59, Skylark 3a
Bum., 22.8.64. Std. Austria
Burns. 28.4.66. SHK
Bums. 5.8.57. SHK
.•
HarwoOO. 21.5.57. Olympia 2a
Bums., 2:6.63. Olympja 419
Burns. 12.4.58. Skylark 30

m.

km.
km.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
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THE HIGH PERFORMANCE SAILPLANE AND THE
STANDARD CLASS
By HE/NZ WEBER

Translated from Aero Revue, March 1968, by Rika Harwood
today, tomorrowY ESfERDAY,
Time does not stand still. Every
day new ideas are being born and
brought to fruition. The objective of
yesterday's Standard Class was to develop a practical glider with good value
for money, and one which could be
home-built from kits and repaired by
clubs or groups.
Club and group construction has become practically obsolete, as nowadays
nearly all gliders are factory-built in a
long or short series production run.
With the Ka-6, probably the Standard
Class glider most numerously built,
which is relatively cheap yet bas good
flying characteristics, we have probably
,come to the end of the possible developments in the customary wood construction now almost out of fashion.
As a matter of history, the Ka-6 set
a standard against which other gliders
are often measured for comparison. It
has won World Championships, and has
broken records. and flown innumerable
cross-country miles and hours. Indeed,
even in today's glass-fibre era it is at
the summit whell the price/performance
relationship is taken into account, and
just so in the future, the Standard Class
will still need a glider with highperformance in the air and offering good
value for money.
It stands to reason, therefore, that the
Standard Class must keep in step with
progress. Casei.n. glue, spruce and bi~ch
plywood are glVmg way to epoxy resms
and glass-fibre. This last is costly, and
the improved gliding angle is rapidly
outclimbed by the soaring price.
The retractable landing wheel is relatively the least ex-pensive way. of increasing performance (accordmg to
HoIighaus, the Cirrus designer, about
600 Swiss Francs when in production).
Apart from the better gliding angle,
especially at high speed, it also gives
greater ground clearance and thus better
safety in the landing phase. A further
216

advantage is tbe increase in the angle of
attack when being launched, resulting in
diminished stresses on the lower parts of
the fuselage both in launching and on
landing. This point by itself is enough to
justify its adoption; and indeed it would
be against all common sense not to
accept the idea of a retractable wheel,
considering the high standard of flying
technique nowadays which prevails just
as much in the Standard Class.
. Fundamentally, the Standard Class
should remain in the future limited to
a IS-metre span. The key words should
still be-cheaper, easier to groundhandle, to transport and to hangar.
These modern 1~-metre gliders are quite
light and easily rigged and de-rigged by
a crew of only two or three. As they
continue to be produced in increasing
numbers, so will their value for money
be maintained.
In principle we should allow everything which is inexpensive but is of
great use. For instance, variable aileron
droop for slow and fast flying. For
assistance in landing the Standard Class
glider should have plain flaps which act
as brakes, but no brake parachute. The
justification for this ruling is that everything should be considered in the light
of the best possible effect. It is all tbe
same whetber well-tried traditional construction methods, such as those of
Schempp-Hirth, are involved or whether
new paths are being trodden, for
example, in brakes which are of the
spoiler type as on the Standard Elfe and
LS-l.
Should the fitting of flaps result in
improved performance-it assists slow
flying-then it is to be welcomed and
not spurned. The main point is that a
cheaper and safer solution is t!;le result
of judgement. Expensive accessories belong in the Open Class where anything
or everything is allowed-except, of
course, an engine!

In principle one may say that airbrakes of the spoiler type are to work
on both surfaces and must provide
adequate braking power. As qualifications for the OSTIV Prize, the Standard
Class glider should have, as before. for
consideration the price / performance
comparison, the fiying qualities, the
degree of seating comfort, the ease of
rigging and de-rigging,. adequate payload
and stowage space. In these respects
even today the Ka-6E would be fully
up-to-date.
I am aware that there exists no
"Ideal", only a basis for comparison.
For this reason I have drawn my price/
gliding-angle polar. On it are taken into
account not only the very important fast
and slow flying performance but also
the equally important handling, landing
and circling qualities. If we now examine
the price/gliding-angle polar and take as
an example a basis of 10,000 Swiss
Francs=a gliding angle of 30: I, then
we can read out thus:
Increase ill
Gliding angle Extra Cost
Distance I
increase of
Per/ormanee

%

%

%

10
30
5
25
80
12
30
120
15
40
13().160
20
50
230+
25
All this, however, is nothing like so
good in the raw reality because all
gliders do not climb at the same rate.
Although this tabulation may seem open
to questiop, yet we can see that it gives.
us a point from which to start. The cost
alone justifies the retention of the Standard Class, and in the case of the 15metre Phoebus it shows up in the relatively inexpensive performance increase
on fitting a retractable wheel. The dotted
line connects together five high-performance gliders.
The l7-metre Phoebus has already
demonstrated in keen competition flying
that, above all these, it is, as a highperformance glider, not only good value
for money but also of high class. The
Standard LibelIe and the LS-I are also
r~~dy for entry into the field of competItion.
The 17-metre Phoebus has revealed a
new hori~n, and points a way for the
future. As with many other sports with

different classes, we have come to realise
that the "Mini" class of below 15metres, once quite popular, now has no
real chance of success. This glider. too,
has proved that increased performance
is possible with small outlay. thus leading to better results simply and with no
problems.
Looking to the future, we should
perhaps envisage a 17-metre Class as
well as the Standard and Open Classes.
This would embrace, in princiJ)le, the
17-metre Phoebus (but fundamentally
without flaps) or, for example, a clipped
l7-metre Cirrus.
Too many Classes? I don't think so,
but rather more and fresh possibilities.
So far as the question of value for
money is concerned in high-performance
gliders we are aware that aircraft with
flaps have a1wa~ been expensive, both
in manufacture and maintenance. Added
to which, they are slightly more complicated to fly.
The Phoebus and Cirrus both show a
new way here which we must not fail to
follow. I have constructed the price I
gliding-angle polar from such data as
is known to me; even if the gliding
angles shown are not quite achieved in
practice, the prices are approximately
correct.
Whatever the gliding angle may be,
let us not forget that the flying charac-
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tenstIcs play an important part, while
the pilot factor will still, in the future.
always be decisive.
I want to give designers this list of
desiderata. The simplest possible and
uncomplicated construction; light weig)1t;
eas.iness of rigging and de-rigging.
Especially important-a shart landing
run, but without brake flarachute. like,
for example, the 16.5-metre Diamant.
Comfort and good all-round vision. like
the Cirrus and LS-l. Fowler flaps are
not an absolute necessity to achieve
good performance. We must remember
that the opportunities for breaking
records are scarce and are almost always
confined to a small band of elite class
pilots.
The majority of pilots, including those
in the top class, need a cheap and easilymanaged mount, something like the 17metre Phoebus.
I myself am not in the top class as a
pilot, and we are, most of us. in the
class of '"everyday users"; but although
numbers at the peak are inc~easing and
the general average is on the upward
grade, yet it is quite certain that mode.rn
gliders mostly have a greater potential
than we have the 'skill to achieve.
Hans-Werner Grosse wrote recently
that only when one has fully explored
the flying qualities of a Standard aircraft should one look at the "Super
Birds~. sometimes called the "Plastic
Vultures". I think he has hit the nail
on the head-the machine is often better
than the pilot. All the same, most people
would prefer to fly a Cirrus. in the same
way as many a man would prefer
Brigitte BardoL But in tbe end it is
much better to be in charge of a
Standard glider than that a Super glider
should be in control over us.
For the present-the glass-fibre age is
here and today we dream of a Cirrus
just as yesterday we dreamt of a Ka-6,
which is not to be looked down on even
now.
As for the future, we can only hope
that ·the appropriate elCperts in the FAI
or OSTlV (or both) keep abreast of the
times. We must hope again that they
will accommodate themselves to modern
circumstances and will tailor the Standard Class as soon as possible to suit
today's and tomorrow's conditions.
Pilots have always been pioneers and
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planners for the future. We shall hope
it will always be so and that we shall
flat faH in our endeavour.

•

•
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STANDARD CLASS RULES
By LORNE WELCH

I am not at all clear what Hej07;
Weber is really advocating in his article.
In one part he argues that the Standard
Class should be kept cheap and simple
and then goes on to suggest that retr~t
able undercatriages and flaps should be
permitted since these result in an increased performance for a comparatively small increment in price.
To my mind any major alterations in
the Standard Class rules would be a
mistake; the existing rules are producing
a good type of aircraft which has by no
means reached the end of its develop·
ment. This should be encouraged, stipulating that the rules will remain basically
unchanged for several years.
To understand the present situati()'n, it
is necessary to consider the reasons
behind the formulation of the existing
rules.
Most sporting activities involvinl! the
use of vehicles. whether motor boats or
sailing boats or cars or motorcycles,
have strict rules defirung or limiting the
characteristics of the vehicles. This is
essential because there is no natural
limitation to their performance; the
more powerful a motor vehicle the
faster it is. the longer a boat the better
it IJoes.
Gliding is almost unique as a competitive sport because it has a genuine
Open Class with absolutely no limitation on the characteristics Qf the vehjcle.
other, of course. than the prohibition of
an engine. This state of affairs can exist
only because there is no natural law of
favouring an extreme type of craft; it
does not pay to make it very big or
very small, and not having an engine,
matters of power do not arise. Consequently, the performance is limited
only by the wits· of tbe designer and the
constructional materials available. However, refinements such as retractable

undercarriage.s and more complicated,
methods of construction inevitably increase the cost of the aircraft.
It was because of this tcndency for
the cost of the aircraft to increase that
the Standard Class was introduced in
1958. It was intended that unrestricted
competition would continue in the Open
Class, but a simpler and hence cheaper
type of aircraft would be USed in the
Standard Class. It was realised that it
would be quite impractical to attempt
to restrict the competition to aircraft
costing less than a certain amount, as
defined by the manufadurer, and that it
was equally impractical for an expert to
assess the cost of an aircraft by looking,
at it. All that could be done was to
decide which features of modern gliders
were expensive and then to limit or
restrict thcse features. Hence the limitation of the span to IS-metres and the
prohibition of. flaps and retractable
undercarriages. At the same time. in an
effort to encourage more practical
gliders. a landing wheel, as distinct from
a skid. was made mandatory, ami effective airbrakes were demanded.
In formulating these rules it was
decided that, as far as possible, the
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decision whether a glidcr was, or was
not, ,eligible to compete as a Standard
Class glider should be determined by
the direct observations of a measurer
and not be dependant on paper work.
The present rules, with only slight
modifications, have been in force since
1958; they have led to a very good
breed of aircraft but one which is now
subjected to criticism from three fron1s.
Firstly, there are those who hold that
by permitting retractable undercarriages
and flaps a significant improvement in
performance could be achieved at small
cost. I am not convinced by this argument. One has to draw a line somewhere, and if one permits retractable
wheels and flaps, why not anow a few
feet m;pre span. since this. is the cheapest
way of improving the performance. What
then distinguishes the Standard Class
from the Open'l Whatever their proponents may say, retractable undercarriages and flaps add cost and complication, and since one can get good
performance without them, why allQw
them in 'the Standard Class?
In complete contrast to this criticism
is the school which considers that the
Standard Class rules encQurage the development of impractical aircraft. In
particular, objection is taken to the
supine seating position, the unsprung
undercaniage with po:or ground clearance, and inadequate wing incidence
resulting in a high take-off speed. I feel
that there is a good case here, and tha't
minimum cockpit dimensions and minimum wing incidence rules could be introduced without difficulty and would
lead to more practical aircraft of only
slightly inferior performance.
Finally, there are those who w~sh to
permit fully deflected flaps to be accepted
as airbrakes. They argue that combined
flaps andairbrakes are no more expensive (or even cheaper) than conventional airbrakes. and the advantages of
flaps in terms of slower ,circling and
appro,ach speeds can be obtained for no
extra cost. The weakness of this argument is the fact that, as far as I am
aware, no one has yet produced combined flaps and airbrakes which are
really effective at high speeds as well as
low. The OSTlV requirements ,call for
the full e~tension of the airbrake at
Vne in less than two second in order
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to provide for emergencies when cloudflying or doing aerobatics. If this requirement, which seems very reasonable. can be met by some type of
combined flap and airbrake then this
arrangement shol:lId be accepted for the
Standard Class. But it must prove itself
first; the development should be done

in the Open and not the Standard Class.
To sum up, I feel that it would be a
mistake to loosen the Standard Class
requirements; they should remain as they
are or possibly be tightened by imposing
minimum cockpit dimensions and minimum wing incidence requirements.

THE NORTH HILL BUBBLE
About six months 3g0 the Devon &
Somerset Club purchased a surplus perspex helkopter canopy for 50s. and two
of the club stalwarts, George Moore and
Peter Cooper, set to work to convert this
into what has proved to be a first-class
control unit for launching. Using a
Jaguar axle, Austin wheels, angle-iron,
sheet metal. piping and wood, they are
to be congratulated on their efforts. the
result of which is little short of professional.
The canopy is mounted on a chassis
with conventional tow-bar equipment
which also forms the base for a mast
supporting a windsock, anemometer and
wind vane. indications from the two
latter being electrically reproduced on
the facia of the control desk inside. This
facia is mounted something like the
dashboar,d of a car and includes a barometer. windspeed and direction indicator, loudspeaker (which can be switched
either to the winch telephone line or
VHF radio on frequencies 129.9 or
130.4) and compass. A large chronometer is fixed at the side. The operator
sits on a swivel chair based on a circular
metal mounting.
Apart from knee-room, the desk is
blocked in with drawers and cupboards
for electrical apparatus and records and
there is a bench-type seat at the rear of
the canopy with a foam clIshion top. One
of the attractive features of the interior
is the floor carpeting and decorative
finish. Perspex racks for pilot records.
drawers and cupboards are all labelled
with Dymo lettering. Access is by folding
steps which can be telescoped back into
the unit when moving.
Viewed from the outside, the unit is
compact and the right height for allround visibility. The front is equipped

with cunningly hinged flaps and signal
panels and there is a drum of telephone
cable attached to one side, one end of
which is permanently connected to the
desk handset and the other floating for
outside connection to the nearest fieldpoint. The field-points accommodate the
various positions of winch and launch
point. An Aldis lamp is also mounted
on the front and can be operated from
its metal gantry or removed for hand
use. With this unit. what used to be the
log-keeper is now virtually flying controller, and it adds immeasurably to the
efficiency of this job that it can be done
under cover, at the right elevation in the
correct position with adequate electrical
and mechanical aids. There is also the
advantage that the Bubble is the obvious
focal point for flying operations and even
for visitor enquiries. The value of this
equipment is estimated to be between
A. E. R. HODGES.
£700 and £800.

Photos by Gainsbor.ough Studio.
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THE SLINGSBY T-49C - Nelson Powered
Capstan
By DEREK PIGGOTT

OR many years now Slingsby Aircraft
F
have been itching to be asked to
pu.t an engine in or on the T-49 Capstan.
Now, thanks to American enterprise. not
only has this been done, but the first
aircraft has mOre than 15 hours of test
flying and is now awaiting approval by
the Air Registration Beard.
Charles Rhoades. of lrwin, Pennsylvania, ordered this Nelson Powered Capstan as a result of his enthusiasm for
the Nelson Hummingbird. He owns two
of these all-metal, tandem two-seaters
which have a fully retractable Nelson
engine, making them a completely independent, self-launching soarer of quite
high performance.
He believes that self-launching gliders
are essential in the USA where there are
very few gliding clubs and where the
average enthusiast will not put up with
the fumble and complications of normal
glider flying.
In addition. he has taken over the
manufacturing, rights of the Nelson
engine and he is particularly keen to see
it put to good use on gliders. With this
in mind. he asked Slingsby's to fit the

Nelson en to the T-49. He is also
interested in a Nelson powered version
of the T -53. since there is considerable
saies resistance to wooden aircraft in
many parts of the world.
At present there is a very limited stock
of Nelson engines, and Mr. Rhoades is
saving them for powered gliders and
other projects which he thinks are worth
while. However. recently he visited
Europe in order to organise the manufacture of the engine on the Continent
and by this means to make it available
in quantity at an economical price.
The engine is fully approved as an
,aero engine for both helicopters and
normal aircraft. In America it is keenly
sought after for small hovercraft and
sna-cats. Unlike the McCulloch missile
engines. which were designed for a rather
limited life, the Nelson is approved for
800 hours between major overhauls. This
must make it relatively inexpensive for
normal operating as there are no valves
and very few other parts requiring maintenance compared with the normal 4stroke engine.
Readers may remember the article in

The Motorised Capstan.
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the August, 1962, issue of SAILPUNE &
suggesting a scheme for mounting an engine on the Capstan. I feel I
must point out that, until recently, Mr.
Rhoades had never seen the article. Of
course, when I was asked to help with
the test flying, I was most enthusiastic!
Tbe T-49c is just a norrn.al T-49
glider with the engine mounted on four
slIuts above the fuselage at the centre
of gravity. Remarkably little work has
been necessary 1:0 modify the Capstan to
take the loads of the engine, and although the engine is not intended to be
de rigged daily. it is only about half-anhour's work to remove it and have a
normal glider. However, remounting IS
not so rapid.
The Nelson engine is a 48 h.p. twostroke with twin ignition, self-starter,
generator and all mod cons. Its baSIC
weight of 68 lb. enables a really worthwhi~ payload of 460 lb. to be carried
as a oon-aerobalic, normal category aircraft, or about 260 lb. for Semi-Acrobatic Category and cloud flying.
For the engine starting controls :lnd
instruments, a small detachable panel is
mounted on the centre control console :It
the bottom of the main instrument panel.
The only other controls are the throtde
lever, which is filled on the same shaft
as the elevator trim lever, and the fuel
cock.
The appeal to the American enthu~iast
should be immediate since he need not
recruit a great team of helpers or a towplane before being able to fly. Furthermore. rigging and derigging is very quick
and easy, so that the aircraft may be
kept in the trailer at hClJTle whenever il
is not in regular use.
Even without modifications to the
undercarriage, to make unaided taxi-inll
possible. the pilot and one other per$O:1
can manage on smooth ground or concrete. There is seldom any need to taxi
between flights when training circuits :Ire
being carried out. With tfle help of the
small wingtip wbeels, no help at all i.
needed for the take-off.
The take-off in still air takes about 160
yards on a runway, or 200 yards from
smooth grass. There is no swing, either
on the ground or in the air, and no
rudder is required to ,cancel out the
effects of the engine at any time. (Thl;'
natural stabiJity of the T·49 is much
GLIDING
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more powerful than the slight y.1W
caused by even full power.) The exce;>tional forward view ahead makes it
tempting to start to climb much loo
slowly, so it is best to make a deliberate
effort to reach 50 knots and retrim
before gaining much height. At this
speed, the rate of climb is 300-350 feet
per minute at maximum load, which i3
roughly the same as aerotow launching.
Of course, the rate of climb ,can b.:
doubled by using what to gliders would
be poor lift.
The stalling speed is 1-2 knots faster,.
but otherwise it is difficult to say what
difference the addition of the engine
makes to general handling, either power
on or off. Apart from the noise and the
fact that it is possible to climb at any·
time there is little or no difference from·
flying a normal Capstan.
The stall is docile and it will not spin'
for more than I-I! turns even eG. aft.
There is virtually no change of trim
fore and aft with power, except with fuU
air brakes.
The maximum level-flight speed is
almost 80 knots indicated (84 knots
95 m.p.h. true) and it will cruise happily
at anything between 40 and 70 knots
using about 4 gallons of fuel an hour_
(It runs on 80 octane mixed with two'
stroke oil.)
The engine can be stopped and restarted in the air by pressing the button,.
and it starts very easily at all times
whether hot or cold.
In order to simplify the difficulties that
power pilots seem to experience Ilsing
air brakes for the first few times, a
simple attachment enables the air brakes
to be set in a "half-brake, landing" poli-
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tion so' that the pilot can use his alrbrake hand to operate and adjust the'
throttle.
Glider pilots will have no such problems and will prefer to select a constant
throttle setting and use the air brake as
if in a normal glider. Even with the
special half~brake position, the aircraft
cannot maintain height in leveJ flight,
and the real power of the T -49 air
brakes can be demonstr·ated by making a
full throttle approach and landing. (This
still gives a steeper approach than on
many light aircraft.) Of course, in this
case,' closing the air brakes after touchdown results in an immediate leap back
into the air.
In spite of the comparatively low rate
of climb, the advantages of the aircraft
for teaching approaches and landings is
immediately obvious. We made five
·approaches and landings in a 30-minute
flight trying to determine the minimum
safe speeds for various types of .approach.
The general handling, view and comfort are superb, and scepticism about the
trim changes, power on and power off,
have proved completely unfounded. I
have never flown an aircraft with so
little effect of power on either directionaI
or fore-amj-aft trim.
Only the problems of moise remain to
be solved, and we are wait'ing for exha ust mufflers and alternative propellers
to arrive from America to see what can
be done. At present the exhaust stubs
are unshielded and only a few feet from
the top of the fuselage, making it extremely noisy for everyone. (Try sitting
five feel. away from your car engine
revving at full throttle with the exhaust
pipes removed I)
Obviously this kind of convef5iQn
cOt)lcl be atttactive as an interim powered
trainer, since many clubs alteady own a
T-49. For soaring wjth the engine stopped, however, I doubt if the perform·
anlCe is really good enough for British
type conditions. But for training in thermal or wave conditions it cannot help
but be more effective than any glider,
since even when the lift is too weak to
soar, it can be used for practising
centring.
At las.r we have an aircraft which has
good handling characteristics and powerful brakes, so that it is possible to form
a valid opinion as to the likely amount of

dual conversion required for glider flying
after basic trai1:'ling. In the case of conversion to aerotowing in a glider, this
is obviously (after you have flown the
T-49c) the minimum number of flights
needed to get accustomed to aerotowcertainly not more than 3-5 launches.
Ont; intriguing possibility is to use the
powered version for both aerotow and
winch launches. This avoids the need
for another two-seater glider but also
eliminates the time consumed on ea1?lle
breaks, since after carrying out the cable
break proced1)re and touching down. an
immediate overshoot and climb is possible. Perhaps, the best method of training might be to take. a winch Qr aerotow launch for the first circuit of each
session towards the end of training, and
to keeP the engine running at low power
so that it can be used for the overshoot
from practice cable breaks. In this way,
the pupil would become accustomed to
the glider type of launch more ~radual1y
so that he has ample experience by the
time he is ready for solo.
There are several other windfalls from
the engine-on-top configmation. Far
from being an embarrassment, the wing
tip on the ground is an encouragement to
keep the aircraft moving and not stop
and block the landing area for a long
chat. This means a change of instructional technique from prolonged discussions and debriefing after each landing.
Once a decision is made to design a
machine for our particular needs, there
are no difficult compromises caused by
trying to obtain a good glide and power
performance, or from trying to make inexpensive conve.rsions. of existing gliders.
The way is then open to using enginel; in
the 100 h.p. range which would give very
high rates of climb. This would greatly
reduce the noise in the vicinity of the
site besides improving the take-off and
speeding up the whole training.
One thing is abundantly clear: a
good powered trainer is unlikely to be
made in the next five yeal"$ unless manu'
facturers are enll:ouraged fin,lOcially, or
until they feel sure there is a worthWhile market for their prodUcts. At
present they feel it is probably safer to
turn out a simple, conventional light
aircraft, than to risk any new venture,
which might ofily have a limited market.
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JUST A FIELD LANDING - WITHOUT A FIELD
By H. R. JARVIS
In reply to S. M. O'Brian's request for more "home material", in his article
"Just a Downwind Dash" in our last issue, the author offers his experiences
on "The Day I Completed my Bronze C".

ARRIVED at Odiham airfield on a
rather dull April daY,expecting the
usual exciting and extremely frustrating
day's gliding. I had o,ver-slept that morning due to the previous night's activity
and, as I expected, 1 received a long
stream of abuse from the CFI about
young solo members, what it was like in
the old da~, and if it happens ag"iQ ...
and so forth. Ignoring all, I informed
him that I had only one step left to
complete my Bronze C-the muchdreaded field landing check.. After looking sadly at the sky for some minutes. he
pronounced that today was the day, or
words to that effect.
. The normal club activity continued
with the. normal frustrated cries of the
harassed Duty Instructor, who had, by
the way, been to the same activity the
previous night as I had, and therefore
had to be handled with care. In the end
the winches which wouldn't stan were
started, the tow bar on the Land Rover
which wasn't fitted was fitted, and the
winch cable which wasn't attached was
attached, and the glider and winches
moved to their respective positions On
the airfield.
Gliding started and it was found to
be "soarable" by the two-seater, and the
usual cries were heard from the solo
pilots: "Well. the sky was dead whcn
I was up." Then my turn came and I
hopped, or should I say squeezed, into
,our high-performance hi~h-wing, highlyused Gmnau Baby.
My cockpit checks completed. I signalled that I was ready to go. The CFI
then came up and said that he was off to
select an area for me in which to attempt
my field landing. I headed skywards to
admire the view or ride the thermals.
depending on how my luck held. I
released at 1,000 ft. and decided it
wouldn't be a bad idea if, just for practice, I picked out a few suitable fields

I
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around the airfield. After losing 300 ft.
and having found only one rather uninviting field, fbegan to realise .the problems involved. As a result I began to
look forward with a mixture of thrill and
dread to the field landing that was soon
to take place.
I r,eturned to the problem of fanding
my fast-sinking craft, which I succeeded
in doing, although I say so myself, rather
accurately back at the launch point. The
CFI approached with the shadow of a
smile on his lips and the spark of
sadistic expectancy in his eyes, and
attempted to explain the whereabouts of
the area in which the landing was to take
place. He did this with much armwaving and finger-pointing, and all that
I gathered from the conversation was it
had a vague resemblance to a rubbish
dump which no ace glider pilot, let alone
myself. would even look at. It was an
area of grass on the outside of the perimeter track. The aim was, he said. to
land in it and stop before the peri track.
However, he advised me to have another
flight and look at the area from above.
This I did, and from on high it didn't
look too bad. However. as I sank lower,
1 nQticed unfriendly hedges and trees
and, to crown it all, telegraph wires on
the appro·ach. With a mixture of stunned
bewilderment and rising panic I landed
back at the launch point.
After checking that I had found the
correct fie.ld, "Chiefy" strapped himself
into lhe two-seater next to me. The T-21
had rather a fatherly feel about it, after
the Grunau, and I began to lose my
dread of the forthcoming ordeal. Meticulously carrying out the cockpit checks,
we then leaped heavenwards. Oropping
the I;able, I inspected the landing area
again. As I was doing this, tbe stick was
dragged from my hand whh a cry from
the CFI: "Keep· alert. you've just passed
through lift." We circled a few times

but could not find it again, and as we
were getting rather low, headed for the
field.
.
By now I was concentrating so much
on the "pearls of wisdom" flowing from
Chiefy and the aim of the exercise. that
all my misgivings bad feft me. As height
decreased. the pitch of the CFl's voice
increased. Thoughts flowed through my
head: "where's. the field?", "mind tbe
hangar". "watch those telegraph wires
we're too low". A calm voice then said
"get those spoilers out". The telegraph
wires shot past only inches below us and
we touched dowll in the field. On and on
we rolled across the peri track and on
to the grass on the other side. My heart
sank; we had overshot the minimum
distance mark; I had failed! But no,
Chiefy turned in his seat and said that
I must now try it alone in the Grunau
which, he assured me, would stop far
quicker than the T-21. My heart rose
ag;lin, I bad passed the first hurdle.
The T·21 was returned to the launch
point and the time had now come for me
to try the field landing alone, and up I
went. Could I do it? I was sure I could.
The ground shot past below me and disappeared. The next thing J knew I was
at 1.100 ft. I hit lift and circled. attempting to find that elusive centre that instructors talk about. I had reached the
conclusion, after many attempts to find
it. that there is no such thing as a strong
central lift, or if there is. it is not at
the centre of the thermals J circle in.
However, I stayed put at I, 100 ft. for
three turns and then began to lose height.
At 500 ft. I aimed for the field. I
looked at it and decided I was too high. I
circled slowly and at 300 ft., started the
approach. The trees and hedges seemed
to move below me at ever-increasing
speed. "Keep the speed steady," I kept
telling myself. "hold the wings level"!
The telegraph pole I was aiming for
seemed frighteningly low for the height
I had. It came closer. I spotted the CFI's
car out of the corner of my eye-no
doubt he was watching me closely!
The following events occurred with
such rapidity if is hard to recall them.
The telegraph wires passed so close that
I could almost hear the messages being
passed. I found I had my air brakes full.
out, the ground swooped up to meet me.
I floated, sank. and rolled to a halt just

10 ft. from the peri track.. I relaxed as
my wing touched the ground; I was
down, I had made it.
Chiefy approached screaming blue
murder at me for making the last 360 0
turn. as I had come in too low. "Was
he going to fail me?" I crossed my
fingers and my toes and waited. He then
told me how terrible my flight had been
from s1art to finish. My morale, so high
only moments before, sank lower and
lower. I decided the time had come for a
decision. I as1>ed if he wished me to do it
again. "No," he said, "thal'lI pass you."
My toes uncurled.
I had completed the final leg of my
Bronze C. I was now ready for crosscountry flight. My next field landing
would be in a real field, and as the CFI
pointed out, these are simflle to find.
They must be at Teast 100 yards Tong,
with a field at each end for undershoot
and overshoot, have no cows or crops in
them, and for good measure, be next to a
road and have a gate for access, be next
to the telephone and have a pub around
the corner. The5C are, of course, ten to
the dozen around South·East England!

WANTED
ALTIMETERS
35,000 ft.; $38.00
KoIIsman C-13, 371, 544, 744
50,000 ft.; S45.00
KoIIsman C-1 2, 671, MB2, AN5760
80,000 ft.; $50.00
Kollsman MA-1
Rainco will pay the above prices for
instruments in repairable condition,
any quantity. You may ship to us via
your choice of transportation. Our
cheque will be airmailed to you the
same day we receive your instrument. All papers and invoices should
show that instruments are of U.S.
origin in order to prevent Import
Duty.

RAINCO

5044 North 7th Street,
Phoenix, Arizona 85014

U.S.A.
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IT'S ALL YOURS

-"-..j

is no doubt that anyone who
T HERE
flies almo&t every day for a year or

more develops an ability that never
really leaves him. Few people are lucky,
rich or determined enough to do this. but
in few sports is it as important as in
flying.
A fortnight's ski-ing, a summer's weekend dinghy-sailing, or a few hours at
water ski-ing, and enough skill is developed to have another enjoyable go
at any time for years afterwards-but
not in flying 'or gliding.
For this reason, flying infrequently is
most discouraging for the inexperienced
pilot. He finds himself continuously
waiting about for dual checks, with progress dismally slow.
There are many reasons why a student
pilot does not fly regularly, but the most
usual one is lack of money_ The problem is that this situation is getting worse
since the price of flying is now competing
with an all-round price rise, out of much
the same income or pocket money. But
frustrated pilots, or accidents, benefit no
one.
Some clubs run members' courses for
pilots at different stages of progress.
These cover concentrated dual in order
to get solo, or conversion on to, say,
Skylark from Swallow. or field landing
training before going cross-country. There
is usually a fee for such courses, but its
members have an instructor and aircraft
to themselves for the period of the
course. and save money in the long run
because progress is positive.
It would be valuable if more clubs
ran concentrated progress courses for
their members. since both clubs and
students benefit. Most clubs have bottle228

necks somewhere in their training which
even a couple of Monday-Friday special
courses during the summer could probably clear, and improve flying safety into
the bargain.

*

*

*

The New Era
Under the new BGA structure it has
been agr,eed, I think rightly, that committee chairmen shall not serve for more
than five years. All of us who had done
more than a five-year stretch already
were asked if we were prepared to stop
or continue; and, having looked after
INSTRUCTORS for 20 years, I d~ided that
it was certainly time that someone else
had a go.
With mixed feelings--divided between
the loss of working with good friends
and a delightful sensation of freedomI have handed over to Roger Neaves.
Roger has been on the Pallel for several
years, has run a club as CFI,. and is a
BEA Comet pilot. In turn, the work of
Safety Officer, which Roger did, is going
to John ElIis, ,also a member of the
Instructors' Panel. Both have excellent
Qualifications for the job and also my
best wishes.
The development of instructional standards has ranged from nil, in terms of
no qualifications and no standards or
syllabus when I took over in 1948, to
the present, when there are 400 rated
instructors, plus a further 460 ult or Dot
yet qualified, in the BGA orbit. Throughout this period, during which hundreds of
voluDtary and individualistic instructors
have worked with the BOA Panel to
produce a national training system, gliding has changed enormously. Much of

its stX:cess today is due to .the unselfishness .and enthusiastic hard work of the
BOA instructor.

•

•

•

Powered Gliders
There is a fine future for any sort of
simple flying, and the powered glider
could be the answer. But a lot of aspects
need to be carefully considered, not least
of which is noise.
Having now taken over the 'Chairmanship of the BGA Powered Glider Oommittee, I feel that the very first ,thing to
be done is to decide what sort -of animal
we' are prepared to harbour in our midst.
I am sure that we should concern ourselves only with aircraft which have
glider characteristics and which can be
operated within glidjpg clubs as far as
possible interchangeably with glid~rs.
Aircraft which do not meet these reqwrements or needs are aeroplanes, and already adequately catered for.
The biggest bottleneck in gliding, and
particularly in training. is getting off the
ground, and in this res~ct the selflaunching two-seater trainer could provide a real breakthrough in anti-frustration: but only if it can be used in conjunction with a glider at any time during
a student's training. Quite apart from
this. the possibility of having really highperformance gliders able to launch themselves and go off to find suitable weather
wOllld be more than welcome.

•

•

•

Pilot Selectioo, or wbat do you think
you're getting?
Nearly 100,000 people wrote in asking
to learn to fly under the 1968 Wills Flying Training Scheme, and some useful
information is beginning to emerge on
simple and inex~nsive ways of sorting
out potentially good pilot material. Over
the three years tbat the Scheme has run,
more than a quarter of a million applications have been received for flying
training, and the progress of the top 270
who will soon have completed training
can be followed in detail.
When available. this sort of information may be useful in gliding clubs which
have more applicants for flying membershill than can be taken; at present. selection is carried out by the purse, by
frustrations or by a mixture of both.
Neither is very satisfactory for reasons

which are not hard to ·find. The introductionof any system of selection bAsed
on pote-ntial competence is difficult, but
if clubs are to continue to operate to a
cansiderable extent on voluntary work
by their own members, they may need
to give priority in some way to people
who are likely to become both competent and useful. Like the floating voter.
many people now learning to fly gliders
have no strong aIlegiance and will change
tQ skating or any of the many sports
easily available without a second thought.
It takes some two years' active gliding
before a member is capable of becoming
an instructor or an executive in his club.
and the proportion of people reaching
this stage who are also prepared to take
on the work is small-often for good
reasons. The problem of any future
voluntary "staffing" of gliding clubs is
one which needs urgent consideration. if
only to ensure that potentially good
people are recognised and 'encouraged,
and not lost unnecessarily through frustration or feeling that th.ey are wasting
their time.

•

•

•

Wills Glider Pilot Competitioo; or Win a
Swallow glider for your club
155 new pilots have started training in
the first stage of the 1968 competition,
among them seven girls. One ofthe~!
June Daniels in the Southern competition, is the wife of one of last year's.
competitor·s who tied with winner Noel
Ellis at the semi-finals, but lost the toss
to go to the Finals as representative of
the Cornish club. In the North the
situation is reversed~ P. E. 'OiIlen, competing this year, is the husband of JiII
GiIlett who reacbed the semi-finals last
year. Forty-five clubs have managed to
enter pilots in SPite of the restrictions
on flying due to the fpot-and-mouth
epidemic.
ANN WELCH
Tlianks.-It is just 11 years since Ann
Welch beaan tbis feature, and in all that
time she" bas always found something
fresh to say in helping to raise the standard of gliding instruction in t~is coun~
try. The EdHorl> would take thiS opportunity of expressing their gratitud~ to
Ann for her good work, .and best wlsh<:s
to Roger Neaves who Will now carry It
on.
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FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONTEST, 1937
By A. E. SLATER

FFICIALLY, it could not be
O
called a "Championship", but it
was, nevertheless, the first of a series of
11 contests which will culminate in
Poland this year with an entry of over
a hundred sailplanes from thirty-one
countries.
This 1937 meeting, held at the
Wasserkuppe in Germany, had twentyseven entries from seven countries-five
each from Great Britain, Germany and
Poland, four each from Switzerland and
Czechoslovakia. three from Austria and
one from Yugoslavia. (A single entry
from Italy had been cancelled.) Many
machines had two alternative pilots.
You can read fuIl details of the flying
in THE SAILPLANE & GLlI,)ER for 1937 (if
you have got it). In the pr,esent account
the flying will, of course, be mentioned,
but it would be a pity to miss an opportunity of including items of the "Now
it can be told" category.
The annual German meetings on the
Wasserkuppe mountain, which started in
1920, had not excluded foreign participants. A Russian party came in 1924,
two Frenchmen a few years later, and
a strong Polish team in 1932 with
machines of their own design.
The London Gliding Club had a Professor sailplane on the entry list in
1930. and another British entry was by
a queer character who posed as a gliding
expert but had never been seen to fly.
(He would announce a demonstration,
strap himself in the seat, and then say
the wind was wrong or something.)
Neither machine left England.
In 1933 the then chairman of the
BGA announced that a British team
would be sent to the Wasserkuppe. that
year, but did little about it, and the
actual gliding people took no notice.
So not until 1937 did a British team
match itself against other nations. Lord
Wakefield subscribed £500 la a fund,
~ost of it being swallowed
up by
IOsural1ce.
As aero-tows were to be laid on when
the wind did not allow bURgy-launching,
and hardly any British pilots had ever

been aero-towed, the London Club
arranged some aero-tow practice meetings at a smaU private airfield near
Fenny Stratford. At one of these gather·
ings many of the proposed team turned
up. An entirely new type, the King
Kite, had been produced by Slingsby to
G, Mungo Buxton's design; there were
to be three of them, and Philip Wills
was to fly one, having handed over his
Hjordis to others. Unfortunately, R. G.
Robertson (Britain's third Silver C)
undershot in it after an aero-tow. and
instead of going into the bedge, tried to
get over the top and so stalled the
Hjordis on to bare ground.
At this time the proposed British
team had been, provisionally:
J. Neilan and P. M. Wall, King Kite;
P. Wills, G. M. Buxton, King Kite.;
D. Hiscox and Mrs. Price, King Kite;
R. Robertson and G. Smith, Hjordis;
W. Murray. 1. Dewsbery, Falcon 3.
After the Hjordis incident, Robertson
faded out and Wills took tbe machine
back lest worse should befall it. But he
was not yet done with the King Kite,
fat when he test-flew it and put it into
a spin, for some agonising moments he
could get out of neither the spin nor the
cockpit. (You can read about it in his
book, "On Being a Bird".)
Buxton could not come. nor could
Dewsbery, who was· replaced by J. S.
Fox. In the new distribution, Watt
shared one King Kite with Jobn NeiIan
and another with Gerry Smith.
Flt.-Lt. uWillie~ Watt had less gliding
hours (20) and more aeroplane hours
(2,600) than any other member of the
team, but (or and) did particularly well
in the contest. Later. he unfortunately
lost his life early in the war as a
passenger in an aeroplane which was
trying to land in fog.
For the trip to Germany, Philip Wills
fi~ed us up on the WiIson liner Accrington, leaving Hull for Hamburg on 26th
June with the five trailers on deck. It
took practically· a whole morning, starting at 5 a.rn. on the 28th. to get everything through the customs at Hamburg.
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First British I(liders 10 enter Germany,
unloaded at HambLlrl(.
The convoy then caused traffic jams in
the city, till we emerged along the same
route I had followed by bicycle on my
first visit to the Wasserkuppe just ten
years be-fore.
At a wayside restaurant, a party of
German naval officers kindly mapped
out a rome for us te, include two of the
famous new Autobahns, on which OUT
trailer~ could travel at 60 to 70 m.p.h.
without jack-knifing. At Elze, near Hanov,er, a perfect overnight parking-place
for the trailers was found-a cov'ered
market square, complete with nightwatchman.
The practice week at the Wasserkuppe went smoothly. Maj. J. E. D.
Shaw Ilad lent his Avro Cadet and its
pilot McM urq,o for aero-towing. Each
national team was allowed a Hitler
Youth for general assistance, and we had
one named Mark. He took his duties
seriously, and started pointing out to
our pilots where the bes.t slope-lift was
to be found in various wind directions.
But something happened to him, for
after some time he Idt under a cloud.
Our guess was that he became so
demoralised by the British team's happygo-lucky methods and entire lack of
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discipline, that he caught the infection
and had, perhaps, been cheeky to his
superiors or something. He had obviously
enjoyed his stay with the British team,
but in his place cam~ a poker-faced
youth who gave no hint of what he
really thought of us.
There were, of course, Swastika flags
all over the place, and when all the
national flags, were run up for the opening ceremony, Bri<tain was represented by
the Reed Ensign instead of the Union
Jack, ap,parently to match the other
national flags which tended to be predominantly red.
As to the Hitler Youth, OUr Team
Leader. Professor David Brunt, was
most impressed with their good manners,
under strict disciplinary control. He was
not referring to our Mark but to· the
way they would, ul;?0n emering or leaving the dining hall, turn to face the
occupants and give the "Neil Hitler"
salute. It was in such contrast to the
growing indiscipline .of modern youth,
etc., etc.
Professor Brunt was amusing on the
subject of the Team Leaders' dormitory,
where nearly everyone spoke a different
language-''There's just one of ~ach of
us" (the expression "one off" had not
yet come into use). As the only Professor of Meteoroloy in the British
Empire, hi:> advice to the British team

John Neilafl ill King Kite, with John
Sproule of his ground team, and Joan
Price. its alternative pilot.

was ma,inly meteorological, and almost
confined to' the large-scale distribution
of stability and instability over the
weather map of Germany as a whole.
This was not realised b'y Joan Price.
One day. on leaving her first thermal.
instead of looking round for tbe next
Ii~ly source of lift. she turned due north
and sank to earth. "Professor Brunt,"
she explained, "said conditions would be
better to the north."
The German authorities laid on free
board and lodging for everyone, as well
as refunding their travelling expenses on
German soil. 011 arrival I was generously
put on this free. .list, sp my only obligatory expense was £5 fo,t the sea voyage,
and even that was later refunded by The
Times.
The Press arrangements at the Wasserkuppe were in charge of a keen Party
member called the "Presse-Chef" (odd
that s~h a zealous patriot should
consent to be described by a couple of
French words). He appeared to have no
previous connection with gliding. Most
of tbe Press men, on the other hand,
were genuine gliding enthusiasts who had
been at the job under the previous
regitme. It was one of them, not the
Presse-Chef, who told me there was a
daily Press conference and r would be
welcome.
Welcome? The Presse-Chef took a
dislike to me from the. first. When he
read out a message from Herr Reichsmin.ister Goering, which, of course,
everyone was expected to take down
verbatim, I just leaned back in my
chair. He retaliated by first reading out
only the leading scores of the previous
day, then pausing, then adding (in

German). "And now for the benefit of
our English colleague I will give the
rest of the scores." I then got one up
0n him, unintentionally, by dropping a
colossal brick. Someone had landed at
Marienbad. Forgetting that it was a
Bahemian Spa much patronised by King
Edward VII, I innocently asked where
it WilS. The resolt was an angry explosion from a blonde woman journalist
(also new to gliding). It was, in fact, in
the irridentist part of Czechoslovakia
containing many Germans, about whieh
much Party propaganda was being made,
leading the following year to the Munich
agreement.
This Presse-ehef came back into
circculation a few years ago to the
accompaniment of much sneering from
the edition of a German aviation
magazine.
Then there was Jil1 from the Daily
Sketch, ~he only other London newspaper
represented. She was very pretty, and
was delighted when, one morning, a
Yugoslav presented her with a freshlypicked bouquet of wild flowers. We
mutually sought each other's company
because (a) she thought a Times man
would be useful to know, and (b) I
thought someone who had just made 15
gns. from a gliding a.rticle in the Sketch
could give SOme useful tips.
Jill's journalism had the popular
touch. She would come liP to Prof.
Brunt and ask: "May I quote you as
saying . . . ?.. And our youngest pilot,
Flt.-Lt. Bill Murray, looked acutely
embarrassed when she told him: "I
hQpe you don't mind, but J have called.
you the Baby of the Team." She was
particularly happy to have left behind

FalcolI III
ready for
solo lal/nclt
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in Luton an infatuated admirer who had
become an intoleTable nuisance, until, in
the final week, what must he do but
turn up' on the Wasserkuppe. Thcreafter, any male who spoke to JiII be·
·came conscious of a suspicious eye
watching him in the offing, and if he
failed to take the hint, "Two's company"
would quickly become "Three's nonC",
Opening Day came on Sunday, 4th
July, with all the teams lined up with
military precision for the opening ceremony. On the 0tder to dismiss, all were
10' rush madly to the great hangar. and
the first to get his machine to the starting point would get the first launch.
They s.oon found themselves in twp
columns, each head.:d by a German
machine, but the (lnt: which had the
Falcon Ill' behind it' kept unaccountably
,stopping.
So Kurt Schmidt had the first launch
in his Atalantc, the prototype of the
later M ii-l3. At 9,50 a.m.. a buzzard
was seen circling in front of the bungylaunch in what appeared to be the first
thermal of the day. Schmidt was at once
catapulted into it and circled up to the
first cumull,JS cloud of the day. He had
designed his machine for optimum elimbing rate in thermals rather than: interthermal glides, and Philip Wills, who
followed it some way, found himself
outclimbed in each thermal. but caught
it up again en the way to, the next.
Next to be launched were the Germans
Hofmann aEld Dittmar, Fox flying solo
in the Falcon II1, and then Willie Wall
in the first King Kite laul'lclt. He was
evidently fired by Schmidt's c·xam"le.
for, on feeling lift, he put the machine
into a slow turn. Down went the inner
wing, the King Kite executed nearly two
turns of a slow spin, and' Wall "landed
on his toes", as he put it, without
injury, a short way down the launching
slope. There was a rush of Press photographers down the slope, followed by a
rush of officials to frustrate them. I
managed to get a good picture. prepared
to pretend an ignorance of German if
anybody interfered.
The Kite was badly wrecked, and the
Germans insisted that we should get our
inSUTance company's consent before any
more King Kites were launched. This
was quickly achieved by phone. Another
King Kite went into a spin later in the
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Flight Lieut. Watt explains his route to
Jill of the "'Daily Sketch",
meeting. but high up; it made several
revolutions before John Neilan. the
pilot. found a way of stopping it, whereupon he deliberately put it into ~nother
spin to make sure he had got the right
technique. Os.kar Ursinus, "fathe"''' of
German gliding and convener of the
first I 920 meeting. watched this performance with mounting horror and excitement. Ursinus was easily excited. and
was almost equally upset when. on
anether occasion, he was horrified to
see Philip Wills courting bad luck by
being launched in an unusual hat. This
was not. however, the flight during which
it was Kitty's turn toO be horrified when
a Czechoslovak emerged from clcudbase
out of coFllrol and narrowly missed her
husband.
Well. this first day brought the longest
flights of the meeting when three pilots
flew 351 km. to Hamburg: Mynarski
of Poland, Dittmar and Hanna Reitsch
of Germany. Mynarski took 81 hours.
Another woman pilot, Emi von Roretz.
made 194 km. to Name]n, and this still
stands after 31 years as the Austrian
National Women's Distance Record.
Wills came 10th with 80 km., .and 19
others failed to reach the 50 km. scoring
minimum.
A "snifter" operated from 5th July
onwards - name ef Peters, with a
Minimoa. It. turnea out that he knew the
Wasserkuppe's airflow better than any of

the par,ticipants, and on occasion. when
he had played about in lift all over the
place, the first competitors to be
launched went straight to the boHom.
Only Hofmann seored on this day
with 34 km. distance and 300 m. height.
Points were given either for distance
and heig)ll combined, or for duration,
on a fixed scale; but height and distance
were mUltiplied by a "day factor" dependin~ on the three leading performances. As this was such a difficult day,
the factor was 2.5. and his 12 points
were raised to 30.,
Neilan had a poor launch and had to
ground-loop his Kite to avoid trees,
whereupon the fuselage broke neatly in
half in the middle. The German workshop staff were splendid: they not only
joined it up again overnight, but did the
same for a Polish machioe that broke
its. back in an up-hill landing.
On the next flying day. 8th July. the
Daily Prize was for longest duration by
a non·Silver C pilot, so Murray was first
off. solo in the Falcon. As points could
only be earned till 15 minutes before
sunset. he looked like winning, but the
wind faded and other machines with

better performances outlasted him. To
conform to the rule that everyone must
leave the site within an hour, all the
duration contesters moved to another
convenient west slope four miles downwind.
Sandmeicl" of Switzerland, who was
rumoured to nave been trained in
Germany, made the longest crosscountry. 202 km.
Friday, the 9th, was a specially good
day for the British team. Wills, Watt and
Neilan all went across country, and
WiIly Watt won the Daily Prize for gain
of height. 2,330 ID.. and would have won
the absolute altitude prize for the whole
contest if he had not started his climb
from well below the Wasserkuppe
summit. Of course, I made much of this
win to the Press. to the annoyance of
Herr Presse-Chef. who made Qut that it
was unconfirmed: and, in fact. it was
only after three days of comparing barographs that Dittmar was found to have
climbed only 2S metres less. Watt
landed at a mjlitary airfield at Jena and
was most hospitably entertained by an
English-speaking officer, who Showed
him round the University and sat up
with him till his team arrived at 2 a.m.
The only cross-countl'y next day was
a most remarkable one by Reini Dittmar. He used a succession of three cold
fronts. penetrating -each one from back
to front and then shooting downwind at
90 m.p.h. to the next. He went 177 'km.
and nearly reached Leipzig.
After a day's rain, glory came the way
of the British again. Early in the year
FAI had decided to recognise two-seater
gl,iding records. so off went Murray and
Fox to that downwind slope, and stayed
over it for 9 hours 48 minutes to put
up the first officially-recognised twoseater duration record. Of course the
Manchester Dispatch, wllich had entered
the machine, was delighted: it was a
"world record" for them, although the
Presse-Chef explained 'rather testily ne~'!
day that it was only all "international"
record.
They did not. however, win the Daily •
Prize, as the Austrian pilot Frena got
himself launched bdore them and eventually won the Du-ration -Prize for the
whole contest.
The best cross-country was 218 km. by
Hofmann. Neilan went 40 km. This was
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the day Wills wore the wrong hat, and
sure enough, on landing from the first
launch, he found his tow-bar cracked
and could not get back in time for a
second try.
Next day Fox and Murray were
launched at 6.30a.m. in an attempt to
beat their record, but the wind let them
down. However, they were still in the
running for the final "total duration"
prize, so the Falcon went repeatedly
down to the bottom by air and back to
the top by road. flown by each pilot in
turn.
Willie Watt made the longest British
flight of the meeting, 179 km. to C]Jeb
in Czechoslovakia. This involved his
team trying to cross the frontier in the
middle of the night; they got through
the German customs and then had to
settle down in No Man's Land to sleep
until the Czech side opened at 5 a.m.
They swore that they saw a dummy
tank, with two pairs of legs sticking out
underneath, disappear at a smart trot
into a wood. Breakfast in Cheb cost
them 9d. each.
Wills flew to Bayreuth, the same route
as Kronfeld's world record of 1929.
A few items from the social life of this
period might be mentioned. The Swiss,
always eager to liven things up, produced some issues of a comic news-sheet
called "Der Gummihund" (the bungyhound) in which no one's dignity was
spared. The picturesque Yugoslav team,
who brought their Polish Komar in tow
of a sort of mini-bus, sang softly to a
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guitar of an evening.
But the main musical event in the
Hotel der Flieger, where people congregated when off duty. came one even·
ing when it was suggested that each
national team should sing something.
The Swiss led off with a lovely song in
four-part harmony, the Germans did
something similar, and then it was the
turn of the British. After a long-drawnout attempt to think up something that
everybody knew, the choice fell on "For
he's a jolly good fellow". This the British
party 'pmceeded to sing in three different
keys simultaneously. Half were in one
key. nearly half in another, and Willy
Watt. with a twinkle in his eye and an
air of not letting the side down, sang at
the top of his voice in yet a third key.
After that we were actually asked ·to try
again, and produced "On I1kley Moor
baht 'at"', not too badly, and even broke
into the usual two-part harmony for the
last two lines.
A touching event was when Oskar
Vrsinus. having noticed that the official
breakfast included no marmalade, ceremonially presented the British tcam with
a potful.
Am:mg many temporary visitors from
Britain was Fred Slingsby. He was specially impressed with the sleek lines of
Hanna Reitsc)1's Reiher, especially the
canopy, which formed part of a continuous curve from the nose to the
centre-section: the same pattern was soon
adopted for his Gull I, and eventually
for the King Kite too.

Now back to the flying. On the 14th
distances were moderate except for
Hofmann. who went about twice as far
as anyone else. It was the turn of John
Neilan and Dudley Hiscox to fly the
remaining Kites. Neilan, after the' spin
already described, calmly went off across
country for 56 km. The duration duel
continued, Frena winning with a 2!-hr.
fiighl which won him l.l points. Mynarski tried an optional Triangle.
The 16th was Polish day. Baranowski
far outflew all the others with 302 km.
to the outskirts of Berlin, and Zabski
reached the greatest height of the Contest
with 2,816 metres (9,239 ft.). Wills got
stu<:k over that duration slope, Neilan
made 77 km., and Watt 154 km. after
a delayed start owing to a trolley knocking a hole in his leading edge.
The final day, Saturday 17th, was
rather poor except for Sandmeier and
Hanna Reitsch, who ooth exceeded
200 km.
The final night, after all was over, was
somewhat riotous. Outside the British
team's Quarters there were calls for
"Sprudel" (literally "soda-water" but actuaUy the Germans' nickname for
Sproule). Somebody got at the official
microphone and broadcast gibberish all
over the site. People banged on the
wooden walls of the Flieger Hotel shouting .. 'raus" ("come out"), and a terrified
Jill rushed into my room for protection
(l was still up, doing a last instalment
for FlighT).
The German Nationals were held
shortly afterwards, but although many
magnificent flights were made. I heard
that the meeting seemed tame by comparison.

Some Final Placings
Sao Paulo
2. Bofmann (Ger) Moazagotl
3. Spate (Ger)
Minimoa
4. Sandmeier (Swi) Spyr III
5. Schmidt (Ger)
Atalante
6. R'eitsch (Ger)
Reiher
12. Watt&
K.ingKite
Hiscox (GB)
14. Wills (GB)
Hjordis
16. Murray&
Fox (GB)
Falcon HI
21. Neilan&
Price (GB)
King Kite
1. Dittrnat (Get)

DORSET FLYIN.G CLUB

Compton Abbas Airfield,
Shaftesbury, Dorset.

Font_I Magna 328

Welcome &!iding enthusiasts to our
site in Dorset.
For a training course in our new
ASKI3 Two-Seat Trainer witb a resident instructor, or a unique soaring
holiday by hiring a sailplane for your
sole use for an exclusive gliding cost.
Please note we launch by Aero-Tow
Only.
Conversions to power for glider pilots
a speciality.

WE FLY EVERY DAY
Gliding Flut

per how'

35130/-

ASKI3
..
Olympia 463
Olympia 403

30/301-

Ka6 CR
Olymp'a 465
..
Slandard Auslt;a

35[401per hour
£1 0 0
£7 0 (}
£6 15 0

Pow~, FI~~t

Bolkow Junior ..
Rollason Condor
Auster
..
..
Piper Super Cub
Aero-Tows
Single-sealer
Two-sealer

£8

0 0

29/6
32/6

Weekly Hire Rates

For this price thesailplan~ is reserved
for your sole use. Your only other
costs are aero-tows and membership.

Olympia 403
..
..
(Minimum gliding hou", -

..
20)

Ka6 CR

..

..

..

..

(Minimum gliding hours Olympia 465
..
..
(Minimum gliding hom" Slandard Auslria ..
..
(Minimum gliding bou", -

..

20)
..
SO)
..
75)

£.25

£30
£30
£30

AND SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
1662.S
1427
1325

1117
ll16
1104

440.1
270.5
217.3

We offer quick service with a first
class job for all types of work from
C. of A., minor damage, to full rebuilds. In wood, fibFeglass and metal.
If you want your machine back in
the air quickly, come to the e1tperts.
Instruments, barograpbS, parachutes.
For the best service come to

Thruxton Airfield"
Mr. Andover, Hants.
Weyhln 373.

127.3
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1967 B.G.A., General Regulations:

"The only acceptable
camera is the Kodak
INSTAMATIC 25"

The Kodak ·Instamati~'25 camera has been specified by the British
Gliding Association as the camel'a to be. used in competition gliding.
This is why.

It's easily loaded. The film is in a cartridge which simply 'dropsMin' to
the camera. It only 'drops-in' one way, so you can't misload. There's no
film threading - no fumbling. It has a double-exposure prevention
device, so you can't take 'two-on-one'. You have a choice of either
black-and-white prints, colour prints or colour slides. The laroe, eyelevel viewfinder lets you compose your picture easily, instantly. It's
light, compact and .easily stowed away when not in use~ a pocket
will do. The 'Instamatic' 25 camera is rugged, reliable, inexpensive.
R'ecommended retail price is iust 54/8d.. (case only another 11/1 d.).

'Kodak' and 'Instamatic' are trade marks.
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THE WAIKERIE GLIDING CLUB

A NEW TIE fOR GLIDER PILOTS,

Off.,.
FLYING COURSES
For ab-inilio Iraining Ihrough 10
Diamond and Record Attempls

You may not be in Ihe World Championships crass but you can wear the special tie
which has been designed to mark the 1968
World Gliding Championships 10 be held
in Poland in June.
This is an eleganl, up-to·the-minute lie
!Mde in black terylene with a single gold
motif of a glider superimposed on a grid
outline of the world.
On sale from the middle of May - we
only have a limited number on order, 50
don't delay in reserving yours as soon as
possible.
Price: 215. Od. plus 1'5, Od. p. & p.
We .tock many book. for beginners
and advanted pilots; rog books, tow ropes,
car and blanr badges, ties, scarves and
cravat-in fact, everything you will need to
equ:p yourself for the new gliding season.
Full details from:
British Gliding Association,
Artillery Mansions, 75 Victoria Street,
london, S.W.1.

Fleet (onli.t. of

BlANIK TRAINERS - KA6
BOOMERANG - AUSTRIA SHl
L18ELlE
TRY OUR DIAMOND MILK RUN

14 pilols compleled Ihis 325 mile
goal and relurn lasl summer
Furu..r particular. from

'Th. Cou.... SeCl'et-v
Waikerle GDdlng Club
Box 320. Waikerie
South Australia

, BOOK REVIEW
Clood Studies in Colour, by RICHARD SCORER and the late HARRY
Published by Pergamon Press. Oxford. London. etc. Price £2 5s.

WEXLER.

HERE are 130 colour pictures in this book, with as much variety in the colours
T
as in the cloud types. Most are taken from ground level. and a few from
mountain tops or aircraft. Each one (except those on the cover) is accompanied by a
physical explanation of how the cloud came to look as it does.
There is, of course, much gliding meteorology to be picked up from these
explanations. for instance, the sub-cloud inversion is mentioned alongside No. 47
(an aerial photo) as being due to air subsiding between the cumulus clouds; when
it does form, most thermals are unable to penetrate it.
There are several other sections in the book-one on "Cloud Names" is
illustrated by 17 black-and-white photos. A section on "Types of Motion". with
many diagrams, is almost pure gliding meteorology.
The same two authors have already published "The Colour Encyclopaedia of
Clouds" to which this is described as a companion book. Harry Wexler, before he
died, was Director of Research ar the V.S. Weather Bureau. He was in charge of
the analysis of photographs from the earliest Weather Satellites, and before that he
had done a prophetic painting of what the Earth's clouds would look like from
?uter space-it included wave clouds at Bishop, California. and cumulus streets
In the trade wind regions. "Dick" Scorer has been a familiar figure at gliding meetings
during the last twenty years. pursuing his researches into waves and thermals, until
he became Professor of Theoretical Mechanics at Imperial College-a post which
has allowed him to carry on with meteorological Fesearch but net, unfortunately,
at glidina clubs.
A.E.S.
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CORRESPON DENCE
nIE KATZMAYR EFFECT
Dear Sir,
With reference to Charles Ellis's intriguing letter. it may be of interest that
Katzmayr tried oscillating an aerofoil in pitch in a steady airstream. He found it
did no good. but rather the reverse, These tests are recorded in R & M 969.
Thurleigh. Bedford.
JOHN INGLESBY.
BACKING THE BRITISH TEAM
The following letter has been passed to us by the "Evening Standard"
Dear Sir.
I enclose a cheque herewith for 100., which I am sure you will pass on to Mrs.
Ann Welch. If 9,999 people follow my example. then she and the British Gliding
Association will receive £5,000; a little more than their requirements to send a gliding
team to the World Gliding Championships at Leszno, Poland.
It is about time that we helped people such as these to boost Britain for a
change. Let us plaster the Union Jack everywhere and carry on the grand work of
our footballers and cricketers.
Pinner. Middlesex.
LESUE C. W. GREEN.
HOW MANY KIRBY KITES:'
Dear Sir.
As a proud owner of a Slingsby Kite (Mk. I, 1937 vintage), I am particularly
interested to discover how many of these rare birds are still flying. Or, if not fiying.
still in existence. If any of your readers can help in this direction I shall be most
grateful for any information received.
Incidentally, in order to avoid confusion, my own Kite is the one roosting
regularly with the Coventry Club at Husbands Bosworth.
3 Church Lane. Blisworth, Northampton.
D. ASHMAN.

OBITUARY
SIR JOHN SALMOND

M

ARSHAL of the Royal Air Force
Sir
John
Maitland
Salmond,
GCB, CMG. CVO. D50, who died on
16th April. at tne age of 86. was senior
Air Marshal of the RAF. He had been
connected with flying from pioneer days.
As Capt. Salmond he took: off from
Upavon on 13th December, 1913, alone
in a BE-2 tractor biplane. 70 h.p.
Renault engine, to attack H. G. Hawker's
altitude record of 12.900 ft. In spite of
extreme cold he reached 13.140 ft. As
Maj.-Gen. Salmond he became GOC of
the Royal Flying Corps. France, on 3rd
January. 1918.
Sir John was connected with the
Southdown Ciliding Club for many
years as President, and was never merely
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a figurehead. In 1946 the club discovered
he was living within sight of the flying
ground at FristoB on the coast near
Seaford. He agreed to accept office as
President and was a sour~ of strength
in the development of the post-war club
during the late 'forties and early 'fifties.
He proved his versatility in dealing with
successive crises, financial and connected
with land. With the many calls on his
time, he did not participate on the flying
field, though on the first occasion that
he flew with the Soutbdown the writer
recalls it was a most miserable winter
day when a restricted circuit only was
possible to 300 ft. in light rain at
Ftiston-5ir John was delighted with
the flighL He was never too busy to
meet the officers of the club and to
assist them. and we never failed to catch
renewed enthusiasm from this most
distinguished airman. When a move was

necessary from Fristan to the present
Southdown site near Firle Beacon tbe
club was able to establish itself at this,
Sussex beauty spot because of two
reasons-the goodwill that had been
accumulated as lhe· $ol1thdown had
operated already for a number of years
on the prominent Friston site without
causing any nuisance. and the influence
of Sir John Salmond with local landowners and farmers.
He wiIJ be sorely missed by his many
friends in the flying w0rld.
D. C. SNODGRASS

J. LAURENCE PRITCHARO
APT" J. L. PRITCHARD, Secretary of
the Royal Aeronautical Society
from 1925 to 1951, died on 23ro April,
at the age of 83. Being in at the early
days of aviation, he never forgot the
outlook of those times when birds,
gliders and aeroplanes were regarded as
equally worthy of study; this was shown
in his favourite lecture on bird flight
which he used to give at the Society's

C

branches, when he would reiterate that
aircraft desiiners had stiIJ something to
learn from the bh,ds and even from
gliders. His book on Sir George Cayley,
which dealt with all Sir George's other
engineering activiti(:s as well as gliders,
was a classic.
Laurence Pritchard gave space in ilis
office for the British Gliding Association
when it was first formed. He must have
watched much gliding in those early
days, before I knew him by sight, and
he was one of the distinguished guests
at the gathering at Reigate in 1938 which
became virtually the opening meeting of
the Surrey Gliding Ch;lb.
A.E.S.
ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER

It is with great reg~t that we learn
as we go to Press, that Alexander
Schleicher, the founder of the worldfam(}us Schlek:her Segelflugzeugbau factory, died unexpectedly in his 67th year
on the 261'h April, 1968.

Adl'ertisemenJs with remittance. should be sent to' Cheiron Press Ltd., 5· Crawford Street, London,
W.I (Ot-935 28(4). RJue 1/6 a word. Minimum 21/-. Box numbers 6/- extra. Replies to Box
numbers should be sent to the same address.

FOR SALE

SHACKLETON AVIATION LTD. have
an excellent range of light aircraft avail·
able £350 upwards. Gliders, cars, a,ircraft taken in part exchange. Hire purchase available. Overseas enquiries welcomed. Head Office: 175 Piocadilly,
London, W.!. Telephone: Hyde Park
2448. Telex: 263975.
1963, FOKA. only 100 hours, British
C. of A. until July 1968. Complete with
instruments and trailer, £1,395. Hire pUtchase terms avaiJable. Thorpe Aviation
Ltd., 177 Lincoln Road, Peterborough. PARACHUTES for Glider Cable. Heavy
duty cotton canvas. 3 ft. square, 31/6d.
4 ft. 6 in. square, 39'/6d. Postage paid on
half dozen lot. Charles Hopwood, 132
Clive Street, Grangetown, Cardiff.
£925-SKYLARK 3 and trailer, including limited panel, seen DunstableCharles Ellis, 01·550 8046.

• 1001 Gcaainc Ibrpi.s I.lensl ..eryoac! •
H\J8e !toeD GOVUNMENT SURPLUS
CLOTlUNG AND EQUIPMENT, !Dc. flying
suits from 255.; flying helmets. anaraks. out·
door c1ol!ling, camping, in;IIDcnse variety 01
lDiac:elLaneous ex,·Govel'Nllent equipment. Ever
useful-you will be su~ to find something
you Deed_nd at .. barpin price lOO! Send
TODAY for our 3O-palle CATALOGUE-8d.
POSt free or please caU at LAURENCE
CORNER. 62-64 Hampstead Rd.. London,
N.W.t. 2 mins. Euston, Warren St. It will 'be
weU wortll while! Poslal cUSlomers buy witb
contiden~lOmpt despat<:b, refun<! guaran·
tee. D<;PI. SG.

'0

SKYLARK 11 with instruments and C.
of A. to year end. Good condition,
always professionally maintained and no
major accidents, £650. Bill Dean, Pale
Farmhouse, Herts. Tel. Kings Langl'ey
3122, office MONarch 8888, Ex!. 235.
OLYMPIA 463, July, 1966, immaculate
condition, 50 hours, lined cockpit, instruments, current C. of A. £1,380. Automated Trailer available. Mawer. 128
Skellingthorpe Road, Lincoln. Lincoln
22524.
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FOR SALE (continued)

Excellent value for basic training. Elementary solo glider. Cadet
Mk. I with modified tips and fitted
wheel now available. Including
superb open trailer suitable for
most gliders and current 10 years
C. of A. Box No. S.C;. 283
I 17th, Share offered in Motor-Falke syndicate based at Booker. Box No. SG.289.
BLANIK all-metal twu-seater for sale,
complete with instruments. parachute,
and substantial well-built trailer. Less
than 80 hours. £2,000. Hire purchase
terms available. Thorpe Aviation Ltd.,
177 Lincoln Road, Peterborough.
DART 15 (1965). Co rnI'. No. 292. Modified wings. C. of A. until March, 1969.
R,eally excellent condition, only 140
hours. Complete with instruments, trailer
and barograph. £1,650. R. Home, 45
South Park Road. Ilford, Essex. Tel.
01--478 1628.
T-21. Completely refurbished. New C. of
A. New canopy. Solo nose ballast. As
new. RAFGSA Centre, Bicester 2501.
Ext. 36.
WINCHES. Twin-drum Diesel, £220;
Single-drum Diesel. £150. View Cotswold
G.C. Gay, 19 Uley Road, Dursley,
Glos.
GENUINE reconditioned steel grey exRAF Flying Overalls. 47/6. postage
3/6. State height and chest measurements. Huge selection of camping equipment, specialists in group camping. Tarpaulin & Tent Mfg. Co.. 101-3 Brixton
Hill, London, S.W.2. TULse Hill 0121.
Ka-6E for sale. with or without trailer
and instruments. To be handed over on
reeeipt of new Cirrus 24th June, '68. In
beautiful condition. First C. of A.
March, 1967. Offers to; F. L. Fitchett.
The Wharf, Ratby Road, Groby, Leics.
LE6.0GD. Tel. Anstey 2758.
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GRUNAV 2B. Synthetic Resin Glue,
Cloud Flying, Parachute, Air brakes,
Canopy. About £280. Tel. Trowbridge
(Wilts) 3332.
DART 17ft with instruments and
Slingsby Trailer. Meticulously maintained. One owner, 300 hours. 130
launches. C. of A. 1969. Competition
winner. £2,000. Dimock, 20 North Cross
Street. Gosport, Hants. Also Auster towhook. £20. Wanted, Olympia 419 trailer.
M-lOOs complete with instruments and
lightweight trailer. Italian entry for
OSTIV prize South Cerney, 1965. £1.400.
Parachute, barograph, radio available.
Hooper, Maiden Castle, Dorchester,
Dorset. Tel. Dorchester 356.
BURNDEPT, model with separate control box. Transistor Power Pack. 129.9,
130.4 fitted. Ideal fOF car but small
enough for glider. £35. Ian Slrachan,
RAF Syerston, Newark. Notts, or at
Sport Class.
DART IS, 1965, metal spar, 105 hours,
full panel. parachute, Slingsby trailer, all
in immaculate order, best offer-ring
Shrivenham 434.
GLIDER Radio, Shorrock Transceiver,
as new. G. A. Glennie. 3 GrangehiIJ
Drive, Mcniiieth, Angus.
OLYMPIA 463. £ I,350, Skylark n. (850,
both aircraft with trailers and basic in·
struments.. West Wales Gliding Association, Withybush, Haverfordwesl, Pembroke.
.
MARK V back Ilaracbute, repacked by
makers this year. with storage bag..£35.
Phone 01-950 3824 evenings.
OLYMPIA 463 (March '65). Ex. condition, C. of A. to March '69. Extras inc.
lined cockpit and aerial. £1,.250 o.n.o.
Full panel also available. Mawson, 21
Walmgate, York.
UNUSED professionally built trailer for
sale. Suitable for AS-K13. £320 0.0.0.
Enquiries. Coates, 10 Cowper Road,
Harpenden, Herts. TeJ. Harp 61146.
SKYLARK 3B. fully instrumented.
Trailer, C. of A. May 1969. £1,150 o.n.o.
Warner, 83 Gunhild Way, Cambridge.

SWALLOW (Penguin), the Swallow with
the bener performance. Full instrument
pane], parachute, barograph and trailer.
Very good condition, £900 or nearest
offer. Apply D. Snaith, 612 Yarm Road,
Eaglesclitfe, Stockton-on-Tees, Teeside.
Te!. Eaglescliffe3323.
TRANSISTOR Inverters matched to
most types of horizons, £12. Reconditioned Oltfur Hooks from £4 10s. Doncaster Sailplane Services.
For Sale. BEAiGLE TERRIER, recently
overhauled and granted a second threeyear certificate of airworthiness. Blue
and white. Immaculate condition. Apply
Box No. SG.29O.
OLYMPIA 419. C. of A. valid. Recently
resprayed. Wonderful aircraft in exceltent condition. Trailer. Te!. Trure 2887
(Coli ins) for immediate bargain.
TWO CAPSTANS at £\,650, available
now, Cs. of A. to February, 1969, basic
instruments, trailer extra if required.
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club,
Great HUcklow, Derbyshire.
PART built single seater with Dart
canopy, £120. Magnificent alloy trailer,
£120. 52 Vaughan Avenue, Linby, Notts.
KITE I, just rebuilt and finished in blue
and silver. Complete with 12 month C.
of A. Basic instruments. Covered trailer
with spare wheel and 7 pin 'plug wiring.
£460. Southdown Aero Services Ltd.,
Lasqam Airfield, Alton, Hants. Te\. Herriard 359.
AUSTER Beagle A-61 Terrier. ISO h.p.
Gipsy Major with glider towing equipment and Seeker r.adio for sale. Mood
1962. airframe 70 hours after general
overhaul. engine zero hours after Te~air
in factory. Excellent condition. Hanseatischer Flieg~rcIub, Deutsche Lufthansa, CIaudiusstr I, Koln. Germany.
TRAILERS, one suitable f{)r Blanik,
£225; ene suitable for Swallow, £95. Ron
Witlelt, 17 Faire Road, Glenfield, Leicester. TeJ. Leicester 871025.
One SKYLARK 3, one Olympia lB.
one Capstan T-49 (1965). Apply Box No.
5G.29'1.

WANTlD

w.... NTED. A T-2l urgently. Cotswold
Gliding Club, Aston Down, Stroud. Glos.
TeT. Greenland, Brimscombe 3578.
WANTED immediately: Trailer suitable
Ka-6, good condition. S. White, 7 Mall
House Close, Old Windsor, Berks.

WANnD!
Se••illv. Allim_. 1C.1I..... C12, C13, 371. 5"". 671.
744. ANS760, 0< ""uivelo.I.
Submit accurete descriplion~ including manufacturer's
par' ftUnltMrs. etc.• and stet. price irtclwdi,.t ittsured air
paJcel pOlla9_ 10:

Groharn ThomllOn Ltd.,
11356 Chenault Street,
Los Angal_, CaliIo.rnio, 90049

PERSONAL

SURVEY YOUR LIFE ASSURANCE
Glider pilot-Life Assurance Consultant
will gladly advise pundits.
Tel. Wilcox at London NATional 48 t 1.
SITUATIONS VACANT

GROUND ENGINEER required. Qualifications BGA Inspector. Proven ability
in glider repairing. Unusual opportunity
for man of initiative to build up a glider
repair business under the most favourable financial terms. Reply: Wycombe
Gliding Centre, Wycornbe Air Park,
Booker, Marlow, Bucks.
FINANCE

FINANCE for your glider or aircraft

purchase can be arranged by telephoning
or writing to Colin Don~ld (B.G.A.
Instructor), Burghley Financ.e Company
Ltd., 50 Burghley Road, 'Peterborough.
Ring Peterborough 5787.
PUBUc:ATlONS

"SOARING"-official organ of tlte
Soaring Society ,of America. Edited by
Bennet! 'Muir Rogers. Address: Box
66071, Los Angeles; California 90066.
USA. Subscription: $5.00 outside USA;
apply to your post office for a form.

11 will, of C(jil,S~. be undersiood illfJJ '1h~ Bril1sh Gliding Association cannot O€cepl nspon.rfbi!iIY
for the claims made by aJ\'er,;sers in "St;1ilplane and Gliding".
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CLUB NEWS

ITH the best Easter for some years reported from many clubs, the soaring
W
season is obviously well under way. We welcome for the first time in these
column.s the Thames Valley Gliding Club, operating from Wycombe Air Park,
Booker, and the Humber Gliding Club, who operate fr<>m RAF Lindholme, Doncaster. Reports for publication in the August-September issue should reach me,
typed double-spaced on foolscap, by the 12th June and reports for the OctoberNovember issue by the 14th August. Please note my change of address as from May
to: 11 Great Spilmans, Dulwicb, London, S.E.21.
23rd April
YVONNE BONHAM (MRS.),
Club News Editor

BATH AND WILTS

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE

INCE we lost the use of our clubhouse, communication for pilots who
have landed out has been extremely
difficulL Ama.zingly, this only seems to
have spurred people on and the number
of cross-eOtlDlry attempts is considerably higher at the time of writing than
it was at the same time last year.
Local residents have been most helpful. S<>me from as far afield as Trowbridge have driven to the site to report
aircraft landed. The parents of our
youngest flying member. who is still at
school, kindly keep a telephotle watch
for us, and have made the journey out
to the field on numerous occasions.
Easter weekend saw some excellent
soaring conditions and our local helpers
were kept ver'y busy. Five Silver C legs
Were flown: the best efforts were bv Liz
Wiltshire. who took the Skylark 3F as
far as Tavistock, collecting her height
on the way, and David Wright in the
Grunau, who declared Moreton Valance,
but went from aerotow, so the one !'er
cent rule may just foil this very good
eft:ort.

E were very pleased to
accepted
W
as a BG'\ Full Memcer club, and
to see Jack Aked taking part in Council

S

K.N.S.
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be

meetings. We believe that our present
size warranted this move, and that we
are soundly based to continue our
steady growth.
Thermals appeared early this year,
and we have been con!acting them since
mid-February. The 3rd March was a
good day. when in the course of a check
flight with the eFI, Dick Seed, made
five full-blooded spin entries without
loss of height, then settled .to more
gentle· circles and climbed away. The
weekend of 6th-7th Aori! was extra
good, with little wind and cloud base at
5,500 ft. The same conditions held for
Easter weekend. though with more wind
and lower cloud. The T-21 landed out
twice, quite unintentionally; at least our
de-rigging experience came in handy.
Three pupils have gone solo recently,
Bill Barcroft. Jack Crossley and Eric
Norton. and the last two qUickly turned
in C flights.
We are prep~ring a gra!1t application
for the farm site near FaIr Snape Fell,

based on a full valuation of the farm,
and quotes for buildings. We have
bridged a ditch, and made a gap in a
hedge to ~ive a safe landing run in
case of a low cable break on our trial
west run. We haven't yet tried any more
w~nds beyond the south-west that we
proved last autumn, but now intend to
try west and north-west before the hay
starts growing. This should prove our
cla:m that it 'Will make an outstanding
soaring site. and justify the outlay of
major expenditure.
K.E.

BRISTOL
T our AGM we're-elected all our
A
long-suffering club officials with one
exception: Guy Harris has bravely
agreed to become our Hon. Treasurer,
a job beset with pitfalls for the unwary
and entailing many hours of unpaid
work. Good luck. Guy!
Colin PennYGuick once again bagged
the li'on's share of the trophies. We are
sorry to be losing him this year but he's
off to Kenya, where no doubt he will
soon learn how to outsoar the vultures.
1968 has already afforded us plenty
of soaring opportunities, but there is no
noticeable eagerness to spend five hours
"on the beat" as in days gone by, when
cveryone flew Prefects and Grunaus.
The "endurance test" as such, sittil1i it
out with not too much height to spare,
numb hands, frozen feet and gently
fraying nerves, is becoming a thing of

the past. Today's fledgelings, in Skylarks
and Ka-6's, prefer to wait for a nice
warm summer's day with lots of lovely
fhermals to play with. They actually
expect to enjoy their five hours! What
new-fangled heresy is this? Progress?
The lucky people who are coming to
our R,egionals will be happy to hear
that our paragon of efficient organisjltion, Mick Harper, has recently married
Jane, whose talents in this direction
match, or may be surpass, ,his own.
However, they are almost sure to be
short of volunteer helpers, so if :you
have inteHigenee, initiative and dove,
at'ld can't think of a way to spend your
one and only fortnight-a-year, we could
make same suggestions.
E.M.S.

CAMBRIDGE
AMBRlD"GE
University Gliding
C
, Club made the best of the excellent
weather over Easter. Silver C reQuirements and cross-country flights kept a
number of people dashing in all directions.
lan Pringle completed his Silver C
with a flight to Cranfield in Bedfordshire
in the club's Swallow and Cecil Wilcox
gained his five hours amj Si1¥er height.
David Ware took the recently aCQuired
club Skylark. 4 to Dunstable and on one
day wave soaring was possible on the
boundaries of Cambridge airport. Two
club pilots went solo_
Siegfrid Neumann had two remarkable days' soaring with over seven hours'
flying time on each day. One flight enabled him to lap the "Slazenger triangle",
Buntingford,
Ridgeway,
Cambridge,
twice, making a total distance of 200 km.
Friends of Heinrich Stalkropper wil1
be pleased to hear that he has made a
remarkable recovery from his recent
accident. His glider is almost ready to
fly again and its trailer has been successfully recovered from beneath the
fifth arch of the Thetford Road bridge
and looks little worse for its mishap.
R.G.T.

COVENTRY
Tony Pentelow and Joy lones working
on the ",do il yourself" hangar.

ERTAIN changes in the Club's
C
-_ organisation structure took
after our AGM on 30th March; Bill

pla~e

Grose taking over as Treasurer from
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Derek Harris, and Ron Gardner and
Keith Nurcombe taking the places of
Frank Neal and Ray Stevens, who have
retired from office.
Due to considerably increased operating costs over the past few months
coupled with an increase in price of fuel,
very reluctantly entrance fees. annual
subscriptions and launching charges have
had to be raised to offset the same.
The last few weeks have seen an
encouraging start to the season's cross·
country flying, with 3 Bronze C's and a
Silver C distance, also three lOO-km.
triangles being achieved during tbe weekend 6th/7th April. Keith Nurcombe also
took his Skylark 4 to Dunstable to regain tbe trophy on a very gOQd soaring
Friday, and on the Sunday we broke all
previous records for aerotows with two
Tigers.
Easter weekend was a mixed bag of
weather. but Ron Gardner made the
Devon & Somerset Club on a Gold C
attempt to Plymouth.
We are now operating a second hired
Capstan for the summer season. and
hope our third Tiger will be back from
C. of A. in a few weeks' time.
Finally, on Saturday, 13th April, we
held a belated Christmas party, which
has been delayed due to the closure
through the foot-and-mouth outbreak.
and a good time was had by at least 60
people-in fact so successful was the
out-of-season party that most people
would now prefer to have a Spring party,
as they seem to get a bit tired of so
many during the festive season!
B.F.

DERBY AND LANCASHIRE
N Saturday, 24th February, we at
O
last began operations again on
Camphill. At 5.05 p.m., when the wind
had moderated, Capstan 2 Was launched
and our four-month wait was over. ~
9th March the Christmas/Welcome
Home party was held and was a tremendous success. Because of some inexplicable failure of communications,
tbe many friends we had hoped to see
from Doncaster did not make it, although we were glad to welcome those
who did arrive.
Four months with no flying does
terrible things to a bachelor, bllt life is
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now mucb simpler as Don and Joy are
now both called Harris-Mr. and Mrs.
Congratulations.
Whilst having to make an away landing Pete Dance wrote off Swallow I and
broke a leg, but is mending nicely and
may soon be in a position to attack the
other two.
The hard winter did not seem to harm
the field and full credit must go to Ted
Neighbour for his drainage scheme, and
all the hard work involved (one member
paid seven visits to the osteopath as a
result of it!).
ALEXANDER McCASKIE
Ale,., who died on 6th April, when
his Dart 15 crashed just outside the field
perimeter at Camphill, was one of the
friendliest and most dependable, mOst
likeable people. He will be remembered,
certainly for all the work he did as Technical Officer, but mainly for himself asa
person. He was the rare combina-tion Qf
a man who loved to fly sailplanes. and
who also loved to work on them. His
stocky figure walking in and out of the
workshop was an integral part of life at
Camphill, and new members would feel
quickly at ease when in his company.
One of Alex's characteristics was that,
when tackling a problem, he would immediately separate that which was possible from that which was not, and would
then proceed to carry out the possible
with a few cheerful words.
It is difficult to comprehend that Alex
is no longer with us, and we extend our
deepest sympathy to Mrs. McCaskie and
family.

R.H.

DEVON AND SOMERSET
N returning from the sunny West
O
Indies at the end of February and
encountering a temperature drop of 50°F,
the first news from the club grapevine
was the sad information that Berenice
Wykes, one of our very few lady fliers.
had come to grief on her first solo-. The
vertebrae which she fractured and the
glider she flew were identical with the
ones which your scribe fractured and
flew last July. Berry, although a little
"plastered", is progressing well and we

all wish her a speedy .and complete re..
..
.
covery.
The pr,evalhng wmd In the last Silt
weeks or so has been either just west or
east of north and we have been a bit
frustrated at Nortb Hill when provoking
"usts from the west have tempted us to
~hange ends (the north-westerly giving
us a better launch) only to find the
easterly as, strong as ever when all is
ready for ,the first launch from the new
position.
Gerry Leat ran a successful course
during the second week in March which,
despite indifferent weather conditions,
produced some C's and a Bronze. Quite
a few members have also been to
courses at Lasham on subjects varying
ftom Instructors to Aircraft Inspectors.
The potential, both ~hnical and flying,
is therefore building u!> to 'satisfy future
requirements. A "ladder" scheme has
been intlodueed whereby points are
allocated for notable flights. John
FieJden, 0ur erstwhile Na'tional Champion, is hoping to give a display of
glider aerobatics at the Devon County
Show at Exeter on 16th, 17th and 18th
May in the Dart IS, accompanied by a
team demonstration of rigging and derigging.
The club has now legally acquired
Wheelbarrow Lane, which will eventually become the main access.

ESSEX AND SUFFOLK
FTER several months' "rest" we
A
have again started fiying from
Watlisham RAF Station with the
RAFGSA (Anglia Gliding Club) and
from our own site at Whatfield, which
lies about 2t miles north of Hadleigh
in Suffolk. Our fleet remains the Ka-7,
Ka-6 and Tiger Moth, together with a
privately-owned Turbulent. During the
lay-up period the club hut has been
water-proofed; lined and d.ecorated.
Meanwhile other parties have been
wocking on the Ka-7, Ka·6 and trailer.
As usu.al we shall be deligbted to
welcome any visiting pilots or pOVllte
owners who would like to fiy witb us
(sea-breeze fronts are not infrequent).
Anyone wishing to visit us can, if they
Wish, phone the CFI at ColChester
81342.
E.R.

gENT
LREADY we have a host of flying
A
achie"'ements to report and for
the second successive year Easter weekend has been a good one, this time with
two Gold distances and one Diamond
goal to its .credit. On Good Friday Ron
Cousins (Dart 17R) declared Canterbury
Cathedral to Dunkeswell and got there
in 4~ hou:s. with 4,000 ft. to spare-this
el\cellent flight completed his Gold .and
also gave him his Diamond goal.
On Easter Sunday lan Napier (Skylark 4) did his Gold distance from Redhill to Boscastle in Cornwall, unfortunately narrowly missing his Diamond
goal. Congratulations also to Don Connolly who used the Portmoak wave to
get Gold height on two occasions during
his visit there with the "RedhiU Dart".
reaching just. over 13,000 ft. on both
occasions.
The tirst notable ftigmt this year was
Robb Judd's Silver duration on the ridge
in his Skylark 2. done in very difficult
conditions but capped by the fact that
he stretched it to six hours five minutes.
April 6th was the first &000 soaring day
and Philippa Buckley set the crosscountry season off to an excellent start
with a 140-km. out-and-return to Redhill.
We should see ;l spate of crosscountries this 'year a'S at least ten pilots
have ,recently had their final field landing checks two miles away on Judith
Roger's farm. This is proving to be a
much more satisfactory system than
using a corner ,of tfie field, as it ensures
that the check is not dope in familiar
surroundings and this helps to eliminate
the initial reluctance on a first crosscountry to leave the site and land out.
We were pleased to have Ray Stafford
~lIen with us early in April running a
succe.ssful four-day aircraft repair course.
M.H.

LINCOLNSHIRE
l:JERE we are now well established at
.c1Bardney Airfield, ten miles east of
LineoJn. The Blister hangar is now co.mplete with doors to house 0l!r eXp'andmg,
fleet. This season's new amvals mdUde
three syndicate machines, a Gull, an
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Olympia 2a and the much polished Ka6£, proud possession of Messrs, Bradley,
Mawer, Tartellin and Thwaites.
Our congratulations go to Tony
Moore and Phillip, Thwaites, who have,
in the short time we have been flying
since the foot-and-mouth restrictions
were lifted, achieved Silver height and
distance, and Silver distance flights respectively, both flights being from Bardney to Rearsby.
We tak,e this opportunity to welcome
Ron Ward to our club. Ron, who brings
our body of instructors to six. has just
returned from Canada.
Our now ,centrally heated, ,ex-control
tower clubhouse has had many hours'
work spent upon it through the winter
and extras now include flush toilets, hot
and cold running water, a licensed har
,and kitchen facilities plus staff second
to, none.
We are operating winch and ,autopulley launching systems at weekends
and Wednesday ,afternoons, and a;re
always pleased to provide a snack and
a relight to visitors, so if you are in the
area-glide in, YOU'll be welcome,
Our CFI and Treasurer, Jack Nicoll,
has his foot in plaster following a fall
from a ladder. We wish him a speedy
recovery; meanwhile, his fiying duties
and Skylark 3F are being shared by
others, suitably qualified_
R.S.C.

MIDLAND
HE fOl;lr months' suspension of our
T
operatIOns becJluse of the foot-and.. mouth eoidemic came to an end on
Saturday: 9th March.
On 16th March we held our a·nnual
Dinner-Dance at the Long Mynd Hotel.
Over 120 members and gueslssupported
what proved to be a most enjoyable
evening. During the evening the club
trophies were' I'resented. Th.e ho1del1S for
1967 .are Tim Corbett-the Siam for the
distance and the new Ladder Trophy;
Ron Rutherford and Peter Marsch
jointly-the Sheffield for gain of height;
John Brenner-the Hardwick for outand-return; and Frank Batty - the
Maxam for service to the dub.
Mrs. Hardwick then presented to Bob
Neill a very fine pair of binOCUlars for
Which members had subscribed as a
token of thanks to Bob for his seTVice
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to the club, particularly during his 14
years as Chairman.
With the objective of an interchange
of ideas between the members and tQe
committee an informal general meeting
Was held on Sunday, 24th March. The
meeting began with Pat Moore explaining his recent study of Club and
National statistics. This produced several
interesting topics, including Pat's contention that the average cost of flying for
the club pilot is the same as that for the
private owner. Other matters of general
interest were discussed. It is intended to
hold further such meetings at suitable
intervals.
The weather since we resumed has not
been very kind.. Easter was even more
dreadful than USUJiL The K-13's are
proving popular with ab-initios and experienced pilots alike.
K.R.M.

NEWCASTLE AND TEESSIDE
NOTHER AGM has ,come and
A
" . gone, but this one was different because we were delighted and honoured
to have with us our Vice-President
PhHip Wills and Kitty, together with
sons Christopher and Justio.
..
Philip presented to the club the Wills
Trophy, which is a silver platter bearing
an eng.raving of LilHenthal's Hang
Glider, ,and was designed by Chris Wills.
This trophy is to be an inter-club
competition effort between the Newcastle and Teesside club and the Northumbria club.
The next ,day being Sunday, 'Philip
and Kitty, Ch.ris and 1u5tin made the
trek up the road to a sn<lwy but sunny
Carlton Moor, and very pleased we all
were to see them.
We've been having an awful lot of
"weekend" weather these last two
months, but Dick Stoddart has opened
the soaring season for us with a magnificent Diamond Goal flight into Oxfordshire. A great way to start "cracking
the whip"!
T.S.

NORTHUMBRIA
HE T.A. have started to "level" our
T
. west field. This will curtail flying in
east Winds, but the site improvement
will be worth the inconvenience. Com-

ment has been made on the suitability
of one of the anny vehicles as the basis
for a new winch.
The Olympia has emerged from a
major C. of A. resplendent in a new
blue and white colour scheme applied
by the capable hands of the club's finish
expert, Dick Corker. He has now turned
his attention to his own syndicate's Skylark 2 recently returned from Slingsby's.
The Easter weekend srartco with a
Dinner-Dance on the Thursday evening,
followed by four days of friendly competition between private owners and
pilots flying the club Jaskolka. We hope
to stimulate an increase in cross-country
flying this year and, by setting a task
to Carlton Moor, collect the plate presented by Philip Wills for competition
between tbe Newcastle club and ourselves.
J.R.G.

OUSE
E at Rufforth often think back to
W
April. A remarkable month! It
started with the hyacinths covered with

snow, and the daffodils bent double.
Out on the airfield the winds blew with
Arctic cold. Yet we did a lot of flying.
Our ,launch rate was high and seven
members got their Bronze C durations,
including two Silver C heights.
At Easter we llew extensively on four
days. On Easter Saturday, when there

Brett A'lkinson. the Social Chairman of
the Ouse Club.

was motor-racing at Rufforth, the Skylark and Capstan were taken to Dishforth, where Gerry Kemp and his merry
men extended welcome, participation
and hospitality. Good thennals, good
flights.
Easter Monday, despite the biting
wind, was a busy day, with early
arrivals sweeping out the control bus at
06.50 hours and the hangar flights,
silhouetted against a glowing copper-pan
sunset, taking place after 20.00 ~purs.
The Capstan and a T-2l, two SWaJJows.
a Skylark and a Blanik. kindly lent to
the club by Harvey Coole, of Wakefield,
were in constant use. There were many
red faces that weekend-but only from
sun and wind!
Early in 1968 Richard Walker, in our
Skylark, flew two miles high from neighbouring Dishforth, and got his Gold C
gain of height. A great start to what we
feel is going to be a great year for the
Ouse club.
Our young pilots, under the watchful
eye of CFI Wilf Coulsey, are training
bard for the famous Wills "Swallow
Competition".
A.H.S.

OXFORD
UR AGM in March passed, surO
prisingly, without a munnur at the
increase in subscriptions including raising the winch launch fee to Ss., the first
ten minutes of flying time remaining free.
The present core of extremely keen
ab-initios has been flying in the mornings
,earlier than ever. thanks to the few unfailing instructors to produce the anticipated A. Band Ccertificates.
Easter weekend was more soarable
than usual and produced some interesting
flying, in particular for John Adams, just
elected to continue as CFI. On Sunday
afternoon at 16.00 hrs., following a rapid
thermal climb in the AS-KI3, he decideD
that although it was late, a Gold C distance to Perranporth in his Dart l7R
was on. By 18.30 he was "down" at
Bude, 160 air miles away and cursing
the sea breeze. The real crunch came
when he found the barograph had been
silent, even the pundits get caught out,
hard luck.
Club bistory was made the next day
when Stan Green in the club Skylark 28
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became the first to make good use of
wave conditions prevailing over Weston
on the Green to latch on at 2,000 ft., and
climb to 7,0fX) ft. pIlls, several thousand
feet ,above clOlld leve,l. We are hoping
this IS a foretaste of thmgs in store for us
during the coming season.
C.J.T.

PERKINS
Spanhoe Airfield became nonS INCE
operational in November, we have
o

been searching for a suitable alternative.
Several prospects investigated proved
fruitless, until we hapoened to make
contact with a Mr. J. W~ E. 'Banks who
had just developed an airfield at' Postlands. situated four miles N.N.E. of
Crowland in Lincolnshire.
We are deeply indebted to this gentleman, who not only welcomed us with
open arms, but has allowed us to store
the club aircraft on his nrernises for six
months. This will allow' us to use the
usual soarable summer months to investigate site possibilities, as there is the
chance that this Fenland area mav not
be a favourable soaring one, and will
obviate the chance of re-fitting our
hangar unnecessarily.
, Otherwise. the site is extremely promiSlOg, two grass runways extend for half
a .mile in each direction and ,all the
surrounding area is flat pasture land
owned by our host. who has allowed us
to position our winch in the adjoining
fields, enabling us to have 1.250 yards
of cable out on the most-used east~west
runway, and practically a mile of cable
out on the other north-south one. Three
privately-owned powered aircraft also
use the airfield, so aero-tows are a
future possibility.
Two of our members, "Ozy" Owls
and Tony Fidler. went on a ridg,e soaring expedition with our SkylarK 2 to
Sutton Bank over Easter, but unforrunat~ly duri~g the period of their stay the
wmd persisted to come from the east.
Luckily for "Ozy", however, he man·
aged to obtain his Silver C height the
previous weekend.
The B.P. grouf', in an effort to
modernise the club fleet, are in the process of negotiating to aquire a canopied
high performance two-seater sailplane
so that we can give the ab-initios practical experience of cloud flying, and the
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composite problems. If negotiating
proves successful, this will allow the T218 to be replaced by another medium
performance aircraft
J.V.L.

SCOTTISH

s of recent years the BOA meetings
A
coincided with our bumper wave
week_ Whilst SGU representatives trot,ted off to London. visitors from
RAFGSA, Booker, Dunstable and other
clubs made so many note-worthy flights
that our office ran out of claim forms. .
It is interesting to record that not
only height flights took place but also
cross-countries. Chris Wills even set off
for home in his Ka-6 whilst his partner
took the trailer. They were last heard of
south of the Forth . . ! Vic Carr managed an out-and-return to Loch Katrine
in a flight which embraced good thermals plus wave and sea. 'breeze to make
quite a memorable trip.
On the home front young Ian Barr
has created club precedent by having to
be checked for solo winch Ia.unches
after first going solo on aero-tow.
The advent of May brings phase one
in our development of Portmoak when
the adjacent Portmoak Farm officially
becomes club property. Do come to visit
us soon, there will be more fences to
remove and plenty of ditches to fill •..
One- sad feature is the loss of Wellburn, the cottage which has provided
eating, sleeping and office accommodation when the SOU first moved from
Balado. but it cannot now be a part of
our new project.
Douglas Mackay, who took up gliding
with us as part of the Duke 01 Edinburgh Award Scheme and consequently
completed his Silver C before leaving
school. has been named pilot of 1967 by
Airwork Training Services, Scone. He is
the first Scat to be thus honoured.
M.B.R.

SOLENT
INCE our first rerort in these
S
columns last autumn~ we have be·
come airborne, and due to the gener-

osity of Britten-Normap Ltd. we have
the free use of Bembridge Airport.

Our aircraft is still a hired T-21, to
which we bope to add a Grunau shortly;
we have boul:ht a winch from Booker
and have plans to build our own soon.
Cable retrieving proved a great problem at first as the airfield is badly waterlogged, but our members devised and
built an endless belt retrieve system
which is a great success.
On 11th February we had our first
taste of aero-tows when Peter Ward
brought over the Tiger Moth from
Sandown. The Islander Flying Club have
offered to modify their Auster for towing and We hope that this won't take
too long. Behind the airfield is a ridge
that should work on both S.E. and N.W.
winds but this is still to be exploted.
On behalf of the club members, I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank tbe Committee and the Instructors
under Tom Burt, our eFl, who have put
in so much work to get us airborne
within four apda half months of formation.
D.D.

STAFFORDSHIRE
the eod of our fifth year
W Eofreached
oneration on the weekend of

the 6th and 7th April, and e1tpenenced
flying conditions which were quite unbelievable. Hardly any of the acro-tow
Rights, in which we are specialising now,
lasted less than 40 minutes, and Instructors were encouraging the ab-initio pilots
to find patches of sink and to circle in
it so that the Capstan ,could be got back
on the ground within the allotted time
for the flight.
On the Saturday Roy Ibbs flew his
second Bronze leg, and club Secretary
Norman Bartlett got his C. On the Sunday Bill Mason and Ted. Barker both
got their Silver C gain of height, aod
Frank Townsend declared an out-andretur-n to Derby. but only managed to
get bac.k as far as Church BrQughton.
Also on the Saturday we invented a
new fumble-losing the joystick on the
P2 side of the Capstan. It was removed
to make way for all the impediments of
a free-lance photographer collecting
material for 'an article on gliding for a
woman's magazine. Next Saturday we
are expecting a visit from Radio Stokeon-Trent for a programme on gliding,
and as we are expecting, a second Cap-

stan on hire for the summer on. that
day. the loss of a joystick here or there
will not matter all that much.
The second Capstan will help us in
our training programme for young
people which is to be held mid-week
and for the new members wbich we
expect as the season advances.
R.B.L.

SURREY AND HANTS
UR cross-country season started on
O
the 16th February this year when
Chris Lovell did a modest out-andreturn of 65 km. This must have been
a good omen for things to come as on
the 6th April Julian Temple set out on
a SOO-km. triangle in one of the club's
Dart 17R's. Unfortunately he had to
abandon the task on the second leg as
the weather was deteriorating, but he
got back to Lasham after having flown
>60 km.
The Easter holiday has also, for the
first time in years, been good for crosscountry flying.
On Good Friday, eight out of the
nine available club gliders flew a total
of 1,184 km.• several on Gold distance
attempts; although no one completed,
there were several near misses.
Easter Saturday was not a crosscountry day from Lasham but some
local soaring was done in the late afternoon. We were pleased to welcome
Barry Goldsbrough after his tSUccessful
300-km. goal flight from Sutton Bank in
his Sky.
The most outstanding flight on Easter
Sunday was carried out by Chris Qarton, who flew a club Dart 17,R to Cambridge and back, via Halton both ways.
The first leg was flown into a 20-2S-knot
headwind, even so he completed this
300-km. trip in 4: IS: 00. Five of the
club's gliders totted up 8S5 km. but the
total distance covered by Lasham-based
aircraft totalled 3,100 km. Although the
d/lY was a classic for downwind dashes
to Perranporth, which was declared and
reached by Geoff King and Paul
Thompson, several pilots opted for triangles and both George Burton and
Wally Kahn raced round a 2()(),km. triangle, b.reaking the existing record handsomely, only to find on more careful
measuring that they had not allowed
enough to cover the 28 per cent rule!
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Thermal activity on Eas!er Monday
started rather late, but the day was
made interesting by some unexpected
wave (seldom seen at Lasham) and Anne
Bums took good advantage of it by
climbing to 8,900 a.sJ. in it.
Don Snodgrass, who has spent many
Ea~t~r holidays at Swanton Morley
waltmg for a SDO-km. chance, had his
patience finally rewarded when he
reached his declared goal at St. Mawgan
on Easter Sunday. (See separate article
on page 209'.)
The club's second Dart 17R has
already been put to good use and this,
together with a Land Rover for club
retrieves, should, weather permitting,
add to our cross-countries.
Let us hope that the season will CODtinue as it started. So far Lashamlaunched gliders have covered 8,874
cross-country kilometers. Can any site
beat this?
R.H.

We are now in our fifth year of existence and in that time have formed the
basis of a sound fleet of gliders, those
being two Skylark 30'S, an Olympia 2.
a Ka-7 and the arrival of a K-13 is
eagerly awaited.
Our club, with the Airways and
CISAVIA. operate a centre which provides launl;:hing and training facilities.
This has proved very successful, especially since we introduced aero-tow
launching only, and dispensed with the
winches.
Gliding must be getting easier, our
Silver C's last year totalled nine, with at
least 30 legs gained; not to mention
about 20 Bronze C's and two weeks in
March at Portmoak which have brought
in a flood of Gold C heights.
We hope this year to see more members of other clubs, especially when
Booker has its second RegionaIs in
August. So don't forget to come along.

SWINDON

UPWARD BOUND

R.

HE Upward Bound flying machines
four Silver duration flights
W ITH
completed already this season, we T have been making their customary
early-in-the-year cross-country journeys

are off to a very good start. These have
been achieved by David Hart, Peter
Trenchard, Graham Hinder and Iohn
Bundy. The last three of these were all
local soaring flights, while the first Was
flown at Portmoak, where David also
reached 10,000 ft. in wave.
The elusive South Marston wave has
also been flown at last. After all the
talk by our wave "experts" it took one
of our younger members to fly it to
almost 7,000 ft.
In March we held our ninth annual
Dinner and Dance, where we welcomed
our new President, Charles MorrisQn
M.P., who, in spite of art arduous even~
ing arrived at the airfield for his introduction to gliding the next morning.
We are interested in the possibility of
using diesel tow vehicles and we WQuld
appreciate information from any other
clubs who are operating them.
E.I.W.

THAMES VALLEY
~TE

feel very ashamed to say we
VV have never subscribed to Club
News before, at least not as an individual club.
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trailers bound for C. of A. renewaL
In the meantime ab-initio pupil training has been business as usual. Perhaps
the shorter daylight hOUTS, the lower
temperatures and gustier wind conditions
of the months immediately each side of
Christmas do reduce ,our launch rate,
but there is always an appropriate lecture or lesson to be given to the young
people who are reaching towards their
first solo adventures.
We read recently of the doubledecker bus converted by the Ouse club.
Bob Somerscales, out Chairman and
king mechanical deviller, completed a
like project last summer. Our bus was
originally a single-decker vehicle. To
the topside has been added a control
box from which signalling and flight
logging is carried out.
Inside, the back portion of the bus
has been transformed into a classroom
complete with blackboard and noticeboard for association and club notices.
The centre part is now our canteen,
equipped with four-plate gas stove. The
front end serves as a temporary rest
centre for pupils.

-00

The flight board hangs outsi~e by the
sliding door and shows the flymg order
(instructor and pupil) by aircraft. The
vehicle is painted a red and white (and
yellow) checker patte,n.
Bob Somerscales was also responsible
for Bob's Banger, a glider retrieval
Special Originally a Ford 8, the body
was removed and the chassis chopped
until a wheelbase of around 60 inches
resulted. A single well-sprung tractor
seat was fitted to hwnour elderly spines
and a specially constructed vestigial red
body covers the noisy parts.
V.W.J.

UNIVERSITY
OF EAST ANGLIA
ESPITE a literary silence of some
D
eight months, gliding has continued
to flourish among the flat wastes and
concrete pyramids of the University of
East Anglia. We are now faced with our
perennial problem - the end of yet
another financial year, and the ensumg
loss of members. This time it will be
more difficult to recruit newcomers, as
the scale of charges has had to be increased, and so gliding will be beyond
the pocket of some of our potential
members. However, we will have more
people in the university to find newcomers to our rank.s.
Flyingwise, progress is just round the
corner. Clive Avery was stopped by bad
weather from soloing on the last weekend of the spring term, but both he and
John Wood should be solo by the time
this is printed.
Thanks to John Jeffries and his merry
men, and to Instructor Mike Watson. we
were able to fly the Norfolk club K-13
at Dunstable before Christmas.
The soaring season at Tibenham began on 28th January, when the Norfolk
club Instructor, Dennis Cooper, kept
the Swallow UP for 17 minutes. However, none of ihe unive~ty pilots have
benefitted from more than a few minutes
extended time yet. Nigel Mutimer has
completed his first Bronze leg (so much
more difficult without a ridge) and Keith
Panton did his five hours in the K-13
W.hile.it was at Dunstable, so completing
h IS Silver C.
M.J.C.

WEST WALES
UR present fleet consists of a T-21B,
O
Capstan, Olympia 463, Skylark 2
and Auster Tug. We also have in the
hangar, privately owned, a Dart 15 and
an RF4. There is a Pirat on order for
the club, with delivery due in May.
February saw some soaring and the
first field-landing of the RF4. Certainly
noteworthy in that the machine took
four hOUTS to de-rig, and then had to be
carried down a narrow farm lane, with
the tail carried above the CFl's head,
allowing just half an inch clearance
either side of the elevator!
In March, E. Johnson did his five
hours on the cliff in the 463 and P.
Williams joined him, in the Skylark, for
two houTS. Ma)timum heights of 2,500 ft.
were reached and both flew back to the
airfield afterwards. Not bad for a 25O-ft.
cliff.
The beginnin~ of April saw our first
real soaring, WIth flights of up to two
and a half hours and heights of 4,200 ft.
off the wirey and now we are looking
fcorward to the summer and the height(s)
of the soaring season.
J.D.O.

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN
T the time of writing, the unstable
A
north-easterlies have decided to
blow on the reciprocal. tall cu. floats by
office window and cloud streets appear
all over. Naturallv it is mid-week, so
What else can we do but dive into
statistics and record that during the
oeriod we flew 4S6 launches for 48
hours, which was not too bad considering the high winds wmch arrive at weekends.
The new Bocian appeared in the
middle of February and has been much
in demand. proving to be a sociable bird
in spite of the tandem seating, and a
good thermaller. too, although we wonder what would happen if there were
two sets of instruments . . ! A rare and
interesting exoerience is in store with
the arrival of the refurbished primary,
which we are sure will be a hUl!e
attractfon.
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Club members have converted the bus into a mobile clubroom with kitchen facilities.
etc., downstairs. and office and signalling equi.pment upstairs.
The big day Came on 2nd March
when We roUed out the Bannerdown
Doubledecker to take its place beside
07 runway. Virginia Warriss, wife of
comedian Ben Warriss, cut the ribbon
and was Bocian-borne in no time with
CFI Pete Dawson to look at the circuit
and a vertical view of the Warriss' Vineyard Restaurant right near the camp.
Maintenance-wise, Peter Dawson has
been driving us on and is also responsible for repossession of the Daniels
auto pulley with which we hope to augment the launch rate. In addition, a
large Jaguar has appeared, fully COnverted, to give the first M launches at
Coleme for five years.
P.H.

BICESTER
NDY GOUGH took a small wave
soaring expedition to Portmoak
early in March and got his Diamond
height, thus completing his Diamond
badge. During the same period Fred
Plumb did his Diamond height, Paddy
Hogg and Jock Wishart obtained their
Gold heights and over the Easter weekend Paddy completed his Gold with an
excellent goal flight to St. Mawgan.
Dave Langford obtained his SHver C in
three days and young And.y Gough has

A
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done his Silver height and distance legs
so is hard on the heels of his father.
Flying hours and launches are well
up, on last year and totals so far are
6,690 launches and 1,167 hours, which
is an increase of ten per cent.
A.E.B.

CLEVELANDS
Report on a Lee Wave ,Flight on
20th April
Pilot: A. St. Pierre. Aircraft: Ka-6E.
Attempted 52Q-km. oUl-and-return, Dishforth-Portmoak (Loch Leven)-Dishforth
for 50D-km. distance Diamond. Launched
by aerotow (Auster) at 10.15 to 2,000 it.
Contacted standing wave lift and
climbed on course. Operating height
6.000 to 11.000 ft. Able to cruise at times
at 90 kt. without losing height. Best rate
of climb: over 1.000 ft. per min. at
Con,ett. west of Newcastle, where
reached maximum height of 14,000 ft.
Above cloud, broken, all the way.
Reached East Fortune airfield, just east
of Edinburgh in 2 hr. 45 min. By this
time the cloud had increased to nearl)'
complete COver below. Unable to continue because cover was complete ahead,
cloud base known to be about 2,000 ft.and hill tops 2,000 ft. Waited It hours.
for cloud to clear. Cloud had meanwhile

closed in behind-all set to descend
through hole and land at East Fortune,
Eventually, no sign of clearance ahead
but cloud broke a little behind, so turned
back. Return journey into better weather,
no real difficulties. Landed back at Dishforth. Actual distance flown 450 km.believed to be longest out-and-return in
UK. Total time airborne 7 hr. 8 min.

From RAF Newsletter

EAST MIDLANDS
ITH the exception of the restricW
tions due to the foot-and-mouth
outbreak, general winter weather and
high winds, the last few months have
seen some good flying by the club. An
expedition to Portmoak for two weeks
in March, with the SHK and Ka-6E,
produced two Diamond heights, 105
hours, almost 2,000 miles cross-country
flying, not to mention the odd Gold
height, all of which were flown in
superb wave conditions.
Back at Swinderby (near Lincoln) we
have had some excellent spring thermals
and even a wave flight to 7,500 ft. from
a wire launch. We hope that this augurs
well for the summer!
Basic training progresses satisfactorily
and the first of three ab-initio courses
planned for this year was held at the
end of March. Every effort is being
made to better our all-time record in
1967 of 36 first solos.
Our ground equipment has changed
somewhat from last vear; we have
adopted car launching 'as the primary
launch method, with the winch as secondary. We use two F 100 trucks for
towing and results so far are highly
satisfactory and certainly fewer fumbles
occur; the cost and charges are greater
but members seem happy to accept this
for the better results achieved.
1.0.

FENLAND
club saw February out with a
T.. HE
barbecue to say farewell to our re-

tlTlng CFI, Colin Elliot, who was presented with a cigarette lighter guaranteed to produce small thermals!
The main event in March was a twoweek expedition to the Long Mynd

which was most successful "Wilt" Iones.
achieved his Gold height (13,000 ft.) in
the Bocian, nine Silver duration legs
were completed together with sundry
Bronze legs.
After much deliberation the club
Committee decided to raise the winch
launch fee from 2s. 6<1. to 3s.-tbe first
increase in fees for s.ome years, but costs
were finally exceeding income,
Our M.T. expert, Tony Weldon, is
leaving us to concentrate on power
flying, strange fellow. This vital function is being taken over by Dave
Vickery.
Soaring conditions have allowed us to
start cross-country flying again, two 50
km. being completed. So far attempts to
go further have not yet met·· with
success. Two more members have survived the fortnight at Bicester and
joined the instructors ranks.
Lastly, the clubroom bar has been
given a new look and made larger. Mel
Brown is now in charge.
R.GJ.

FOUR COUNTIES
T .the end of February the club had
A
its most successful expedition yet.
Six members at Portmoak for two
weeks with the Olympia 2B and KaOCR, plus very strong winds, provided
the correct combination for some excellent wave soaring.
Congratulations to Chris Waller,
Hamish Brown and Terry Slater on
reaching 19,000 ft. and the magic
Diamond height. Also congratulations
are due to Alan Fox. "Woody" Woodier
and Rath Tomlinson on obtaining their
Gold C height. Silver C legs were
easily obtained by many of the club
members. Lots of thanks to members
and staff at Portmoak who helped to
make this expedition such a success.
It was a very happy birthday indeed
for our youngest member, Trevor
Gorely. who was 16 years old on the
28th March and who that day completed
the reQuired flights to make him a solo
pilot. Two days later he had a launch
and calmly managed 30 minutes, which
gave him his C eertificate.
This, of course, is not the end of the
story. because just eight days later he
obtained a Bronu C leg and then the
second Bronze C leg the followina day.
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Frantically working on his Air Law he
successfully passed the written examinations. Not content with his achievements,
he went cross-country and yet again
was successful. Congratulations, Trevor,
on your Silver C distance just two
weeks after going solo.
lan Smith made a noble effort on an
out-and-return Gold distance but fell
short by 50 km. after being airborne for
seven and a half hours.
There have been so many Bronze
and Silver legs obtained it is an impossible job to mention them all, but
well done to all those concerned.

CoB.C.

FULMAR
UR CFI. Jim Gunter. had to leave.
us in January after four years with
the club and Denis Shepherd has taken
over the reins.
During our long winter, f1yi,ng was
uneventful but a steady intake of new
membe~ ke,pt the T-21 busy. Our on1y
wave flight of note Was Bob Kerr's
climb to 12,000 fL, just missing his Gold
height.
A party took the Swallow and Skylark to Portmoak in February in search
of five-hour and Gold height legs but
the weather was again unco-operative.
This led us to seek a ridge nearer home
and the Skylark succe~sfully soared Ben
Aigan, ten miles S.S.E. of the airfield.
We hope the next nor'-wester will bring
the first of many five-hour legs.

O

H.D.

HERON
VERY successful task week was
A
. held by the HeTon Gliding Club at
the Royal Naval Air Station, Yeovilton,
in Somerset, from TUesday, 2nd April.
until Friday 12th April.
Sixteen pilots of Bronze C standard
attended and seven Association gliders
were available. The Devon and Somerset club kindly lent us their Swallow
for the period.
The geographical position of the Fleet
Air Arm bases, where gliding clubs
exist. generally prevents cross-country
flying, due to convection being killed
off by sea breezes. It was decided to
hold the task week at Yeovifton-the
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most inland of the Naval Air Stations.
The weather was exceptional and
without it the week would not have
been the success that it was-although
on the first day spirits and visibiltiy were
reduced to zero whilst a blizzard raged
across the airfield.
Task flying took place on seven days
of the eleven available, Ralph Jones
and "Robbie" Robinson set the tasks
with the aim of achieving Silver C
qualifying legs.
Fifteen distance, eight height and five
duration legs were obtained and nine
Silver Badges completed. Ricky Knight
completed all three lejts in one flight
but had to wait until Friday before he
was able to gain his height in a Dart.
AIl launches-and some retrievingwere done by aerotow. A total of 244
hours and 4,213 cross-country kilometres were flown from 44 cross-country
flights.
Everyone enjoyed themselves immensely and we hope that next year we
will be able to do it again.
T.J.T.

HUMBER
N the first year since the formation
I1967,
of the Humber Gliding Club at Easter,
over 3.000 launches and 350 fiying

hours have been C()mpleted.
Ground equipment has been built up
from the original diesel winch and tractor by the addition of another winch
and an auto-tow vehicle which was C()nverted from a prime mover of an articulated lorry. Also well under way is the
conversion of a double-decker bus into
a mobile winch, with sleeping facilities
on the upper deck with a view to future
club expeditions. Our 22-foot caravan
has given excellent service during the
winter as a control point, providing
warmth and hot food and drink.
During the year there have been 2S
first solo/re-solos. As the majority
started with little or no previous ex'
perience they are making good use of
the soaring season. Already five Bronze
C's have been completed and one Silver
C height obtained. With the recent
arrival of a Ka-7 our members are
looking forward to further achievements
and cross-countries during the summer
months.
D.H.K.

MENDIPS
HE weather has been kinder to us
just lately and some good flights
have been made. Our Bocian has arrived
and has been well used. giving some of
U5 experience in a "hotter" ship. The
northerly winds which give us rid~e
soaring have still not been much in
evidence but have produced three Silver
duration legs. There was also one other
good afternoon when three aircraft were
on the ridge-one doing a duration. the
other two giving soaring experience to
members.
The "Mendips Construction Co.... a
branch of the gliding club. is still in
business. as we are in the tllroes of
building an annexe to our hangar to
house our winches. at present parked in
the open.
For a very long time we have been
endeavouring to obtain the services ofa
tug aDd early in March was a red-letter
day when a Chipmunk arrived on the
airfield for a very full afternoon's aerotowing.
We never get really good thermalling
conditions at Weston-super-Mare. so
during the summer we are planning
some expeditions to the old airfield at
l''''(errifield. about 3O-odd miles inland. in
the hope of getting some really good
flying in.
J.P.T.R.

T

RAFGSA
the
D URING
March, 1968,

first two weeks of
the RAFGSA mounted an expedition to Portmoak. The
expedition consisted of 13 pilots and
six gliders from RAFGSA clubs in
England. the biggest contingents being
from the Four Counties club and the
East Midland club (see club reports).
Right from the start, conditions were exceptionally good. and during- the visit
five Gold and six Diamond climbs were
attained (provisional figures). Several
Pilots used the wave systems to carry
out long CToss-eountry flights. and
though no one completed a SOO-km. triangle. Jack Harrison flew round a 200k.m.. triangle which unofficially beat the
national record by 14 Minutes. PractiCally every member of the expedition
reached 16,000 ft. and a few reaChed

19.000 ft. The six sailplanes were flown
for a total of 300 hours in the two
weeks.
A.L.B.

WREKIN
INCE the last issue of S. & G. we
S
have managed to do a fair amount
of flying with all the serviceable aircraft
being put to good use. There has been
plenty of wave in the skies around Cosford but it has been too far away for us
to reach from a winch launch.
T-21 339, our canopied trainer, has at
last been given a new colour scheme, and
the Sedbergh can now be seen zotting
about the area in red and white instead
of silver and .dayglow.
During our soaring week at Easter, our
CFI, Norman Smith. deserted us and
gave the excuse that he was going to be
married. A likely story. but nevertheless
we at the Wrekin sencl our congratulations to Norman and Sue Hedges, his
wife, and wish them every happiness.
SF-26 is back in flying order after its
mishap last year and once the Tutor's
major has been completed we shall have
nine aircraft operating from the strip
this summer.
The Club's first two C certificates of
the year have been gained by Chas.
Nightingale and "Scotty" Haig. The first
week in April brought us a few more
gains. Cnas. Nightingale got one leg of
his Bronze C and John Hunt gained the
first leg of his Bronze C and also his
Silver height.
CB.B.P.H.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
Annual Statistics printed in the
THEFebruary
issue did not do our club

credit. Our actual hours and launches
were much higher than those printed.
Our Secretary went to great lengths to
ensure accurate figures. I assume the
reason for the difference in the figures
is that September in the UK is considered the last soarable or f1yable
month.· While in Cyprus the winter
months are soarable. Last October alone
produced 198 hours with 2 Gold C and
4 Silver C heights, 1 duration, 13 Bronze
C legs and 5 C certificates.
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More recent achievements include the
conversion to the Olym"ia 401 by Gerry
Cooper and John AUerton who have
come all the way from Maharraq for a
month's gliding. Several other members
have progressed to the Swallow.
Although we are in the middle of our
soaring month we have so far only had
one good thermal day up to 7.500 ft. and
one day of low level wave to 6.000 fL
The rest of the period being very stable.
It may be of interest to clubs operating piano wire for launching to mend
cable breaks by using the link of a chain.
size al'proxima!ely 1 in. long by tin.
circumference. each end of the broken

wire is l'aSsed through the link and
wound round itself in the normal
JAS.
manner.
-The figures quoted in the statistics were
correcL They state quite clearly that the
period was from 1st January to 30th SePtember. The October figures should be
shown in this year's figures. The reason
for the change to September is purely to
give us more time to collate the information as some clubs are late in forwarding
the necessary details. and also to fall into
line with the end of our financial year.
[BGA SECRETARY]

OVERSEAS NEWS
"T"~:i:&::y~'::'~'~"
'·'Y.\'.:.:·.:

We would be pleased to receive news for this section from every country in
the world where soaring is done.-A. E. SLATER, Overseas News Editor.

ARGENTINA

N ATIONAL
were held

CHAMPtONSHIPS.-These
at Pehuavo from 28th
January to 5th February. Hossinger (the
1960 World Champion). fiying a Phoebus,
was the winner among 48 participants.
The numbers of each sailplane type
entered were: 15 Ka-6. 7 Austria, 5
Vasama•. 4 Skylark. 45(?) Sky 34,
4 Blanik. 3 Zefir, etc. (The figure for the
Sk.y is obviously a misJ)rint.)
A handicap system was used for marking, the coefficients being: Phoebus and
Std. Austria SR, 0.72; Std. Austria, 0.73;
Skylark 4, 0.79: Vasama. 0.80: Zefir,
0.83; Ka-6 and Pirat 0.88; Skylark 2,
0.91; Blanik, 0.92; Sky 34, 0.96; Bocian,
{).98; Mucha Standard, 1.00.
The first task, a 147~-km. Triangle.
was won jointly (after applying handicap) by Rizzi with a Sky at 87.34 km/h.
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and Rossinger with a Phoebus at 116.45
km/h. 27 completed it.
The remaining five tasks were: 200km. Triangle completed by 12; 166·km.
Triangle completed by'37; 285-km. Outand-Return, also completed by 37: 211km. Triangle completed by 40; and Free
Distance, won by Hossinger with 248
km., with even the 19th competitor
making 142 km.
Le,adillR Final Results
1. Hossinger
Phoebus
2. Caro
Vasama

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Mendiburu
Milani
Urbaocio
Frene
Honda
Macarron

Rizzi

5489
5021
Ka-6
4850
4775
Ka-6
4696
Ka-6
Ka-6
4621
Ka-6
4582
Skylark 3
4554
Sky 34
4498
Aviasport

CANADA
TT is mid-April, and the flying season is
.1 well and truly under way as this is
written. So are the preparations for our
team's trip to Leszno. At least two, and
maybe three, of the boys will pick
up their new European sailplanes, practige, fly -them in the contest and then
bring them home-they'll have something to bring home. even if they do not
qualify for the official hardware. They
will certainly try.
All idea of WaIter Piercy's, the 1966
and J 967 President of Soaring Association of Canada. has resulted in a $4,000
boost to the World Contest Fund. Can't
tell what he did-it's a secret. Still, the
fund is pitifully low for a country as
wealthy as this, and we do not enjoy
Government support such as some
countries do.
This year's Nationals will be held at
Rockton. Ontario, with the Sosa Gliding
Club doing the work. A remarkable
achievement, bearing in mind that none
of their members even competed last
year. Dates are: 23rd July to 1st August.
The first local contests planned are
for the Victoria Day long-weekend contest. 18th to 20th May. One will be held
at Pendleton. Ontario, by the Gatineau
Gliding Club, assisted by the Rideau
Gliding Club, and another one is believed to be brewing at Calgary. organ-

ised by the Cu-Nim Gliding Club. one of
the largest in the West.
Last year's actual and this year's expected influx of new members has
had ao acute shortage of two-seaters suitable for training-you can't find a good
one with a light!
Several new clubs were established late
last year and early this year, and the
total number of clubs in the country is
over the 30 mark. Another three are
known to be in the pre-incorporation
stages. Any individual or group having a
serious interest in gliding may write to
the Soaring Association of Canada. p.a.
Box 2006, Station D, Ottawa, Oot., or
to the writer's organisation at Box 26.
Station D, Toronto. Ont.
Apart from the new sailplanes to be
picked up in Europe by our team members. there are a number of new sailplanes on their way for an even higher
number of pilots. These include a
Phoebus 17. a Pirat, a Dart, one or two
Ka-6's, a T-53 and a few less spectacular
types.
Skyway Air Services of Langley, B.C.,
are renewing their offer of a $1,000 prize
for a sailplane flight across the Canadian
Rcckies. The flight must start at Fort
Langley gliderport, cross the mountains
and terminate at Pinener Creek (preferably). or points East. Any takers?
The weather's fine. Let's get 'em up
there!
ON1'AERO.

(See next page--CzechoslO\lakian news.)
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

IRELAND (Dublin)

The Baroun Glidirtg Club, about
>0 km. from Prague, is prospering once
mQr(: after recovering from the effects
of a disastrous hurricane in spring, 1967.
It completely destroyed their hangar and
the aircraft inside were either written-off
severely damaged. Photographs show
the hangar just after the hurricane, and
the new one erected in its place.
J. EDGe.

HE 1968 cross-country season got
T
off to an early start with a 38-mile
flight to TUllow on 3rd March by Gerry

or

FRANCE
URING 1967, seven new gliding
D
__ "associations" brouglH the total
number up to 96, with 7,500 "adherents".
They put up 128,979 hours' flying from
>,038 winch launches and 224,187 aerotows, in which the tugs flew 28,>20 hours.
The increase over the 1966 figuri:s was
27.2 ~b in gliding hours, 15.2 % in towed
ftight, and 14.5% in tug flying. Of the
total flying, piIots under 21 were responsible for 35.3%, over 21 for 36.2%,
military pilots 23 %, and foreigners 5.8 %.
In cross-country flying 650,676 km.
were covered-more than double the
previous year's figure; of these, 415,628
km. were in closed circuits and 235,048
km. in distance and goal flights; pilots
under 21 years covered 155,248 km.
Gold C altitudes, 57 (including 20
foreigners), distances 74 (no foreigners);
Diamond Altitudes 36 (16 foreign), Goals
76, Distances 8 (1 foreign). There were
997 sailplanes operating on 30th September. the most numer us .being 130 Bijave
and 120 C-800 (an "anCien" type).
During the year 2,300,000 F. were
given in subsidies fo'r buying gliders,
and 51.192 F. were spent on 388 bursaries for young beginners.
Aviasport.
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Connolly in the club Ka-6. On 7th
April Stanley Dunne, in his Ka-6, went
125 miles to Cork in a five-hour flight.
This broke Dave Hooper's previous
record of 104 miles. In the training area,
five first solos were made, including
Nuala Hegarty, our first fady soloist in
quite a wbile.'
It is now probable that the 1968 Irish
Championships will be split into two
sections. Each section will be either a
whole week or a long weekend. Ho~
fully, this will guard against a complete
washout by the weather as happened
last year~ and if the weather is good for
both sections, more pilots will have a
chance fo compete.
Despite sening the club Teuier earlier
this year, it now looks as though aetotows will be available. The Irish Aero
Club are investigating the Use of a
Cessna 150 for tug duties. If this can
be done, it will fill a big gap in our
launching facilities that was created by
the sale of the Terrier.

R.H.

ITALY
the
A T total

various gliding centres, the
hours flown during 1967

were:
Aosta, 1,452; Bergamo. 1,100; BoIzano,
470 including a Diamond climb;
Cremona, 71-!t; Ferrara, 286; Goritzia
(Trieste). 420; Milan, 589f including 42
distance flights: Padova, 444: Turin,
2,342; Verona, 86; Vicenza, 422 (including visits elsewhere).
Varese: 4,<i91 hours. made up of 3,737

by the club, 233 by others, 711 training.
Two-seater feminine records were set up
for lOO-km. Triangle at 68 km/h.• and
Out-and-Return. 257 km.
Centro Nazionale at Rieti: Total flying at the Centre. 5,006-,[ hours, of which
1,046 hours were with motor. Four professional gliding instructors' certific.ates
were gained, 6 Silver Cs were ~om
pleted and 4 legs towards Gold C. Apart
from certificate flights, 3,848 km. were
covered in Triangles and Out-andReturns. Wave flights were: one to
10,300 m. (33,800 ft.), one to 6,300 m.,
and 22 to between 2.000 m. and 3.000 m.
Vola a ·Vela

MEXICO
Clubs are being started at
G LIDING
Mexico City and Pueblo. The first

Mexican national record has been set
up by Rafael Traboada, holder of Mexican gliding licence No. 3. Taking off
from Pueblo. 2,150 m. (7,054 ft.) a.s.l.
in a Ka-6, he flew 80 km. (50 miles) to
a landing near the Pacific at Cuantla,
1.500 m. (4,921 ft.) a.s.1.
Aviasporl.

'W ZEALAND
DlSTR1CTS CHAMPIONSHIPS.
C ENTRAL
-Poor weather over the Easter

period, following a disastrous storm only
two days before, caused these Championships to be rather less than a resounding
success. Luckily only minor damage to
one glider was caused by the storm, although roofs were blown off houses and
trees by the thousand were toppled-not
to mention the tragedy of the ship
"Wahine".
Only two days of competition were
possible.
FRtDAY. 12TH APRIL.-No-con1est day.
Task: Free distance. Only one glider
out of the dozen in the contest passed
"X". This was Gordon Hookings of
Auckland in the Skylark 4.
SATIJR'DAY, 13TH APRIL.-Ist contest
day. Task: 93 km. speed triangle. Turn
pomts, Masterton-Featherston-Ruakakaput una. (Believe it or not, there is such
a place. pr<lnounced "Rooa-cocka-poohtoona".)

Four completed the task in slow time.
Winner's speed 36 km/hr. Kosoff landed
just one paddock short of home.
Next day it rained again.
MONDAY, 15m ApRIL-2nd contest
day. Forecast: Stable conditions with a
faint possibility of wave. Faint nothing
-it became a fully fledged wave during
the day-but in a reasonably gentle form.
Thermals reached to 3,500 ft. and later
4,000 ft. Task: Distance around a 90km. triangle, Masterson - Mt. BruceFeatherston. Pilots who contacted the
wave soon were around 6-8,000 It. over
the Ist turn point-the markers could
not be seen from a greater height. First
to complete one round was Peter Heginbotham. But the winner was Doug YarraH in the SHK. The wave at Masterton
is his playground. It was here last month
that he reached 37,800 ft. from a Iow
point of 800 ft., giving him the NZ
height and gain-of-height records. He
was on his 5th time round when he decided it was cold and near dark. He
landed back at Masterton after 450 km.
Gordon Hookings, witb 3~ times around
the triangle, was next-300 km.
Final total was nearly a dead heat.
1. G. Hookings
1395
2. P. Heginbotham
1390
3. A. Cameron
1179
After the prizegiving, Gordon Hookings took delivery of Peter Heginbotham's Phoebus. Peter is getting a new
17-metre Phoebus for the World Championships.
Ross MAClNTYRE.

SOUTH AFRICA
REPORTED AOORTEo.-In the report of
the South African Nationals, page 133,
April-May issue, there is one, to my
mind, dismal error.
I completed the lOO-km. triangle on
the 9th January and scored 950 points
for second place. The story of this flight
might be of some interest to your
readers, being the experience: of one of
the less skilful and intrepid glider
g\Jiders at this competition.
It was obvious 'that considerable overdevelopment was to be expected and
after a reasonably early start I was at
the first lurning point in good time. The
lift was strong and turbulent. Back
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towards Tempe several storm ccll~ were
spewing rain. A big, black. and fngbteJ!.ing storm front stretched from thIS
turning point towards the second one at
De Brug railway station.
Ah! thought I, a quick run along the
front of this to De Brug (as I thought
then, glinting in the sunshine ahead).
Take the photos and. home and. d.ry.
Imagine my constematlOn when arnvmg
at this station to find that it was not
De Brug but the next one back along
the line to Bloemfontein.
De Brug was behind the storm front
Cu~ ! This after belting along the
front at maximum rough air speed
working the brakes like a Henley oarsman, in-out, in-out, to save myself from
being sucked into the storm, and
shaking like a jelly with terror.
The gods smiled and a. tiny g~p
opened and througb a curtaIn of ram
the pan behind De Brug station was seen
to 1;)e in sunshine. Hell for leather
through it, through rain, hail "Donder
and Blitzen", terrible sink and colossal
turbulence. Now only 1,500 ft. above the
ground over the pan and, yes, it worked.
Strong, rough lift. Wonderful! Photos
taken, look back towards Tempe. A
horrid sight, solid black. Where was the
hole I'd come through? Worked up to
3,000 ft. above the ground and back. to
the storm. Followed the railway hne
through the rain. Worse this time.! Or
was it just that I was more terrified?
Out in front of the storm at 1,000 ft.
and still 10 miles to go. Impossible!
Then the dust, a huge curtain, half the
Orange Free State being sucked into the
air. No question now, can make it
easily. Tail wind about 40 knots and
Tempe in sight. But now, oh so low, I
let the wind blow me over the last couple
of miles. over the fence at 200 ft. and
again we are suddenly lifted up and
over the control at nearly 1,000 ft. The
dust has caught me up! Dear God, how
do I get down? Well I did. Just!
Approacl:ed at 80 knots and landed
across the runway. Didn't even reach
the other side. Willing helpers were
waiting to hold the wing tips. Another
well-meaning idiot motioning me to get
out Oh dear me no! I rost the canopy
of myoid Eagle in a storm like this.
In any ease it was. raifl,ing. In .my state
of jelly I would have s'lmply dissolved.
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Well, after going through all that you
mllst sympathise with my feelings when
it was reported that I aborted.
BIUAN CotE

SOVIET UNION
&\ILPLANE.-During 1967 a new
N EWStandard
Class glider, the Vega-2,

has been going through its tests. It has
been developed from the Amur (1960)
and Vega-l (l963). The construction is
all-metal and is based on the A-IS with
a lower fuselage and larger V-tail.
The Vega-2 has easily removable wing
tips (NACA section) and can also be
fitted with a I7.5-m. wing for record
flying, etc. With the IS-m. wing it c~m
plies with the Standard Class reqwrements.
The testing was done in two sta.geselectronic equipment was installed which
photographed anq noted down all flight
conditions. and then a number of co!"parison flights were ca:ried ou~ Wlt!t
other gliders. The team Involved ID thiS
included Veretennikov, Chuvikov, Blinov
and Dumov.
Several prototypes were built so that
improvements could be made as th~y
went along. A reduction of 25 kg. m
weight was obtained and also performance was increased by improved workmanship on. the wings.
The cockpit of the Vega-2 can accommodate pilots of all sizes, the taller
pilot being in a more semi-supine position.
The glider has been designed for massproduction and many modem methods
are to be used with this in mind.
Another flapped version is also under
construction; this should improve the
soaring capabilities even more.
Principal Data, Vega-2
15 or 17.5 m.
Span Wing area I I or 12 sq. m.
330 or 350 kg.
Flying weight
36 or 41
Max. LID 0.65 m. I sec.
Min. sink Max. speed
340 km-/h.
V. SprvAK. A. KOLESNUCOV and
V. DADASREV.

Condensed and translated from
Krilya Rodiny by C. WILLS.

WEST GERMANY
E1NZ HUTH radioed a distress sigH
nal oyer the Alps: "Stand by fot
emergency landing. 1 am being attacked
by eagles." Two giant .Alpine eagles were
buzzing the glider at about 9;000 ft.
Ruth wrestled with the contr-ols as one
of the eagles slammed into the wing of
the glider. Stunned and bleeding, the
eagle fell to earth; but its partner continued to aUack.
Ruth, who was practising for the
World Gliding Championships, managed
to land his damaged glider near Magadino, Switzerland. He said: "I had a
special prototype glider of glass-fibre. If
I had been using my usual woo.den glider
the eagles would have br,oken the wings."

Daily Mirror.

Coventry Gliding Club
HusJaandsBosworda
Leic:atersbire
HOLlDA Y COURSES
May 13th - Sept. 23rd inclusive

Ab initio and advanced instruction
AfJply:

LES JOHNSON (SG)
74 Cotswold 4venue
NortbamptOll

The Derbyshire and Lancashire
GUDlNGCLUII
Camphill, Greal' HLlcklow, Nr. iideswell.
Derbyshire
Tb. Club hu th,.. d••1conlnll gtid. . nd oil....1_..-

Victor Boin Contest

..,." int..",",,;'I• • nd high per!o._. t.ellitieo .....

This one-day free distance contest was
held on 27th April at the Air Force
G 1.e!. base near Eindhoven, Holland,
with 53 participants. Dick R~parOfi
(Ka-6E) won with 345 km. Second, van
Bree (Ka-6E) 305 km. Third Bleuekens
(Belg.) 290 km.

-....PriYIIl.Ow... _Iao.n.......f-'>leClub
House, Dormilories and C.nteett
under the cere of e
I",,"., 5I....eI.nel 5I....eI
AI
•n 'ho.. things which make ,he compl... Gliding Club.
W,i'. to th. s.cro'.ry for d.t.lIs of M-m.....hjp .nd
Slra... Coun...
TeI.phon. r","swell 201

"'.'hiII'tIMN....

Bri,stol Gliding Club

Devon &Somerset G6ding Club Ltd••

NYMPSRELD. GI.OUCESTER

Honlton. Devon

_.10' ...

w. off.. ftc.II..,

111..-1. hili . d ......
Oft' the Wettern edg. of IIM Cotswolds", ~. .r Slroud
Fleet include, Skylil,k n, Olympia" Sw. now, Prefect and

site

DUll Trllning NfJJchines.. AerDtowillg .nllib~

Com'_bIe Clubh""... 'inI-da$a , ••, - . hotllo...
.nd a.•.
Summer Gliding Holidays for' .b-inilio Non~emb.....

Wrile 10: "BRISTOl. GlIDING ClUB
NYMPSFIELD,N'. SfOHfHOOSE, GlOS.
Tod.pho•• ULEY 3042

CORNISH GLIDING & FLYIN.G aUB
TREYELLAS AIRFIELD.
PERRANPORTH. CORNWAU

Gliding courses in modern fleet from
May 27th - B.GA. categorised insfructors-fine soaring-Iovel~ coastal

airfield-ideal for a different family
holiday.

Do/ails with "l.csur. from: JUNE DANIEL
20 Bosyean Garden., Truro.

North HID.

aroaclhembu,.,~

1968 Holiday Gliding Courses (up to solo
standard) 15 Gns. per 5 days course.
"Junior Lea!il~. Weeks" (for "solo" ~lolsJ
5 Gns. plus launCh and soaring lees. Beller
than ever al Our new site. Thermal, Ridge
and Wave soaring.
Apply Cowse S«,. 2 sr. P".rs Close. HortM
IlmilUter. SometseL

HOLIDAY COURSES fOR BEGINNERS
AND O'l'HERs
One ....eek or more, April to mid·October
Professional' inslrucrors
Modern residential Clubhouse. I.icensed Bar
Excellenr lhermal and ridge soaring in
beauliful open counrryslde
For full derails send S.A.~. to:
K~NT GLIDING CLUB
CHALLOCK. AStfFORD,KENT
Telephone: (hall"". 307
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MIDLAND GLIDING ClUB
. The long Mynd, ShrQpshire
Tel. Linley 206
Ab initio training
Advan(ed instruction
Ridge sOiIring thermals. waY. flying
Excellent residentia.1 clubhouse
Good lood
BlIr
RESIDENTIAL SUMMER COURSES
Write to Miss. J. HUt.~

17 Victoria Street. Castlef'. .lds.
Shrewsbury.
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LONDON GLIDING CLUB
DuMtable Downs, Bedfordshire

Telephone: OlU2 63419
Situated at tb. foot of the Chiltern bills. and
within ,easy reach of london and the Midlands
by road [iust off Ml). The Club has a ,comprehensi.ve fleet of dual and so'lo airc·ra'ft. reliabl'e
launching equij:lment including three tugs. This
famous site has plentiful thermals in summer.
and hill soaring with favourable winds. Four
permanent instructors. catering every day,
Iicen~ed bar, accpmmodation and otber facilities, Visitors welcome,
TRAINING ~UGHTS?
'Our two superb. modern Ka13two-seaters are
rar,!!ll' on Ibe ground. and in support are-three
otber training two-seater.s. A third Ka13 will
soon be joining lhe lIeet,
COURSES
Training COurles have now begun. Write now
to the Manager ($G) at the Club for details of
vacancies during 1968.

SCOTTISH GLIDING' UNION
PORTMOAK. SCOTLANDWELL,
BY KfNROS$
T4illephDne: SCotlancl_U 243

THE WAVE SITE
Excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable Clubrooms·, excellent
bedroom accommodation, full
catering and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet
Resident Instructor
Aero Tow Facilities
COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
JUNE TO, SEPTEMBER.
Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
ADV;,\NCED BOOKINGS NECESSARY IN WRITING

W;/te

to the Secretary for further
details

Thames Valley Gliding'
Club
BOOKER
Whetherexperienced or inexperienced
you will enjoJ the facilities offered at
Booker.
Training on Kn machines followed by
Olympias and ~arly conversion to our
Skylark 3g'S.
The efficient all aerotow operation at
Booker coupled with the many gliders
available offers a unique service to
members throughout the year, both
midweek and weekends.
Restaurant and Bar open at all times.
Write for details or better still visit us
at WYCOMBE AIR PARK, BOOKER,
Nr. HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

WI;ST WALES

Wifhybush Airfield, H8verfordwesf,

'embrokeshir.
Th. Club is centrall.,. sllnted for QVef 70 miles of
National Park eOlllllin. oflfiing unspoilt beaches end
e:xc:eJlenl facilities for O~.n air h:olid• .,s'..
Gliding HofidlllY Courses open .ny week during summer,
laun(,hin.g fro", rh,... 1'I "wa.,-" byaulo-tO'llll! and l.rO--IOW.
For the beginner, instruction on side·by·side Siin9sby
T·.1 ... d .010 on PII.t., Olympio 463 or Sky_k 11.
For the- advanced, high perfOfma"Ce training on
Clipslsn. Aero·tows by Tugmlll.,. Soaring on N, f-, ,W
end S fK.il'tg cliffs. Accom:mod.'ion in fully licensed
res-idenlial Clubhouse, with m.le .nd 'em.l. dormilories
with full interior sprung 'singl. beds.
fUustraled brochure and details Itom Gliding Secrelary,
Flying Con'rol, ToI, H....,0l'4_.. 3665 or 3156 Of
Tenby 2705,

Yorbhire Gliding Oub (Ply) Limited
SUTTON BANK

, THIRSK

, YORKS

Visit one of the o1dest Gliding Clubs in the tountry.
W•• re delighted to ,..t...d our facilities to meMbers
of other clubs.
w. offer:
A magnificent ridge wilh ~rin9 from South to No,th
Wesl. bc.U."t Walltle and rh_""l ,conditions.
l.Jirge modern clubhouse with .",11 time domestic staff.
Good H'.t'ion 0' solo machines.

Advanced Iwo-seaters with professional instructors.
We look fOfward to· your visit.
Wing ~ ..t1on (Tbirsk) 1.37.

$,urrey and Hants Gliding Club
announces that it,s fleet nowfomprises

TWO DART 17R'5
THR'EE SKYLAtK 4'5
TWO SKYLARK 3'5
THREE SKYLARK 2.'5
The Surrey and Hants ClidingClub welcomes new members who are already
solo pilots of Skylark standard, Train to this standard in the Lasham Gliding
Society's School. Write to the Secretary for membership details of the Club
or the Society, or better still pay a visit tQ Lasham and see for yourself the
unrivalled facilities we offer.
.

The Secretary, Lasham Gliding Centre, Nr. Alton., Hallts
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LASHAM GLIDING CENTRE

GLIDE AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
HOLDER OF THE U.K. TWO-SEAT HEIGHT RECORD

* Unsurpassed Iwo-seat performance
* Fully aero'balic - Flies' equally well inverted
* Corrosion proof all metal manufacture -low maintenance costs
* High launches achieved through low drag and weight (Empty 650 Ibs.),
* Perfect for all training espedaHy' instrument flying
* All ,purpose sailplane - ideal for club or syndicate

*

Winch belly hook now filled

WEll PROVEN-OVER ONE THOUSAND BUILT
Delivered U.K. £1,175

Duty £170

(including Instruments)

(if applicable)

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
H.P. FINANCE ARRANGED
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WelCOMED

Distributor for U.K., Eire and Canada:

Peter Clifford Aviation Limited, Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford.
Tel. Kidlington 4262

Cables: Cliffair, Oxford

Sole Exporter for Czechoslovak Aviation Products:

Omnipol Limited, Washingtonova 11, P.rague 1, Czechosl'ovakia.

